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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis discusses the identification of pathogenic mutations within the human genome, specifically 

in the context of clinical medicine. It is principally a publication-based thesis, with each of the chapters 

focusing on the use of a specific molecular technique or combination of techniques to address a 

particular clinical question, or clinical need. Indeed clinical need is the thread that binds the various 

chapters together.  

 

The work was predominantly carried out at LabPLUS, the tertiary referral medical laboratory attached 

to Auckland City Hospital. The techniques discussed range from targeted mutation analysis using 

amplification refractory mutation system polymerase chain reaction (ARMS-PCR), Sanger-based full 

gene sequencing, multi-gene panel next-generation sequencing, and deletion/duplication analysis by 

array comparative genomic hybridisation (aCGH). The assays are variously applied to single gene 

and chromosomal disorders, and in some instances several techniques are applied together in order 

to provide more comprehensive analysis, or to guide the use of further testing. The clinical contexts 

for the analyses discussed span prenatal to post-mortem diagnosis, and involve a range of clinical 

specialities, including cardiology, paediatric metabolic medicine, clinical genetics, neurology, 

psychiatry, and endocrinology. The Matryoshka, or Russian nesting doll, analogy refers primarily to 

the way that each assay takes a snapshot of the genome at a variable degree of resolution, 

depending on the type of mutation targeted – ranging from whole genome copy number analysis (the 

largest doll), through multi-gene sequencing panels of a range of sizes, to ARMS-PCR to detect one 

specific mutation in one specific gene (the smallest doll).  

 

Each chapter is able to function as a stand-alone, but together they represent the current state of 

diagnostic genetic testing in clinical practice. The intention is to illustrate the principle tools available, 

the indications for, and limitations/potential pitfalls of these tools. Of particular concern is the utility of 

diagnostic genetic testing within routine medical practice, and how such testing is best integrated into 

the clinical paradigm. An awareness of the differences between genetic testing in the research as 

opposed to the clinical environment is crucial, and several chapters discuss the validation process of 

translating assays from the research to the diagnostic laboratory. The importance of collaboration 

between laboratory and clinical staff in order to ensure that testing is appropriately targeted is 

reflected in the multi-disciplinary authorship of the publications included.  

 

Over the course of the thesis, the landscape of diagnostic genetic testing has changed markedly. 

Much of this change involves the introduction of techniques that blur the boundaries of more 

conventional analysis - whole genome assays that have a resolution approaching that of more 

targeted techniques. The concluding discussion focuses on the implications of these changes and 

how they may have an impact on genomic medicine in the future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A Matryoshka is a Russian nesting doll, a set of carved wooden dolls of decreasing size that are 

placed one inside the other. The largest doll separates to reveal a second, smaller doll inside, which 

has, in turn, another doll inside it, and so on. In this thesis, I will be discussing a range of methods for 

detecting disease-causing mutations within the human genome, specifically in the context of clinical 

medicine. It has struck me that the Matryoshka analogy is a useful way to visualise these snapshots 

that are taken of the genome. Each assay interrogates a particular component of the genome at a 

variable degree of resolution, depending on the type of mutation targeted. The assays discussed 

range from whole genome copy number analysis (the largest doll), through multi-gene sequencing 

panels of a range of sizes, to allele-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to detect one specific 

mutation in one specific gene (the smallest doll). In this introductory chapter, I will give an overview of 

the types of mutations that are important in the pathogenesis of human disease, discuss the 

framework for variant interpretation and the classification system used for reporting the results of 

genetic testing, and introduce the concepts that will be covered in each chapter.  

 

The familial clustering of disease was first reported by Hippocrates in the fifth century BC.1 It was not 

until 1902, however, when Archibald Garrod brought together the principles of inheritance described 

by Gregor Mendel in 1865 and his own observations of a rare inborn error of metabolism, 

alkaptonuria, that the first links between Mendel’s laws and human disease were made.2 LeJeune et 

al ushered in the birth of genetic testing with their discovery of the chromosomal cause of Down 

syndrome.3 Ongoing technological advances, including the use of restriction enzymes and the cloning 

of several human genes in the 1970s and 1980s, provided the impetus and tools required for the 

Human Genome Project (1990-2003). The number of genetic disorders for which tests were available 

increased rapidly over the course of the 1990s and 2000s, and test methods changed from being 

principally linkage-based to DNA sequencing.4-6 The distinctions between molecular, cytogenetic and 

biochemical genetic testing have become progressively less clear as an array of molecular 

cytogenetic techniques have been developed. Indeed, the disciplines are increasingly being merged 

(both conceptually and in practice) into the overarching discipline of genomic medicine. 

  

The burden of genetic disease is not inconsiderable, even when adult-onset multifactorial disorders 

(such as cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus) and malignancies are excluded. 2-3% 

of newborns have a genetic disorder that results in physical disability, intellectual impairment, or 

premature death; it is estimated that between 5-8% of individuals are affected by a disease with a 

significant genetic component.5 

 

Genetic disorders can be divided into three main groups – chromosomal, single gene, and multi-

factorial (otherwise known as complex, or polygenic disorders). These disorders manifest clinically at 

different times and typically have different time courses. Chromosomal disorders are usually apparent 

prenatally, at birth, or shortly thereafter; single gene disorders manifest by puberty or in early 
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adulthood; the onset of multifactorial disorders tends to be in adulthood. As the name suggests, 

multifactorial disorders involve multiple genes and are influenced by environmental factors, resulting 

in marked clinical heterogeneity.5 Although genetic testing in multifactorial disorders is an increasingly 

important aspect of genomic medicine, genetic testing is not yet a well-established part of routine 

clinical management for these disorders and is therefore beyond the scope of this thesis. 

 

Chromosomal disorders occur in approximately 0.6% of live born infants, account for 1% of paediatric 

hospital admissions, and 2.5% of childhood deaths. They also account for approximately half of all 

first trimester miscarriages, with chromosomal error rates in sperm estimated to be 10%, and as high 

as 25% in oocytes. The majority of these conceptions will abort spontaneously, often prior to the 

woman being aware of conception.5 

 

Chromosomal changes can be balanced or unbalanced. Balanced changes do not usually result in a 

clinical phenotype, unless the breakpoints of a balanced translocation disrupt a gene with phenotypic 

consequences. The degree of imbalance often correlates with the severity of the resulting phenotype, 

although this relationship is not absolute. Chromosomal changes are usually divided into two groups:5  

 

1) Numerical chromosome abnormalities (polyploidy or aneuploidy) are always unbalanced. 

They are the most common form of chromosomal disorders, and rates increase with 

increasing maternal age. 

2) Structural chromosome abnormalities, including translocations (balanced or unbalanced), 

inversions, deletions, and duplications. There are some genomic hotspots for these, but they 

may occur anywhere in the genome.5 Structural changes may be de novo, or inherited from a 

parent with (usually) a balanced form. 

 

Chromosomal disorders tend to be characterised by striking clinical features, such as failure to thrive, 

developmental delay or intellectual impairment, and multisystem abnormalities. The clinical spectrum 

is extremely variable, depending on the degree of the imbalance, and the specific 

chromosome/gene(s) involved.5 Copy number variants (CNVs) have been formally defined as 

chromosomal segments of more than 1 kilobase (kb) in length whose copy number varies, as a result 

of deletion or duplication, between individuals in the population.7 However, as the resolution of copy 

number assays has increased and many, smaller, changes have been identified, CNVs may be 

defined more broadly. Indeed, the Database of Genomic Variants (DGV) defines a CNV simply as ‘a 

genetic variation involving a net gain or loss of DNA compared to a reference sample or assembly’, 

regardless of size.8 

 

There have been more than 14,100 single gene disorders described. The majority of these are 

autosomal (94.8%), with the remaining classified as X-linked (4.6%), Y-linked (0.35%), or 

mitochondrial (0.25%).9 Single gene disorders are the result of three classes of mutations. First, single 

nucleotide substitutions. These are classified as transitions (if a pyrimidine is exchanged for another 
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pyrimidine [C>T] or a purine for a purine [A>G]), or transversions (pyrimidine for purine, or vice versa), 

and are further categorised as synonymous or non-synonymous. Non-synonymous variants may be 

missense, if they alter the encoded amino acid, or nonsense, if they result in the introduction of a stop 

codon. The functional effect of nonsense mutations depends principally on the location within the 

protein; that of missense mutations lies in the differences between the properties of the amino acids 

involved, in addition to the location in which they occur within the protein. The extent of protein 

modification determines the extent of the clinical phenotype.5 

 

The process of splicing removes introns from newly transcribed mRNA, and is dependent on acceptor 

and donor splice site sequences. If a synonymous variant occurs within an exon, although it does not 

alter the amino acid sequence, it may result in the creation of an alternative splice site. In addition, if a 

single nucleotide substitution occurs in, or in close proximity to, one of the canonical splice site 

sequences, that splice site may be abolished, resulting in an entire exon being excised or introns 

being included in mature mRNA for translation.5 

 

The remaining mechanisms responsible for single gene disorders are deletion and insertion. These 

are typically divided into small (<20bp) and larger changes, including whole or multiple exon changes. 

Small, in-frame insertions/deletions introduce or remove one or more amino acids, whereas small out-

of-frame insertions/deletions introduce or remove one or more amino acids, in addition to resulting in 

a new stop codon. While out-of-frame changes usually have a greater functional impact since they 

lead (most frequently) to premature truncation of the protein, in-frame changes can still be significant 

if they alter the three dimensional structure of the protein.5 Over the last decade, as an increasing 

number of individuals have undergone testing for whole or multi exon deletions and duplications, 

there has been a growing appreciation of the prevalence of these changes in a range of single gene 

disorders. Several of the chapters in this thesis elaborate on this premise, so I will not address it in 

further detail at this point. 

 

Single gene disorders typically follow Mendelian patterns of inheritance – autosomal dominant or 

recessive, X-linked dominant or recessive. Depending on the mechanism of the disorder and the 

system involved, single gene disorders manifest at different ages, and can also display variable 

penetrance and expressivity.5 Penetrance refers to whether an individual carrying a pathogenic 

mutation develops the phenotype that is known to be associated with that genotype. Reduced 

penetrance can be a function of the specific mutation(s) involved, allele dosage, differential allelic 

expression, or the modulatory effects of additional variants in cis or trans (including copy number 

variants of varying size). Penetrance is often age and/or gender dependant. Expressivity is the degree 

of variation in the clinical phenotype between individuals with a particular phenotype. It is due to the 

action of unlinked modifier genes, epigenetic changes, and environmental factors.10 

 

Autosomal dominant disorders have multigenerational inheritance, seen as vertical transmission 

through a pedigree. They are often pleiotropic, and result in aberrant structural or developmental 
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processes, rather than enzymatic defects.5 Autosomal recessive disorders give rise to carriers 

(unaffected heterozygotes), an equal number of affected individuals between genders, and several 

affected individuals in the same generation, rather than in multiple generations. Pseudo-dominance is 

the term used to describe the result of a high carrier rate for an autosomal recessive disorder within a 

population that leads to the condition mimicking an autosomal dominant condition – manifesting in 

several generations, appearing to have vertical transmission. X-linked recessive conditions usually 

produce unaffected carrier females, and affected males. However, X-chromosome inactivation can 

mean that carriers are variably affected. X-linked dominant conditions tend to be very severe or lethal 

in males, with females manifesting the condition but less severely affected.5 

 

In addition, there are several types of non-Mendelian inheritance that need to be considered.5 

Imprinting results in differential gene expression, depending on the parental origin of the allele in 

question. It commonly involves transcriptional inactivation of the imprinted allele, due to altered 

chromatin binding. Uniparental disomy is the term used when both copies of a chromosome are 

inherited from one parent. This can be divided into isodisomy if it is a duplicated copy of one 

chromosome, or heterodisomy if there is a copy of each homologous chromosome from one parent. 

Mosaicism means that at least two cell lines are present within an individual or specific tissue that 

differ genetically but are derived from a single fertilised egg. The clinical consequences of mosaicism 

depend on the type of mutation and the extent of tissue involvement. Mitochondrial disorders are 

clinically heterogenous and involve either nuclear or mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). Repeat expansion 

disorders involve unstable dynamic repeats (typically, but not exclusively, trinucleotide) within a gene. 

In general terms, the repeat sequence undergoes expansion when passing from generation to 

generation. 

 

As of June 2013 there were 141,000 different variants in over 5,700 different genes listed in the 

Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD). New mutations are accumulating at a rate of more than 

10,000 per annum. HGMD was established in 1996 to study the mutational mechanisms within human 

genes that cause inherited disease. In the last ten years, it has developed a much broader utility as a 

unified repository for germline disease-related functional variation. It attempts to collate all known 

gene mutations responsible for inherited human disease together with disease associated functional 

polymorphisms that have been published in the peer-reviewed literature. Of the total number of 

mutations currently listed, 44% are missense, 11% nonsense, 9% splicing, 2% regulatory,15.5% 

micro-deletions (<20bp), 6.5% micro-insertions, 1.5% micro-indels, 7% gross deletions (>20bp), 2% 

gross insertions/duplications, 1% complex rearrangements, and 0.5% repeat variations. HGMD 

classifies the variants in the database as ‘DM’ (disease-causing mutation), ‘?DM’ (possibly or probably 

disease-causing), ‘DP’ (disease polymorphism, when there is a significant association with disease 

and a suggestion of functional relevance, but no definitive evidence of a functional effect), ‘FP’ 

(functional polymorphism, when there is direct evidence of a functional effect), and ‘DFP’ (disease-

associated polymorphism with supporting functional evidence).11 
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How then are variants interpreted and classified in clinical practice? In essence, there are three key 

questions to ask:12 

 

1) Does the variant alter the function of the gene and how does it/would it be predicted to do so 

(e.g. gain or loss of function)? Variants in different functional domains of a gene can have 

different effects, sometimes causing different disorders. 

2) Is the predicted functional change likely to result in disease? What type of variants in this 

gene are associated with disease? Different types of variants in the same gene can be 

associated with different disorders or phenotypes, and sometimes even different inheritance 

patterns. 

3) Is the predicted disease or phenotype relevant to, and congruent with, the clinical 

presentation? This question is less important with targeted tests (since these by definition 

concentrate on the gene(s) known to be implicated in the phenotype), but is critical when 

broader screening assays are used.  

 

In the interest of standardising the classification system and creating a common language for 

reporting, clinical guidelines have been published by a number of international medical organisations. 

These guidelines tend to converge on a basic set of five interpretative categories of sequence 

variation:13-15 

 

1) Pathogenic – the variant has been previously reported and is a well-recognised cause of the 

disorder in question. 

2) Probably pathogenic – the variant is previously unreported, but is of the type that is expected 

to cause the disorder. 

3) Variant of unknown significance (VOUS) – the variant is previously unreported and may or 

may not be causative of the disorder. 

4) Probably not pathogenic – the variant is previously unreported but is not likely to cause 

disease. 

5) Not pathogenic/benign – the variant has been previously reported and is well-recognised to 

be functionally neutral or to not cause disease. 

 

In addition, some classification systems include a sixth category for variants that are not expected to 

cause disease but that have been associated with a particular disorder (for example a synonymous 

variant that may or may not be predicted by in silico analysis to affect splicing, and that is present in 

the control population, but is enriched in the affected population) – this is equivalent to the DP and 

DFP categories in HGMD.13 

 

In order to help with interpretation and classification, laboratories go through a process of variant 

annotation:12-15 
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 Is it reported in the literature or in public / in-house databases? [all variants] 

 If present in the control population, what is the population frequency? [all variants] 

 How radical is the amino acid change, and is the amino acid in question conserved across 

species? [missense variants] 

 What are the predictions made by in silico tools such as Polyphen2 and SIFT [missense 

variants], or splice site prediction software [splice site variants, synonymous variants] 

 

In a recent evaluation of mutations in HGMD, 539 mutations were re-examined due to their presence 

in The 1000 Genomes Project data at a frequency of greater than 1%. This resulted in the removal of 

33 variants from the database and 109 being recategorised. 220 had additional comments or 

references added to further substantiate their inclusion in HGMD.11 A similar exercise performed with 

a number of mutations thought to be responsible for Brugada syndrome showed that the use of not 

only large population database allele frequencies but also three or more in silico prediction tools 

resulted in more effective differentiation between pathogenic and benign variants.16 

 

CNVs are very common in the healthy population. The DGV,8 the aim of which is to provide a 

comprehensive catalogue of CNVs identified in the control (rather than patient) population, includes 

353,126 different CNVs (from 3,024,212 CNVs at sample level), and 1645 inversions (2,335 at 

sample level).8 Given the prevalence of CNVs in the population, the interpretation of CNVs in a clinical 

context is challenging and relies heavily on frequency information from both healthy control cohorts 

and databases of previously reported, clinically relevant CNVs. Local databases may have improved 

capture of less abundant, population specific CNVs. As with single nucleotide variants, CNVs are 

usually benign when present in >1% of unaffected controls.17 

 

The process of classifying and reporting on CNVs is similar to that of single nucleotide variants 

(SNVs), in that the categories and the general principles are similar. However, while SNVs are initially 

categorised into synonymous, non-synonymous, or splice site, prior to assessing possible functional 

significance, CNVs are often approached based on the inheritance pattern. These inheritance 

patterns include: 

 

Dominant, de novo 

 This class of CNVs is particularly important in intellectual disability and multiple congenital 

anomalies.17 

 Checking literature and databases is less effective for CNVs of only a few kb in size, as fewer 

samples have been tested with newer technology that can screen at this resolution. 17 

 Important factors are size, type of variant, location, gene content.17 

 

Dominant, inherited 

 Particularly important in autism and schizophrenia. 17 

 Includes rare, inherited CNVs that segregate with disease.17 
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Imprinted 

 There are 87 known imprinted genes that have parent-specific differential expression.17 

 A cluster of imprinted genes occurs on proximal 15q. There are a number of low copy repeats 

at 15q11q13 that lead to frequent genomic imbalances (deletions, duplications, 

rearrangements) due to non-allelic homologous recombination.17 

 

X-linked 

 Account for approximately 10% of known disease-causing CNVs.17 

 80-90% are maternally inherited. Interpreting these is difficult unless there is an extensive 

pedigree with a number of both male and female carriers. Many end up being classified as 

variants of unknown clinical significance.17 

 

Recessive 

 CNVs most frequently contribute to recessive disease in the form of heterozygous ‘carrier’ 

alleles, but pathogenic hemizygous or homozygous pathogenic deletions have also been 

detected.18 

 Both deletions and duplications are important – each parent may have 2 copies of a specific 

gene on one allele, this is functionally neutral when the overall copy number is 3, but if their 

child inherits both duplicated alleles, this can cause disease.17 

 

Two-hit model 

 There is enrichment of ‘additional’ large (>500 kb) CNVs in patients with microdeletion 

syndromes. These individuals tend to be more severely affected than individuals with a 

microdeletion alone.17 

 For example, approximately 10% of patients with intellectual disability and congenital 

malformations have both a microdeletion and additional larger CNVs. These additional CNVs 

most frequently occur with microdeletions associated with intellectual disability and congenital 

malformations within the 1q21.1, 16p11.2 and 16p12.1 loci. CNVs at these loci are commonly 

inherited, and known to exhibit considerable phenotypic variability, particularly compared to 

de novo CNVs that tend to cause more homogeneous clinical phenotypes and are rarely 

associated with additional large CNVs.17 

 

Although these rules are helpful in guiding interpretation of CNVs, they are not absolute and there are 

a number of pitfalls to be aware of: 

 Non-genic de novo changes. These should not be immediately discounted due to the lack of 

gene content. A number of pathogenic non-coding CNVs have been described.17 The 

interpretation of non-genic changes will become easier as our knowledge of the human 

genome continues to expand and more is understood about the function of intergenic regions. 
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 Non-pathogenic de novo CNVs. Although de novo large CNVs occur at a low frequency in the 

healthy population, several instances have been reported.17 Caution needs to be exercised, 

therefore, in assigning pathogenicity to a large CNV simply based on the inheritance pattern.  

 CNVs that result in gain, rather than loss, of function. It is imperative to check relevant genes 

in databases (such as OMIM) to see if haploinsufficiency, gain of function, or dominant 

negative effects are thought to be responsible for the disorder in question.17 

 Genomic position – what are the breakpoints of the CNV? For duplications in particular, is the 

variant in tandem, elsewhere in the genome, or as part of a supernumerary marker 

chromosome. CNV gains mediated by non-allelic homologous recombination may occur in 

conjunction with an inversion (depending on the direction of flanking low copy repeats).17  

 

It is important to view the interpretation of genetic variants within the framework of clinical medicine – 

variants do not exist in a vacuum, and the interpretation depends heavily on the clinical context. 

Testing may be performed for one of a number of reasons. The first, and perhaps most conventional 

and straightforward reason, is as part of a diagnostic process to confirm or exclude a particular 

disorder. Making the diagnosis of a genetic disorder involves elucidating the personal and family 

history, conducting a physical examination, and undertaking laboratory testing.5 The benefit of using 

genetic testing, rather than many of the traditional biochemical or histological techniques, is that it is 

relatively less invasive, less expensive and more accurate. It is, however, very dependent on the 

relationship between clinicians and the laboratory.19 Ideally, a differential diagnosis is developed by 

the clinical team, and a first round of tests is performed. The type of testing used depends on the 

disorder in question.5,6 Chromosomal, or cytogenetic, analysis is used for potential chromosome 

disorders. Analysis is commonly of either lymphocytes or amniocytes, depending on if it is carried out 

in a post or prenatal context. The tests most commonly performed are G-banded karyotyping, 

fluorescence in situ hybridisation, and chromosomal microarray analysis. Molecular testing looks for 

alterations within a specific gene or set of genes, so is particularly useful in single gene disorders. 

Many tests are PCR-based; Sanger-based sequencing remains the current gold standard assay for 

most single gene disorders, although it will likely be supplanted in many instances by next generation 

sequencing (also known as massively parallel sequencing) techniques in the future. If no diagnosis 

can be made from the first round of tests, the clinician may develop a new list of differentials and work 

with the laboratory staff to undertake further testing.19  

 

Next, testing may be predictive. Predictive testing may be presymptomatic if the analysis is of a 

healthy or asymptomatic individual to determine if they carry a familial (or specific pathogenic) 

mutation and hence will develop the disease in question. Individuals who choose to undergo 

presymptomatic testing often wish to use the result to guide life choices, including decisions around 

education, employment, and reproduction. Predictive testing may be classified as predisposition 

testing if it involves testing for conditions for which a particular mutation infers an increased risk of 

disease, but for which the extent of the risk is not known. Predisposition testing is only really of clinical 

validity and utility if the following things are known: 19 
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 The frequency at which mutations are expected in the group tested. 

 The frequency at which disease occurs in individuals with detectable mutations. 

 The benefits of the test – will the test result alter clinical management of the individual. 

 Whether the results of the test will be important to the individual or their family (not 

necessarily just in terms of clinical management). 

 The risks of the test – taking into account the cost, risk of false reassurance (if negative) that 

the disease in question will not occur (which may affect screening behaviour), sense of 

hopelessness (if positive), and any other psychosocial risks. 

 

Finally, prenatal testing and pre-implantation genetic diagnosis may be used to guide reproductive 

decisions.  

 

In each of the clinical settings for genetic testing, but particularly for predictive and prenatal testing, 

genetic counselling is essential to discuss the disease and prognosis, the possible test results and 

ramifications of those results, the risk to the individual and their family, reproductive issues and 

psychosocial implications.5 The inherent complexity in this means that genetic testing is best carried 

out as part of a collaborative process between primary care physicians, specialists, laboratories, and 

genetic counsellors.19 

 

A collaborative relationship between laboratory and clinical staff, and consequent effective use of 

genetic tests, can only develop if there is also trust in the assays themselves, and if the parameters 

within which the tests are clinically useful are well-defined and clearly elucidated. As with other 

medical technology or interventions, diagnostic tests need to be thoroughly evaluated before entering 

into daily practice for technical performance, diagnostic accuracy and projected health benefits, i.e. 

how does diagnostic testing improve health outcomes compared to current best standards/gold 

standard tests (or no testing at all). The ACCE framework for the evaluation of a diagnostic test 

includes several key steps that cover analytical validity – does the test measure genotype accurately; 

clinical validity – does the test result accurately predict phenotype; clinical utility – does the test result 

make any difference to clinical practice and health outcomes; ethical, legal and social implications.20 

These aspects are generally considered in two phases:21 

 

1) Target gene(s) identification and assay development - pre-clinical phase 

2) Initial test performance and assay refinement - pre-clinical phase 

3) Test validation - pre-clinical phase 

4) Clinical test performance and health impact – clinical phase 

5) Comparison with existing tests - clinical phase 

6) Population impacts- clinical phase 
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Clinical utility is consequential and contextual. It refers to the consequences of using the test and is 

dependent on the clinical context: with changes in management options, new or alternative forms of 

testing, or advances in knowledge, the clinical utility of a specific test may change. A test may still 

have clinical utility in the absence of an effective treatment if the result leads to early resolution of 

uncertainty, and clarification of the diagnosis and prognosis, which in turn can help an affected 

individual to cope with the illness and improve their quality of life. These benefits apply not only to the 

individual, but may extend to relatives and friends.22   

 

In this thesis I will discuss the application of a range of genetic testing assays used in a number of 

different clinical contexts. These assays are variously applied to single gene and chromosomal 

disorders, and in some instances several techniques are applied together in order to provide a more 

comprehensive form of analysis, or to guide the use of further testing. It is possible to see over the 

course of the thesis how best practice has evolved; several of the publications included illustrate the 

rapid pace of recent developments in genomic medicine. On the other hand, they also demonstrate 

the rigorous validation process that is required before a new test can be translated into clinical 

practice.  

 

Chapter One comprises a review article that I wrote towards the beginning of the doctoral period, 

prior to the introduction of array comparative genomic hybridisation (aCGH) into routine diagnostic 

practice. While the use of aCGH as a research tool had at that stage been examined extensively in 

the literature, the principal aim of this review was to discuss its place in diagnostics, with an emphasis 

on the advantages and limitations compared to more conventional cytogenetic techniques. As 

touched on above, the traditional understanding of genetic disease, that, with the exception of 

aneuploidy, it was primarily due to single base pair changes or small deletions and duplications has 

been challenged over the last decade. This challenge has been spearheaded by increasing evidence 

of the frequency and significance of larger genomic rearrangements. We now know that a substantial 

proportion of Mendelian conditions are caused by deletions and duplications that involve one or more 

contiguous genes. It has also become apparent that de novo chromosomal events are much more 

frequent than spontaneous point mutations and that chromosomal rearrangement is likely to account 

for the vast majority of sporadic disease. 

 

Chapter Two includes a publication that describes the validation of a comparative genomic 

hybridisation (CGH) array to allow simultaneous targeted exon-level copy number analysis of a panel 

of disease genes, in addition to low resolution whole genome analysis. A bespoke Roche NimbleGen 

12x135K CGH array was designed to interrogate the coding regions of 66 genes of interest, with 

additional widely-spaced backbone probes providing coverage across the whole genome. My 

colleagues and I analysed genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (gDNA) from 20 patients with a range of 

previously characterised copy number changes and from eight patients who had not previously 

undergone any form of dosage analysis. The custom-designed array was able to detect known copy 

number changes in all 20 patients. A molecular diagnosis was also made for one of the additional four 
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patients with a clinical diagnosis that had not been confirmed by sequence analysis, and carrier 

testing for familial copy number variants was successfully completed for the remaining four patients. 

Customised CGH arrays, such as the one described here, allow robust high density gene-targeted as 

well as low density whole genome analysis to be undertaken simultaneously in the diagnostic setting. 

The method is accurate, cost-effective, and offers an alternative to more conventional targeted assays 

such as multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification. The data also showed that complicated 

gene rearrangements may underlie disease and that these rearrangements may be missed by more 

conventional diagnostic techniques. 

 

Chapter Three As noted above (and elaborated on in Chapter One), the role of gene deletion and 

duplication in the aetiology of disease has become increasingly evident over the last decade. In 

addition to the classical deletion/duplication disorders diagnosed using molecular techniques, such as 

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy and Charcot-Marie-Tooth Neuropathy Type 1A, the significance of 

partial or whole gene deletions in the pathogenesis of a large number single-gene disorders has 

become more apparent. A variety of dosage analysis methods are available to the diagnostic 

laboratory but the widespread application of many of these techniques is restricted by the expense of 

the reagents and the limitations of off-the-shelf kits that are targeted to a particular gene or portion of 

a gene. These limitations are particularly important in the context of a small diagnostic laboratory with 

modest sample throughput. Chapter Two details the development and validation of a gene-targeted, 

custom-designed CGH array that allows twelve clinical samples to be interrogated simultaneously for 

exonic deletions/duplications within any gene (or panel of genes) on the array. Chapter Three, 

comprises a follow-up publication that discusses the use of this array in the analysis of a series of 

clinical samples processed by our laboratory over a twelve-month period.  

 

Chapter Four Large gene rearrangements, not detectable by standard molecular genetic sequencing 

techniques, are present in a minority of patients with long QT (LQT) syndrome. In this publication, I 

describe the use of a custom CGH array approach to screen for large rearrangements in the genes 

responsible for LQT syndrome as part of the molecular autopsy of a 36-year-old woman who died 

suddenly and had a negative autopsy. A retrospective analysis of her ECG had identified a long QT 

interval, but sequencing of known LQT genes was uninformative. Array CGH was used to screen a 

post-mortem blood sample for deletions and duplications in 101 genes implicated in cardiac disorders 

and sudden death. A 542 kb deletion encompassing the entire KCNJ2 gene was identified. The 

decedent’s mother had electrocardiographic U-wave changes consistent with Andersen-Tawil 

syndrome and exaggerated by exercise but none of the characteristic non-cardiac features. 

Fluorescence in situ hybridisation confirmed the deletion in the decedent and established its presence 

in the mother. This novel application of array CGH and fluorescence in situ hybridisation showed that 

LQT syndrome and sudden cardiac death may occur as a result of a deletion of an entire gene. The 

case also supports research suggesting that the non-cardiac features of Andersen–Tawil syndrome 

occur only with missense or minor gene rearrangements in the KCNJ2 gene, resulting in a dominant 

negative effect on Kir2.x channels. 
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Chapter Five Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) is a descriptive term for a heterogeneous 

group of muscle disorders in which weakness and wasting is principally restricted to the limb 

musculature, proximal more than distal, with relative sparing of the heart and bulbar muscles. In 

keeping with the clinical heterogeneity, LGMD is genetically heterogeneous. Twenty genes are 

responsible for a range of dominant and recessive forms, but no mutation is identified in 

approximately 50% of individuals despite sequence analysis of the known genes. The objective of the 

work described in Chapter Five was to screen a cohort of individuals with a clinical diagnosis of LGMD 

for deletions and duplications within the known causative genes, with the aim of assessing the 

significance of dosage changes in the pathogenesis of LGMD, and determining whether screening for 

these changes should be performed routinely in clinical practice. Array CGH was used for 

deletion/duplication analysis of four autosomal dominant LGMD genes and 15 autosomal recessive 

LGMD genes. Five different copy number changes were identified within the cohort of 115 individuals. 

These included single exon deletions in DYSF, POMGNT1 and SGCB, and single exon duplications 

in POMT2 and TCAP. In this study, additional diagnostic information was provided by 

deletion/duplication analysis in 8% of individuals. All of the genes involved are implicated in 

autosomal recessive forms of LGMD. It is difficult in the diagnostic setting to clarify the functional 

significance of the dosage changes detected, but they are useful in order to guide further sequence 

analysis. 

 

Chapter Six The publication included in this chapter illustrates the capacity of chromosomal 

microarray analysis (CMA) to guide further testing. Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome is characterised by 

holoprosencephaly with or without polydactyly, but with a normal karyotype. The genetic cause of this 

syndrome remains unclear, but it is thought to be autosomal recessive. In order to identify possible 

candidate genes, regions of homozygosity were identified in the DNA of an affected fetus. This was 

the seventh pregnancy of a healthy non-consanguineous Cook Island Maori couple, an ethnic group 

that derives from a small founder population. Several large regions of homozygosity were identified 

using a high density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array. This work led to excluding the 

involvement of two candidate genes that lay within these regions. The results suggest that 

Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome may not be monogenic and that a larger cohort of patients should be 

analysed using high density arrays as well as whole exome sequencing in order to clarify the genetic 

underpinning of this rare syndrome. 

 

Chapter Seven The aim of the work published and included in this chapter was to develop a 

streamlined mutation screening protocol for the DMD gene in order to confirm a clinical diagnosis of 

Duchenne or Becker muscular dystrophy in affected males and to clarify the carrier status of female 

family members. Sequence analysis and aCGH were used to identify mutations in the dystrophin 

(DMD) gene. Six individuals with a range of previously characterised mutations were analysed, 

together with eight individuals who had not previously undergone any form of molecular analysis. We 

successfully identified the known mutations in all six patients. A molecular diagnosis was also made in 
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three of the four patients with a clinical diagnosis who had not undergone prior genetic screening, and 

testing for familial mutations was successfully completed for the remaining four patients. The mutation 

screening protocol described here meets best practice guidelines for molecular testing of the DMD 

gene in a diagnostic laboratory. Once again, the aCGH method proved to be a superior alternative to 

more conventional assays such as multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA). The 

combination of aCGH and sequence analysis will detect mutations in 98% of patients with the 

Duchenne or Becker muscular dystrophy. 

 

Chapter Eight As discussed above, the translation of a new genetic test from the research arena to a 

diagnostically accredited clinical laboratory requires a rigorous validation process. The validation 

paradigm for next generation sequencing assays that involve the analysis of many genes 

simultaneously differs from that of more conventional single gene tests, and the optimal process is still 

being determined. This chapter describes the validation of a 69 gene panel that was developed to 

replace our laboratory’s Sanger-based sequencing assays for genes implicated in a number of 

neurodegenerative conditions, and in hereditary vascular malformations. The genes were selected 

based on local specialist clinician preference, and sufficient scientific evidence in the literature of a 

causative role in the diseases of interest. 47 archival samples with known mutations, and 45 clinical 

samples, were prepared using a Nextera Rapid Capture Custom Enrichment kit (Illumina) and 

sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq platform. Data analysis was performed to determine the 

appropriate thresholds for coverage and allelic fraction to allow confident variant calling, in addition to 

the performance parameters of analytical sensitivity and specificity, repeatability, reproducibility, and 

predicted clinical sensitivity. The assay met acceptance criteria for all metrics, with a demonstrated 

accuracy of 99.99%, and has now been introduced into routine clinical practice.   

 

Chapter Nine consists of an interesting post mortem (published) case report, in which Sanger 

sequencing and allele-specific PCR were combined to good effect. Thanatophoric dysplasia (TD) is 

the most common form of lethal skeletal dysplasia. It is primarily an autosomal dominant disorder and 

is characterised by macrocephaly, a narrow thorax, short ribs, brachydactyly, and hypotonia. In 

addition to these core phenotypic features, TD type I involves micromelia with bowed femurs, while 

TD type II is characterised by micromelia with straight femurs and a moderate to severe clover-leaf 

deformity of the skull. Mutations in the FGFR3 gene are responsible for all cases of TD reported to 

date. The objective of the study described here was to further delineate the mutational spectrum 

responsible for TD. Conventional PCR, allele-specific PCR, and sequence analysis were used to 

identify FGFR3 gene mutations in a fetus with a lethal skeletal dysplasia consistent with TD, which 

was detected during a routine antenatal ultrasound examination. This report describes the 

identification of two de novo missense mutations in cis in the FGFR3 gene (p.Asn540Lys and 

p.Val555Met) in a fetus displaying phenotypic features consistent with TD. This is the second 

description of a case of TD occurring as a result of double missense FGFR3 gene mutations, 

suggesting that the spectrum of mutations involved in the pathogenesis of TD may be broader than 

previously recognised. The findings suggest that confirmation of a clinical diagnosis of TD should 
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include a comprehensive screen for mutations in all coding exons of the FGFR3 gene, particularly in 

the absence of one of the classic TD mutations. 

 

Chapter Ten The development of the mutation-screening protocol for the ASS1 gene that forms this 

publication was supported by the New Zealand Ministry of Health, in order to guide the clinical 

management of neonates with elevated citrulline detected during routine newborn screening. An 

increasing number of neonates with elevated citrulline have been identified since the introduction of 

the expanded newborn screening plan in 2006. Rapid sequence analysis of the ASS1 gene is useful 

to confirm citrullinaemia type I and to infer phenotypic severity. A Sanger-based sequencing assay 

was designed and successfully applied to identify disease-associated mutations in three patients with 

mild or asymptomatic clinical courses. The identification of a homozygous mutation in these patients, 

c.787G>A (p.Val263Met), led to the development of a tetra-primer ARMS-PCR method that detected 

the mutation in DNA extracted from either blood or Guthrie card spots. The three patients in question 

were all homozygous for this mutation, despite non-consanguinity. They were of variable Pacific 

Island origin; suggesting that this mutation that is linked to a mild (or asymptomatic) clinical course 

may be relatively common in these ethnic groups, and may even be due to a founder effect. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Array comparative genomic hybridisation: a new tool in the diagnostic genetic armoury 

 

This review article was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Aftimos S, Hayes I, George A, Love DR. Array comparative genomic 

hybridisation: a new tool in the diagnostic genetic armoury. N Z Med J. 2010 Jul 16;123(1318):50-61. 

 

Background 

The extent of copy number variation between apparently healthy individuals and the importance of 

this variation in the development of disease were not appreciated until early this decade. Much of this 

discovery has been precipitated by a novel molecular cytogenetic technique, array comparative 

genomic hybridisation (aCGH). This technique is paving the way for a revolution not only in disease 

gene discovery and our understanding of the molecular basis of complex disease, but also in clinical 

diagnostics. 

 

While the use of aCGH as a research tool has been examined extensively in the literature, the 

principal aim of this review is to discuss its place in diagnostics, with an emphasis on its advantages 

and limitations when compared to more conventional cytogenetic techniques. 

 

Introduction 

It was initially thought that the completion of the Human Genome Project would provide a 

standardised reference template of the entire genetic code.1 It was estimated that the genomes of 

healthy individuals were 99.9% identical, with differences in the remaining 0.1% resulting in 

phenotypic variation.1 Studies published in the early 2000s, such as the landmark studies of Sebat et 

al2 and Iafrate et al3, established that there is significant variation between apparently normal 

individuals. This variation lies not just in the DNA sequence itself but in the number of copies an 

individual has of each particular DNA sequence.1–4 

 

Copy number variants (CNVs) have been defined as chromosomal segments of more than 1kb 

(kilobase) in length whose copy number varies, as a result of deletion or duplication, between 

individuals in the population.1 The majority of CNVs appear to be benign and have no clinical 

significance, but others have been linked to single gene disorders with high penetrance (such as 

Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 1A), single gene disorders with incomplete penetrance (hereditary 

neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies) and multiple gene disorders with high penetrance 

(Williams syndrome).5,6 The term genomic disorders is used to refer to diseases that are caused by 

abnormal dosage or dysregulation of one or more genes resulting from rearrangement of the human 

genome.5,6  
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The role that CNVs play in the development of disease is not yet completely understood. Several 

modes of action have been suggested: a dosage sensitive gene may be contained within the CNV 

region; a hemizygous deletion within a gene region may unmask a recessive mutation on an 

homologous chromosome; there may be a positional effect on a gene due to disruption of regulatory 

elements that are located within a CNV; or a gene may be directly disrupted by the breakpoint of a 

CNV.7 

 

The cytogenetic techniques conventionally used to detect chromosomal abnormalities include the 

Giemsa-banded karyotype and fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH). Standard karyotyping (550 

band), however, is limited by the resolution of the banding and is therefore only able to accurately 

identify deletions or duplications of more than ~5Mb (Megabases),8 while FISH can only examine a 

certain number of loci at once and requires a clinical suspicion of the genes involved.9 Recent 

advances in array-based technology allow the simultaneous screening of the whole genome at a high 

degree of resolution, detecting unsuspected genomic changes that are too small to be resolved by 

karyotyping or FISH, and too large to be observed by DNA sequencing. 

 

Array comparative genomic hybridisation (aCGH) 

Comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) was first developed as a genome-wide method to detect 

copy number changes of >10Mb in solid tumours.10 It was initially performed on a spread of 

metaphase chromosomes, but as the technique evolved it was recognised that greater resolution 

could be achieved if many small probes were employed instead - indeed the resolution was limited 

only by the number and length of probes.11,12 Array CGH entails differential labelling of a test and a 

control sample followed by co- hybridisation of these samples to an array of DNA segments of known 

sequence. The consequent fluorescence ratio is measured and the results interpreted to determine if 

there are differences in the copy number between the two samples.  

 

The resources generated for the Human Genome Project allowed a library of cloned DNA fragments 

to be produced which accurately span the entire genome.13 Probes derived from this library were 

selected to interrogate a particular genomic region of interest, then fixed to a glass or silica slide and 

the first microarray was born.13 Probes employed since then have ranged from large-insert clones of 

40–200kb, to small-insert clones (1.5–4.5kb), cDNA clones of 0.5–2kb, genomic PCR products of 

100bp–1.5kb and oligonucleotide probes of 25–80bp.13 The first arrays were constructed by manually 

or robotically spotting the desired probes onto the slide. Current practice involves either spotting or 

the in situ synthesis of oligonucleotides using piezoelectric printing or photolithography, respectively.13 

It is now possible to have more than 2 million probes on a single array slide (25mm × 76mm).14  

 

A range of microarray formats is available, covering a spectrum from genome-wide to highly targeted 

arrays. Traditional genome-wide arrays employ evenly spaced probes across the entire genome.15 

The problem with the use of genome-wide arrays in a clinical setting has been that casting the net so 

widely inevitably led to the detection of CNVs of unknown clinical significance.15 Targeted arrays, on 
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the other hand, have denser probe coverage, and therefore higher resolution, in regions of particular 

interest and hence can better delineate the breakpoints of genomic rearrangements.15 With ongoing 

refinement of technology, the distinction between formats is increasingly less clear-cut. Most arrays 

currently available for clinical use employ a combination of the two methods: probe coverage across 

the entire genome, together with coverage of a higher density in chromosomal regions known to be 

important in pathogenesis (such as the telomeres) and in clinically important genes.15 In this way a 

single microarray is able to harness the power of both targeted and genome-wide approaches 

simultaneously. 

 

The conventional workflow of an aCGH approach is described in Box 1. Although variant formats exist 

that offer the same outcome, comparative analysis of these formats is beyond the scope of this 

review. 

 

 

 

Box 1. Array CGH - the method 

Equal amounts of test and control DNA are labelled with different 

fluorescent dyes and competitively hybridised to the microarray slide. This 

slide contains probes of known chromosomal location in the genome.9 

 

The excess (unbound) DNA is washed off, the array is scanned and the 

image files are exported to a computer.9 

 

Specially designed software extracts the signal intensities at each probe 

location and obtains a log ratio.9  If the ratio of the two fluorescence 

intensities is equal, then the copy number of the particular genomic 

sequence is assumed to be the same in the test and control DNA.9 If the 

fluorescent signal from the test DNA is more intense in a particular area, 

then a copy number gain (for example a duplication or a trisomy) can be 

inferred and vice versa for a copy number loss (deletion or monosomy).9 

 

Any genomic imbalances that are identified are validated by other 

cytogenetic and molecular methods such as FISH analysis, 

quantitative PCR methods, customized multiplex ligation-dependent 

probe amplification (MLPA) assays or microarray formats with higher 

resolution in the area concerned.1,9 Testing of parental samples is 

sometimes also required to determine whether the abnormality is 

inherited or de novo. 
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Array CGH in the clinical setting 

The high resolution and broad surveying capacity of aCGH are perfectly suited to the research 

laboratory, where novel findings are key. For the diagnostician, however, the optimism engendered by 

the technique is necessarily tempered by the need to put the new wealth of information into a clinical 

context. The identification of a microdeletion as the cause of a child’s developmental delay, for 

example, is of obvious interest, but of greater importance is how this result can be translated into an 

improvement in the clinical management of that child.  

 

Potential benefits 

Array CGH is more sensitive than standard karyotyping or FISH and is therefore more likely to enable 

a definitive diagnosis to be made, a diagnosis which carries with it a probable clinical course and 

long-term prognosis.16 This increased diagnostic certainty has several significant benefits for the 

clinical team, the affected individual, and their family: 

 

 For previously recognised conditions, making the diagnosis at a molecular level allows more 

accurate advice to be given when counselling family members with regard to risk of 

recurrence and possible pattern of inheritance.16 It also enables prenatal and carrier testing to 

be performed if appropriate.17 

 For chromosomal abnormalities that are not reported in the literature, analysis of the genes 

affected can reveal potential complications and indicate the most probable clinical course.16 

Physicians involved in the care of the patient are then able to anticipate these complications 

and undertake appropriate surveillance.16 Mutations in the CEP290, NPHP1 and RPGIP1L 

genes, for instance, result in a cerebello-renal phenotype which includes renal failure in the 

first or second decade of life.17 If alterations of these genes are identified early then 

anticipatory measures can be undertaken.17 

 If there is no efficacious therapy for the particular disorder, a molecular diagnosis will allow 

the affected individual to be placed in an appropriate clinical trial (if available) and aid in new 

therapeutic developments.17 

 Children are able to be proactively placed in appropriate programmes involving, for example, 

occupational therapy and early speech and language therapy, as opposed to watching and 

waiting until particular functional deficits become obvious.17 

 Affected individuals and their families appreciate being given concrete information.16 The guilt 

which frequently surrounds the birth of a child with multiple congenital anomalies, for 

instance, can be assuaged when parents learn that these anomalies are not because they 

‘did something wrong’ when the baby was in utero.16 For many people even an unfavourable 

diagnosis is preferable to the uncertainty of the unknown. Local or international support 

groups can be sought, bolstering emotional well-being and strengthening support networks. 

 

There are significant benefits for laboratory staff also. The diagnosis in question is reached more 

quickly when aCGH is employed.18 There is no need to culture cells, greatly reducing sample 
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preparation time.18 Much of the process is able to be automated, simplifying the workflow regime.12 

Furthermore, the quantity of DNA that is required is much smaller than that needed for karyotyping or 

FISH analysis, and as cells are not going through the culturing process, the patient’s tissue sample 

does not need to be of high quality.12 

 

Potential limitations 

As mentioned above, the high resolution of aCGH is at once the attraction of the technique and also 

one of the main clinical limitations at this time. The high prevalence of CNVs in the healthy population 

means that not all variants discovered in affected individuals can be viewed as causative of the 

presenting phenotype.16,19 If the particular variation in question is found in an unaffected parent it can 

usually be assumed to be benign1,19,20 (although this assumption is complicated by low penetrance 

and variable phenotypic expression18,19); likewise if the variation is described in the literature as 

occurring in the normal population.12,20 If the variation is found to be de novo then it is more likely to 

be pathogenic.1,16,19,20 Pathogenicity is supported if there are reports of similar variations in the 

literature and if the genes involved in the alteration are consistent with the phenotypic abnormalities 

that are evident clinically.12,16,19 

 

Large international databases such as the Database of Chromosomal Imbalance and Phenotype in 

Humans using Ensembl Resources (DECIPHER) 

(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/analysis/decipher/database.shtml), the European Cytogeneticists 

Association Register of Unbalanced Chromosome Aberrations (ECARUCA) 

(http://www.ECARUCA.net) and the Database of Genomic Variants (http://projects.tcag.ca/variation; 

Toronto database) have been established to allow the assembly of data from multiple sources and to 

elucidate the connections between genotype and phenotype.1,12,20 It is hoped that as these databases 

become more comprehensive, diagnostic laboratories around the world can be increasingly confident 

when evaluating the clinical significance of their CNV results.1 

 

There have been concerns expressed, too, about the cost of integrating microarrays into routine 

diagnostic practice. The largest outlay is the initial cost of the scanner, followed by that of the 

microarray slides themselves. A cost-analysis study performed in the United Kingdom by Wordsworth 

et al18 formally examined the possibility of the NHS funding aCGH as a first-line diagnostic test for 

idiopathic developmental delay. Their analysis found the technique to be entirely feasible in this 

context18 resulting in less money being spent in total per diagnosis. Despite the test being more 

expensive than karyotyping, multi-telomere FISH or multi-telomere MLPA, the process is more 

automated meaning that staff costs are lower and fewer follow-up or confirmatory tests need to be 

done to reach a diagnosis.18 Diagnoses made earlier also avoid additional diagnostic tests, including 

neuroimaging or invasive procedures such as muscle biopsy, and a negative result on aCGH allows 

follow-up testing to be limited.18 
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Specific clinical scenarios 

Since its inception, aCGH has been used extensively in the research of a diverse group of disorders, 

including (but not limited to) idiopathic and syndromic developmental delay, congenital anomalies, 

various neurological and neuropsychological disorders and a range of malignancies,9 and is now 

finding its way into diagnostic laboratories. 

 

Prenatal screening 

Referrals for prenatal genetic testing essentially fall into one of a series of categories: positive 

maternal serum screen, advanced maternal age, abnormalities detected on ultrasound scanning, or a 

significant family history.21 In New Zealand this subset of expectant mothers are offered a diagnostic 

test for fetal chromosome aneuploidy and fetal trisomy 13,18 or 21 via karyotype and FISH testing.22 

Further targeted testing is performed if there is a specific concern, such as a characteristic 

abnormality on ultrasound scan suggestive of a particular syndrome, a family history of a certain 

disorder (such as cystic fibrosis or sickle cell anaemia), or if parents or other family members are 

known carriers of balanced chromosome rearrangements.22 The detection rate of clinically significant 

abnormalities when aCGH is applied to samples routinely referred for prenatal testing is 

approximately 7%, more than three times that of conventional analysis with karyotyping and FISH.23 

Array CGH can not only screen for all the copy number imbalances detected by standard G-banded 

karyotyping together with aneuploidy FISH, but is also useful when conventional analysis is difficult 

due to small sample size, poor growth of cultures or limited numbers of cells in mitosis.23  

 

The identification of CNVs of unknown clinical significance is particularly important in the prenatal 

setting, especially when consideration is being given to the termination of pregnancy. The detection of 

variants of unknown clinical significance is reduced by using a targeted microarray format.23 The 

Medical Genetics Laboratory at Baylor College of Medicine, for example, has developed an array for 

prenatal testing which, in conjunction with a standard karyotype, is recommended for patients who are 

at an increased risk of genetic disorders, or for whom there are concerns about fetal genetic 

abnormalities.24 This array tests specifically for more than 150 genetic disorders, containing probes for 

almost all known microdeletion/duplication syndromes as well as having increased coverage in the 

subtelomeric and pericentromeric regions.24 

 

Van den Veyver et al21 recently performed karyotyping, FISH and aCGH analysis (using a custom-

designed targeted array) on 300 prenatal samples. Additional significant information was provided by 

aCGH in 2.3% of cases (7/300), including 2 cases in which the chromosomal disorder would not have 

been found if only standard karyotyping or aneuploidy FISH had been performed.21 The authors put 

this into striking perspective by noting that the ‘risk’ of missing the diagnosis if aCGH had not been 

used is equivalent to 1/150.21 This risk is comparable to the term pregnancy risk for Trisomy 21 of a 

38-year-old woman, or to the total term risk of all common aneuploidies of a 36-year-old woman.21 
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In order to ensure that adequate pre and post-test counselling are provided, further large studies are 

required to clarify: 

 The appropriate resolution and format of the array;23 

 The ratio of the detection of clinically significant abnormalities to that of abnormalities of 

uncertain clinical significance;23 and 

 How identifying the additional abnormalities will alter prenatal and immediate postnatal 

management.23 

 

Until these studies have been performed it is likely that aCGH will remain an adjunct to, rather than 

replacement for, standard karyotyping and aneuploidy FISH in the prenatal context.16,23 

 

Developmental delay (with and without dysmorphic features) 

Global developmental delay is a common clinical problem—with an estimated prevalence of 1–3%.18 

The underlying cause is unclear in more than 50% of cases but the condition is known to be 

extremely heterogeneous in aetiology, with multiple chromosomal anomalies implicated.9 A wide 

range of syndromes include developmental delay amongst their phenotypic characteristics, and with 

the aid of aCGH the list of microdeletion and duplication syndromes is consistently increasing.9,25 A 

large number of children also have idiopathic developmental delay without dysmorphic features or 

congenital anomalies.9 The current investigation of patients with developmental delay/intellectual 

disability includes a karyotype and a subtelomeric FISH screen, as abnormalities in the subtelomeric 

and pericentromeric regions are implicated in these conditions.26 Targeted FISH can also be used to 

look for particular syndromes if these are suggested by the clinical presentation.27 

 

One of the major benefits of employing aCGH in the setting of a heterogeneous condition such as 

developmental delay/intellectual disability is that the referring clinician does not need to have any 

suspicion of the particular chromosomal abnormality involved.28 It is also undoubtedly useful in the 

further investigation of abnormal conventional cytogenetic results in order to: 

 Delineate the extent of the deletion or duplication, and more accurately identify the genes 

involved,29 OR 

 In the case of an apparently balanced rearrangement, to exclude cryptic deletions or 

duplications at the breakpoints.29 

 

Array CGH is also less labour intensive, offers higher throughput, and is more rapid and cheaper (per 

locus) than multiple targeted FISH tests.18 

 

The important questions to be considered, then, are how the diagnostic yield of aCGH compares to 

that of standard karyotyping and FISH, and whether the higher resolution of aCGH means that it 

should supplant these techniques in routine practice.30 
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A recent retrospective analysis of 36,325 Dutch patients with developmental delay or intellectual 

disability, performed by Hochstenbach et al,30 aimed to answer these questions. The diagnostic yield 

of aCGH as an initial test was estimated to be 19% based on an extensive literature review.30 This 

figure contrasts with an 8% abnormality rate detected by standard karyotyping and FISH.30 Critically, 

only 0.78% of those cases with an abnormal karyotype or FISH result involved balanced 

rearrangements which would not have been detected by aCGH.30 0.48% of these were familial and 

0.23% were de novo balanced rearrangements.30 

 

At this time the published guidelines for the use of aCGH in the investigation of developmental 

delay/intellectual disability recommend using arrays in the event of a normal karyotype.16,20,27 

However, this situation is extremely dynamic. It is likely that as experience with aCGH in this clinical 

context grows, and with advances in streamlining the workflow and reduction in labour costs, aCGH 

will become the first- line diagnostic test.30 Karyotyping would then only be performed following a 

normal aCGH result in order to identify the <1% of patients with a balanced chromosomal 

rearrangement.30 

 

Autistic spectrum disorder 

Autistic spectrum disorders (ASDs) are a heterogeneous group with a complex aetiology and a 

prevalence of approximately 1/166.31 They can be clustered into complex autism, when there are 

dysmorphic features or other factors suggestive of a chromosomal disorder/syndrome, and essential 

autism (without these features).9,32 Historically a genetic cause has been identified in only 5–10% of 

people affected by an ASD.32 Gene mapping via linkage analysis has shown autism candidate gene 

loci on 20 different chromosomes, including the X chromosome.31 ASDs are also associated with 

several single gene disorders, including Rett syndrome, fragile X syndrome and tuberous sclerosis.9 

 

The higher resolution that aCGH allows has been used in several large studies, which show that de 

novo deletions and duplications play a significant role in the aetiology of autism, particularly complex 

autism.31,33 Two seminal studies detected copy number changes in 30% of individuals with complex 

autism (Jacquemont et al)33 and 10% of individuals with essential/idiopathic autism (Sebat et al).31 An 

Autism Chromosome Rearrangement Database has been established, and is a reference site 

delineating the breakpoints and other genomic features that have been described in publicly available 

literature.9 

 

Cancer 

It has been well recognised that somatic chromosomal rearrangements and dosage alterations have a 

role to play in tumourigenesis.9 They affect gene expression and can disrupt normal growth control 

pathways by activating oncogenes or inactivating tumour suppressor genes.9 Much research has 

been done to characterise the aberrations found in association with a wide range of cancers.34 It is 

hoped that ongoing high resolution microarray analysis will provide an ever more comprehensive 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in the development of specific cancers.9,34 The 
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goal is to develop a database of known genetic alterations responsible for each malignancy, along 

with the phenotype and clinical course. 

 

Determination of each individual’s tumour profile at diagnosis would then enable not only classification 

of tumour type, but also prediction of prognosis and susceptibility to particular therapeutic agents - 

thereby improving the specificity of the therapy given and avoiding unnecessary treatments.34 Array 

CGH analysis in this instance will be complementary to existing diagnostic and prognostic markers, 

helping to build a more complete, complex and accurate picture for the clinician(s). 

 

There are already steps being taken in this direction. Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia is associated 

with a wide range of clinical outcomes, with disease progression ranging from indolent to rapid.35 

There are, however, a range of characteristic copy number changes that are routinely used as 

prognostic markers.35 The deletion of 13q14 in the absence of other abnormalities, for example, is 

associated with a more favourable prognosis.9,35 Traditionally FISH has been used to detect these 

abnormalities and provide prognostic stratification.35 

 

A recent study by Patel et al35 showed that a custom-designed targeted microarray including all 

regions implicated in CLL was able to test for all abnormalities simultaneously and with a higher yield 

than conventional karyotyping and FISH (detecting 37 compared to 34 abnormalities). With B-cell 

clonal enrichment the sensitivity of aCGH was 100% for cases with aberrations in at least 25% of the 

cell population.35 

 

Array CGH has proven itself useful, too, in the identification of individuals with an increased 

susceptibility to developing malignant tumours. Adam et al36 have reported three cases in which 

genome wide testing using the commercially available EmArrayCyto6000 (an array with resolution 

equivalent to a 6000 band karyotype and targeted coverage of telomeric, centromeric and gene-rich 

regions) was performed on patients referred with developmental delay/ dysmorphic features/ 

congenital anomalies. None of these patients had a clinically recognisable cancer predisposition 

syndrome and each had normal routine cytogenetic analysis.36 Interestingly, aCGH revealed a 

different de novo deletion in each patient, but with the loss of genes that are known to affect tumour 

susceptibility.36 The results of the copy number analysis on these patients had a direct bearing on 

their clinical management, with appropriate tumour surveillance protocols being initiated.36 

 

Conclusions 

Array CGH is a powerful technique that is leading a revolution in the field of genomic medicine. The 

use of microarrays is enabling the elucidation of the chromosomal aetiology of known syndromes, the 

expansion of clinical phenotypes and the discovery of previously undefined syndromes. 

 

Microarrays are less labour intensive than traditional testing platforms due to the automation of many 

of the processes. The great flexibility of their design and the recent major reduction in cost, coupled 
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with the need for minimal laboratory space and personnel effort, make them a highly attractive 

platform for diagnostic use. As part of the arsenal of molecular cytogenetic techniques they are able 

to detect and define with great accuracy, and at a high-throughput, both microscopic and sub- 

microscopic deletions, duplications and rearrangements. 

 

Over the next few years the targeted versus whole-genome debate will no longer be relevant as the 

two will be integrated, ensuring comprehensive coverage of all clinically relevant loci while excluding 

known areas of benign variation. The interpretation of aCGH results, however, poses a significant 

challenge that should not be trivialised. As the degree of resolution used to analyse the genome 

increases, it becomes increasingly imperative to confidently filter the information to achieve outcomes 

that are understandable and clinically relevant. 

 

It is important for diagnostic laboratories to be cautious in the adoption of novel technologies. This 

caution protects the welfare of patients by ensuring that a potential diagnostic test has well-

established sensitivity, specificity and a suitable risk/benefit ratio. Through research, array CGH has 

been shown to meet these criteria in a wide range of clinical settings. The time is ripe for the 

technique to take its rightful place as an integral part of diagnostic medicine. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Array-based identification of copy number changes in a diagnostic setting: simultaneous 

gene-focused and low resolution whole human genome analysis 

 

This work was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Doherty E, Love JM, Lan CC, George AM, Thrush A, Love DR. Array-based 

Identification of Copy Number Changes in a Diagnostic Setting: Simultaneous gene-focused and low 

resolution whole human genome analysis. Sultan Qaboos Univ Med J. 2013 Feb;13(1):69-79. 

 

Introduction 

The importance of gene deletion and duplication in the pathogenesis of disease has become 

increasingly evident over the last decade. These deletions/duplications range from intragenic changes 

that are too large to be detected by sequence analysis, to larger genomic rearrangements responsible 

for the microdeletion and microduplication syndromes, and finally to whole chromosome loss or gain 

as seen in the aneuploidies. 

 

In the discipline of cytogenetics, molecular karyotyping using high-density oligonucleotide arrays has 

recently become the recommended first-line diagnostic test for patients with developmental 

delay/intellectual disability, autistic spectrum disorder, or multiple congenital anomalies, replacing 

more conventional techniques such as G-banded karyotyping.1,2 Large deletions and duplications 

have long been recognised as playing an important part in the pathogenesis of several disorders 

traditionally diagnosed using molecular techniques, such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy and 

Charcot- Marie-Tooth disease type 1A.3,4 In addition to these classical deletion/duplication disorders, 

the role of partial or whole gene deletions in the aetiology of a wide variety of single-gene disorders is 

becoming more apparent. A 2008 review of the entries in the online Human Gene Mutation Database 

showed that large deletions and duplications comprise 10% of the listed mutations, compared to 6% 

in 2003.5,6 This number is likely to increase further as more individuals are subjected to dosage 

analysis as part of routine molecular diagnostics. 

 

A variety of dosage analysis methods are available to the diagnostic laboratory, including multiplex 

ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA), quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction 

(qPCR), and customised fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH).7–9 Each of these methods, 

however, is relatively expensive, principally as a result of the price of the probes, and in the case of 

MLPA and qPCR, is usually confined to a limited number of exons across a limited number of 

genes.10,11 Finally, in the case of a small diagnostic laboratory, low sample throughput decreases 

cost- effectiveness, together with the attendant issue of maintaining staff proficiency in a range of 

dosage techniques. 
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In order to address the above difficulties, we designed a bespoke NimbleGen 12x135K comparative 

genomic hybridisation (CGH) array (Roche NimbleGen Inc., Madison, Wisconsin, USA). This array 

targets a panel of genes chosen to complement the sequencing assays offered in-house, as well as a 

number of other genes for which deletions and duplications are known to be implicated in a disease 

phenotype. In addition to this gene-focused coverage, the design of the array also involved low-

density coverage of the entire human genome. Here, we report the use of this custom-designed array 

to analyse a series of 28 clinical samples in order to investigate the suitability of this approach for 

dosage analysis in the diagnostic environment. 

 

Methods 

A group of 20 individuals with a range of previously characterised copy number changes were 

selected for array comparative genomic hybridisation (aCGH) analysis. The patients, or parents in the 

case of neonates, provided informed consent for diagnostic testing; the New Zealand multi- region 

ethics committee has ruled that cases of patient management do not require formal ethics committee 

approval. The copy number changes included both cytogenetic and molecular abnormalities, and 

spanned a spectrum from aneuploidy to intragenic deletion with three cases of aneuploidy, two of 

unbalanced translocations, three microdeletions, two microduplications, seven intragenic deletions, 

and three intragenic duplications. These changes had been identified using a range of techniques, 

including conventional and molecular karyotyping, FISH and MLPA (Table 1, below). Array CGH was 

also completed for an additional 8 individuals without known copy number changes for whom dosage 

analysis was desirable either for diagnostic purposes or for completion of family studies. 

 

Peripheral blood ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) samples from each of these 28 individuals 

were submitted to the Diagnostic Genetics Department at LabPLUS, Auckland City Hospital, New 

Zealand, for either molecular or cytogenetic analysis, as clinically indicated. Genomic 

deoxyribonucleic acid (gDNA) was extracted from peripheral blood leucocytes using the Gentra 

Puregene DNA Extraction Kit (QIAGEN). In those samples referred for conventional karyotype or 

FISH analysis, classical phenol/chloroform extraction with ethanol precipitation was used to isolate 

DNA from cultured leucocytes, in order to provide a source of gDNA for molecular testing. 

 

A primer design protocol was used to design primers flanking the region spanning exons 11–14 of the 

KCNH2 gene.12,13 In brief, the messenger RNA (mRNA) sequence of interest was identified using the 

University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser (genome assembly NCBI36/hg18).14 All 

primers were checked for single nucleotide polymorphisms using the software tool available from the 

National Genetic Reference Laboratory, Manchester, UK.15 The primers were tailed with M13 

sequences and were synthesised by Invitrogen Ltd. 
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Table 1: Copy number changes used to validate the Roche NimbleGen custom-designed 

comparative genomic hybridisation array 

Patient Disorder/CNV 
Description (coordinates as per 

genome assembly NCBI36/hg18) 

Previous testing 

method 

1 Klinefelter syndrome XXY Karyotype 

2 Down’s syndrome Trisomy 21 Karyotype 

3 Edward's syndrome Trisomy 18 Karyotype 

4 

Unbalanced translocation 

t(7;22) 46,XX,der(7)t(7;22)(q36.3;q13.1) Karyotype, FISH 

  mat.ish der(7)t(7;22)(q36.3;q13.1) (ARSA+) 

5 

Unbalanced translocation 

t(3;4) 46,XX,der(4)t(3;4)(q23;q35.1)pat Karyotype 

6 Microdeletion chr2 Del chr2:102176600-119933523 

Illumina HumanCytoSNP 

300K microarray 

7 Autistic spectrum disorder 

Del chr2: 44305631-44425668; dup chr15: 

36188779-36655207; del chr16: 29522477-

30107306 

Affymetrix SNP 6.0 

microarray 

8 Prader-Willi syndrome Deletion of SNRPN gene Southern blot, FISH 

9 

Williams-Beuren duplication 

syndrome Dup chr7: 71914639-73718403 

Affymetrix SNP 6.0 

microarray 

10 Rett syndrome Duplication MECP2 gene MLPA 

11 LQTS Del exons 6, 7,10,11,15 KCNH2 gene MLPA 

12 LQTS Dup exons 10,11, 15 KCNH2 gene MLPA 

13 

Familial adenomatous 

polyposis Del exons 11-12 APC gene MLPA 

14 DMD Del exon 45-52 DMD gene MLPA and multiplex PCR 

15 DMD, carrier Dup exon 63 (heterozygous) DMD gene MLPA 

16 Familial breast cancer Del exon 1, 2 BRCA1 gene MLPA 

17 DMD Del Ex3-44 DMD gene MLPA 

18 HNPCC Del exon 6 MLH1 gene MLPA 

19 Familial breast cancer Dup exon13 BRCA1 gene MLPA 

20 Familial breast cancer Del exons 1,2 BRCA2 gene MLPA 

 

FISH = fluorescence in situ hybridization; del chr = deleted chromosome; dup chr = duplicated chromosome; SNP = single 

nucleotide polymorphisms; LQTS = long QT syndrome; MLPA = multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification; DMD = 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; HNPCC = hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer 

 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification was performed in a total volume of 25 µL, containing 

50 ng of genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), 0.20 µM of each primer, 1 mM of each dNTP, and 
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1.75 U of expand long template enzyme mix in buffer 2 (F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd., Basel, 

Switzerland). After an initial denaturation for 2 minutes at 94ºC, the PCR amplification included 10 

cycles of 94º C for 10 seconds, 60º C for 30 seconds, and 68º C for 2 minutes, followed by 20 cycles 

of 94º C for 15 seconds, 60º C for 30 seconds, 68º C for 4 minutes, and a final extension at 68º C for 

10 minutes. PCR products were separated by a 2% agarose gel and the lower band, corresponding to 

the allele carrying the deletion, was excised and purified using the Roche High Pure PCR Cleanup 

Micro Kit (Roche Applied Sciences). Bidirectional DNA sequencing was performed using M13 forward 

and reverse primers and Big- Dye Terminator, Version 3.0 (Applied Biosystems Ltd.). Using an 

automated Clean-Seq procedure (Agencourt Bioscience Corp.), 20 µL of sequenced product was 

purified with the aid of an epMOTION 5075 liquid handling robot (Eppendorf). Using the Applied 

Biosystems model 3130xl genetic analyser (Applied Biosystems Inc.), 15 µL of purified product was 

then subjected to capillary electrophoresis. 

 

Genes of interest, including those already sequenced in-house and those pertaining to common 

disorders known to frequently involve deletions/duplications (such as Duchenne muscular dystophy), 

were selected and the appropriate NM accession numbers identified using the UCSC genome 

browser (genome assembly NCBI36/hg18). The final gene list comprising 66 genes was forwarded to 

NimbleGen and formed the basis of their design for a 12-plex 135K oligonucleotide array (see Table 

2, below, for gene list). Each probe was 60–85 bp in length and possessed similar isothermal 

characteristics. Exonic probes were designed to overlap by 25 bp in order to provide high resolution 

detection of deletions or duplications within the coding regions of the genes of interest. Intronic probes 

were spaced on average every 175 bp. To minimise the occurrence of false positive results due to a 

one-off failure of hybridisation to a particular probe, each gene-focused probe was spotted in 

duplicate. In addition to the targeted probes tiled over the genes of interest, approximately 75,000 

‘backbone’ probes were also included. These probes were spaced across the entire genome (with a 

mean probe interval of 46kbp) to provide low-density whole genome interrogation, as well as increase 

the accuracy of data normalisation during the analysis procedure. Following completion of the design 

process, the array was manufactured by NimbleGen Inc. 

 

A total of 250 nanograms of gDNA was processed according to the NimbleGen Array User’s Guide: 

CGH and CNV Arrays, Version 6.0. In brief, extracted gDNA from samples and Promega controls was 

denatured in the presence of a Cy3- for the test group or Cy5- for the control group, labelled random 

primers and incubated with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase, together with 

deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) (5 mM of each dNTP), at 37º C for 2 hours. The reaction 

was terminated by the addition of 0.5 M EDTA (21.5 µL), prior to isopropanol precipitation and ethanol 

washing. Following quantification, the test and sex-matched control samples were combined in 

equimolar amounts and applied to one of the twelve arrays on the microarray slide. Hybridisation was 

carried out in a NimbleGen Hybridisation Chamber for a period of 48 hours. Slides were washed and 

scanned using a NimbleGen MS 200 microarray scanner. Array image files (.tif) produced by the MS 

200 Data Collection Software were imported into NimbleScan Version 2.6 for analysis. Each genomic 
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region exhibiting a copy number change within one of the genes of interest was examined using the 

UCSC genome browser to determine the location and significance of the change. Data was filtered 

using the default log2 ratio thresholds recommended in the NimbleGen Array User’s Guide of less 

than -0.2 for a deletion and greater than 0.2 for duplication. 

 

Table 2: Human disease genes selected for inclusion on the Roche NimbleGen custom-

designed comparative genomic hybridisation array 

Disorder Gene 

Accession 

number 

(Transcript) 

Accession 

number (Protein) 

Uniprot 

number 
OMIM 

LQT KCNQ1 NM_000218.2 NP_000209 P51787 607542 

 KCNH2 NM_000238.2 NP_000229 Q12809 152427 

 SCN5A NM_198056.2 NP_932173 Q14524 600163 

 GPD1L NM_015141.2 NP_055956 Q8N335 611778 

 SCN1B NM_001037.4 NP_001028 Q07699 611778 

  NM_199037.3 NP_950238 Q6TN97 600235 

 SCN3B NM_018400.3 NP_060870 Q9NY72 608214 

 CACNB2 NM_201596.2 NP_963890 Q08289 600003 

 KCNE3 NM_005472.4 NP_005463 Q9Y6H6 604433 

 ANK2 NM_001148.3 NP_001139 Q01484 106410 

 KCNE1 NM_000219.3 NP_000210 P15382 176261 

 KCNE2 NM_172201.1 NP_751951 Q9Y6J6 603796 

 KCNJ2 NM_000891.2 NP_000882 P63252 600681 

 CACNA1c NM_001129827.1 NP_001123299 Q13936 114205 

 CAV3 NM_033337.1 NP_203123 P56539 601253 

 SCN4B NM_174934.3 NP_777594 Q8IWT1 608256 

 AKAP9 NM_005751.4 NP_005742 Q8IWT1 604001 

HCM MYH7 NM_000257.2 NP_000248 P12883 160760 

 MYBPC3 NM_000256.3 NP_000247 Q14896 600958 

 TNNT2 NM_000364.2 NP_000355 P45379 191045 

 TNNI3 NM_000363.4 NP_000354 P19429 191044 

 TPM1 NM_001018020.1 NP_001018020 O15513 191010 

 ACTC1 NM_005159.4 NP_005150 P68032 102540 
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 MYL2 NM_000432.3 NP_000423 P10916 160781 

 MYL3 NM_000258.2 NP_000249 P08590 160790 

 LAMP2 NM_001122606.1 NP_001116078 Q6Q3G8 309060 

 PRKAG2 NM_016203.3 NP_057287 Q9UGJ0 602743 

 GLA NM_000169.2 NP_000160 P06280 301500 

CPVT RYR2 NM_001035.2 NP_001026 Q92736 180902 

 CASQ2 NM_001232.2 NP_001223 O14958 114251 

ARVC DSP NM_004415.2 NP_004406 P15924 125647 

 PKP2 NM_001005242.2 NP_001005242 A0AV37 602861 

 DSG2 NM_001943.3 NP_001934 Q14126 125671 

 DSC2 NM_024422.3 NP_077740 Q02487 125645 

 JUP NM_002230.2 NP_002221 P14923 173325 

 TGFB3 NM_003239.2 NP_003230 P10600 190230 

 TMEM43 NM_024334.2 NP_077310 Q9BTV4 612048 

DMD DMD NM_004006.2 NP_003997 P11532 300377 

ALD ABCD1 NM_000033.2 NP_000024.2 P33897 300371 

FAP APC NM_000038.3 NP_000029.2 P25054 611731 

Type 1 citrullinaemia ASS1 NM_000050.4 NP_000041.2 P00966 603470 

Type II citrullinaemia SLC25A13 NM_014251.2 NP_001153682.1 Q9UJS0 603859 

Thyroid carcinoma/melanoma BRAF1 NM_004333.4 NP_004324.2 P15056 164757 

Familial breast and ovarian 

cancer 
BRCA1 NM_007294.2 NP_009225.1 P38398 113705 

 BRCA2 NM_000059.3 NP_000050.2 P51587 600185 

X-linked congential stationary 

night blindness type 2 
CACNA1F NM_005183.2 NP_005174.2 O60840 300110 

E-cadherin related stomach 

cancer 
CDH1 NM_004360.2 NP_004351.1 P12830 192090 

Larsen syndrome FLNB NM_001457.2 NP_001157789.1 O75369 603381 

NKH GLDC NM_000170.2 NP_000161.2 P23378 238300 

Holocarboxylase synthetase 

deficiency 
HLCS NM_000411.4 NP_000402.3 P50747 609018 

MODY GCK NM_000162.3 NP_000153.1 P35557 138079 

 HNF1a NM_000545.4 NP_000536.5 P20823 142410 

 HNF1b NM_000458.2 NP_000449.1 P35680 189907 
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 HNF4a NM_000457.3 NP_000448.3 P41235 600281 

Familial hypercholesterolemia LDLR NM_000527.3 NP_000518.1 P01130 606945 

Rett syndrome MECP2 NM_004992.3 NP_001104262.1 P51608 300005 

HNPCC MLH1 NM_000249.2 NP_000240.1 P40692 120436 

 MSH2 NM_000251.1 NP_000242.1 P43246 609309 

 PMS1 NM_000534.4 NP_000525.1 P54277 600258 

 PMS2 NM_000535.5 NP_000526.1 P54278 600259 

MEN2A RET NM_020630.4 NP_065681.1 P07949 64761 

Familial phaeochromocytoma/ 

paraganglioma 
SDHAF2 NM_017841.1 NP_060311.1 Q9NX18 613019 

 SDHB NM_003000.2 NP_002991.2 P21912 185470 

 SDHC NM_003001.3 NP_001030588.1 Q99643 602413 

 SDHD NM_003002.1 NP_002993.1 O14521 602690 

DYT11 SGCE NM_003919.2 NP_001092870.1 O43556 604149 

VHL VHL NM_000551.2 NP_000542.1 P40337 608537 

 
LQT = long QT syndrome; HCM = hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; CPVT = catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular 

tachycardia; ARVC = arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy; DMD = Duchenne muscular dystrophy; ALD = 

adrenoleukodystrophy; FAP = familial adenomatous polyposis; NKH = nonketotic hyperglycinemia; MODY = maturity onset 

diabetes of the young: HNPCC = hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer; MEN2A = multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2A; 

DYT11 = Myoclonus dystonia; VHL = Von-Hippel Lindau syndrome 

 

For MLPA, the SALSA MLPA P114 LQT kit (lot 0805) was purchased from MRC-Holland (Amsterdam, 

Netherlands). This mix contains probes for 17 exons of the KCNQ1 gene, 9 probes for the KCNH2 

gene, 4 probes for the SCN5A gene, as well as 4 and 3 probes for KCNE1 and KCNE2, respectively. 

This kit also contains four control probes mapping to other autosomes. MLPA analysis was carried out 

according to the MRC Holland protocol. Briefly, 125 ng of genomic DNA from each sample was 

diluted in 5 µl TE buffer and denatured at 98º C for 5 minutes. MLPA buffer and probe mix (1.5 µl of 

each) were then added to allow the probes to anneal to their target sequences by heating at 95º C for 

one minute and incubating for 16 hours at 60º C. A buffer/ligase mixture (32 µl) was added to each 

sample and incubated at 54º C for 15 minutes followed by heating to 98º C for 5 minutes. Ten 

microlitres of the ligation reaction were used for multiplex PCR amplification using a single universal 

primer pair suitable for all the probes in the kit. The SALSA polymerase was added at 60º C, followed 

by 36 cycles of 95º C for 30 seconds, 60º C for 30 seconds, 72º C for one minute, and a final 

extension step of 72º C for 20 minutes. One microlitre of each PCR product was mixed with 0.5 µl 

GeneScan 600 Liz size standard (Applied Biosystems Ltd.) and 8.5 µl of deionized formamide and 1µl 

was injected into a 36 cm capillary (Applied Biosystems model 3130XL)) at 60º C. The 

electropherogram was analysed using GeneMapper software (Applied Biosystems Ltd.). For each 
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sample, the relative peak area (RPA) was calculated and compared to 5 healthy controls using 

custom-designed software. The software calculates RPAs for each probe within the same test and 

compares each RPA to those obtained from the 5 controls.  

 

Results  

We developed a custom-designed NimbleGen 12x135K aCGH that combines targeted high- density 

coverage of 66 genes of interest with genome-wide coverage to produce a low-resolution molecular 

karyotype. For the validation of this array we analysed 20 patients with known copy number 

abnormalities. The custom designed NimbleGen CGH array was able to accurately identify these copy 

number changes in all 20 patients (Table 3, below). 

 

The array results for patient 12 revealed an additional alteration that had not been recognised 

previously. Patient 12 is a member of a large pedigree with multiple members suffering from long QT 

syndrome (LQTS). Analysis using the MRC-Holland SALSA P114 LQT MLPA kit, which interrogates a 

limited number of exons of the KCNH2 gene (exons 1-4,6,7,10,11,15), had identified a duplication of 

exons 10, 11, and 15 in all affected individuals (Figure 1, panel A).16 This duplication had therefore 

been the focus of predictive testing using MLPA for additional at-risk members of the family. The 

aCGH results clarified the extent of the duplication, not only showing that it involved a breakpoint 

within exon 7 and encompassed the whole of exons 8, 9, 10, 11, 14 and 15, but also that the 

genotype was more complex than previously thought. A critical micro-deletion encompassing exons 

12 and 13 was detected (Figure 1, panels B and C). PCR and DNA sequencing determined the exact 

breakpoints of the 1041 bp deletion, the length of which compares favourably to the 676 bp copy 

number change detected by the array (Figure 2). 

 

Of the 8 patients who had not yet undergone any form of copy number analysis, 4 had a clinical 

diagnosis that had not been confirmed by sequence analysis of the implicated genes: two had a 

diagnosis of long QT syndrome, one of hereditary non- polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC), and one 

of maturity onset diabetes of the young (MODY). No copy number changes were identified in the 

panel of long QT syndrome genes in either of the long QT patients, nor within the MODY genes in the 

MODY patient. However, a large deletion involving exons 2–14 inclusive of the MSH2 gene was 

detected in the individual with a clinical diagnosis of hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer 

(HNPCC). Mutations in the mismatch repair gene MSH2 are known to be responsible for 40% of 

cases of HNPCC; 20% of these mutations involve exonic or full gene deletions.17 

 

The referral reason for aCGH analysis for the remaining 4 individuals without a known copy number 

change was to provide additional information for genetic counselling and family planning. Individuals 

21 and 22 are the parents of patient 9, an eight-year-old girl with mild dysmorphic features and 

speech delay, who had been found to have a duplication involving the Williams-Beuren syndrome 

(WBS) critical region at 7q11.23 using an Affymetrix single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) 6.0 array 

(Affymetrix). While a microdeletion of the WBS critical region results in a well-characterised pattern of 
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facial dysmorphism, supravalvular aortic stenosis, connective tissue abnormalities, hypercalcaemia, 

and a recognisable behavioural phenotype, duplication of the same region results in a much less 

distinctive set of characteristics.18 Foremost among these, as was seen in our patient, are mildly 

dysmorphic facial features and prominent speech delay. Parental transmission of the 7q11.23 

duplication is relatively frequent in the WBS duplication syndrome, but reduced penetrance and 

variable expression mean that determination of carrier status based on phenotype alone is not simple. 

An approximately 1.5 Mb duplication of the WBS critical region was readily identified in the affected 

girl by our custom- designed NimbleGen CGH array, which agreed with the earlier Affymetrix SNP 6.0 

array data, but was not detected in either of her parents. The conclusion is that the genomic copy 

number change detected in patient 9 is a de novo event and that future pregnancies are not at high 

risk of this mutation event. 

 

Individuals 23 and 24 are the parents of patient 7, a six-year-old boy who was referred for 

investigation of developmental delay and features consistent with autistic spectrum disorder. High- 

density Affymetrix SNP 6.0 microarray analysis had revealed several copy number changes in the 

child, including a deletion at chromosome 2p21, a duplication at chromosome 15q14, and a deletion 

at chromosome 16p11.2. Each of these changes was also identified by our NimbleGen custom CGH 

array, with only minor differences in breakpoint location, despite the difference in probe density (see 

Table 3 for full coordinates). The 16p11.2 deletion is consistent with the phenotypic features in this 

case, as dosage changes at 16p11.2 have been described in association with autistic spectrum 

disorder.19 The aCGH results confirmed that the chromosome 16p11.2 deletion is de novo and that 

each of the other two copy number changes are most likely to be benign, as each is inherited from 

one of his parents. 
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Table 3: Custom-designed CGH array results for all samples 

Patient Previous result / referral reason Custom array raw result* Significance of result 

1 XXY arr Xp22.33q28(6,329-154,894,377)x3 XXY 

2 Trisomy 21 arr 21q11.2q22.3(9,931,865-46,914,745)x3 Trisomy 21 

3 Trisomy 18 arr 18p11.32q23(102,328-76,093,443)x3 Trisomy 18 

4 der(7)t(7;22)(q36.3;q13.1)(ARSA+) 
arr 7q36.3(156,973,768-158,816,034)x1,22 

q13.1q13.33(37,139,349-49,522,598)x3 
t(7;22), coordinates consistent with previous result 

 46,XX,der(7)t(7;22)(q36.3;q13.1)mat.ish   

5 46,XX,der(4)t(3;4)(q23;q35.1)pat 
arr 4q34.3q35.2(182,454,628-

191,220,565)x1,3q23q29(144,114,087-199,377,478)x3 
t(3;4), coordinates consistent with previous result 

6 Del chr2:102176600-119933523 arr 2q12.1q14.2(102,195,252-119,812,387)x1 Del chr2, coordinates consistent with previous result 

7 

Del chr2: 44305631-44425668; dup 

chr15:36188779-36655207; del chr16: 29522477-

30107306 

arr 2p21(44,325,958-44,373,442) x1,15q14(36,244,896-

36,615,176)x3 16p11.2(29,653,824-30,100,122)x1 
Multiple CNVs, coordinates consistent with previous result 

8 Deletion of SNRPN gene arr 15q11.2q13.1(21,450,428-26,192,737) x1 Del entire SNRPN gene 

9 Dup chr7: 71914639-73718403 arr 7q11.23(71,964,201-73,874,826)x3 Dup chr7, coordinates consistent with previous result  

10 Dup MECP2 gene arr Xq28(152,900,329-153,202,330)x3 Dup entire MECP2 gene  

11 Del exons 6, 7,10,11,15 KCNH2 gene arr 7q36.1(150,250,593-150,283,627)x1 Del exons 6-15 (inclusive) 

12 Dup exons 10,11, 15 KCNH2 gene 
arr 7q36.1(150,250,593-150,275,172x3,150,275,345-

150,276,020x1,150,276,456-150,279,665x3) 
Dup exons 7,8,9,10,11; del exons 12,13; dup exons 14,15 

13 Del exons 11-12 APC gene arr 5q22.2(112,190,700-112,191,901)x1 Del exons 11,12 APC gene 

14 Del exon 45-52 DMD gene arr Xp21.1(31,625,116-31,904,144)x0 Del exons 45-52 (inclusive) DMD gene 

15 Dup exon 63 (heterozygous) DMD gene arr Xp21.2(31,155,081-31,194,353)x3 Dup exon 63 (heterozygous) DMD gene  
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16 Del exon 1, 2 BRCA1 gene arr 17q21.31(38,525,107-38,531,019)x1 Del exons 1,2 BRCA1 gene 

17 Del Ex3-44 DMD gene arr Xp21.2p21.1(31,048,707-32,916,496)x0 Del exons 3-44 (inclusive) DMD gene 

18 Del exon 6 MLH1 gene arr 3p22.2(37,025,008-37,027,636)x1 Del exon 6 MLH1 gene 

19 Dup exon13 BRCA1 gene arr 17q21.31(38,484,216-38,488,483)x3 Dup exon 13 BRCA1 gene 

20 Del exons 1,2 BRCA2 gene arr 13q13.1(31,787,734-31,788,803)x1 Del exons 1,2 BRCA2 gene 

21      Mother of patient 9 No CNV detected De novo dup chr7 in patient 9 

22      Father of patient 9 No CNV detected De novo dup chr7 in patient 9 

23      Mother of patient 7 arr 15q14(36,188,779-36,655,207)x3 Carrier of chr15 dup; de novo deletion chr16 in patient 7 

24     Father of patient 7 arr 2p21(44,325,958-44,373,442)x1 Carrier of chr2 del; de novo deletion chr16 in patient 7 

25      LQTS No CNV detected Pathogenic mutation not detected 

26      LQTS No CNV detected Pathogenic mutation not detected 

27      MODY No CNV detected Pathogenic mutation not detected 

28 HNPCC arr 2p21(47,486,274-47,559,311)x1 Del exons 2-14 MSH2 gene 

*Genome assembly NCBI36/hg18 

 
del chr = deleted chromosome; dup chr = duplicated chromosome; LQTS = long QT syndrome; MODY = maturity onset diabetes of the young; HNPCC = hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cance
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of copy number changes in the KCNH2 gene in patient 12 

 

 

  

 

A) Dosage changes were detected using a multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification 

(MLPA) approach. The graphic representation shows the increased dosage detected by 

probes that lie in exons 10, 11, and 15 of the KCNH2 gene. 

 

B) Dosage changes were detected in the KCNH2 gene with a copy number gain (X3 copy 

number) defined by the chromosome 7 coordinates (genome assembly NCBI36/hg18) 

150,276,456-150,279,665bp (within exon 7 to within exon 11, log2 ratio 0.45) and 

150,250,593-150,275,172 (encompassing exons 14 and 15, log2ratio 0.5), and an apparent 

676bp deletion (X1 copy number, log2ratio -0.53) located at 150,275,345-150,276,020bp 

(encompassing exons 12 and 13). 

 

C) Transcripts expressed from the KCNH2 gene are shown, together with the distal exons of 

transcript 1 (RefSeq accession number NM_000238.3). 
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Figure 2: Location and extent of the KCNH2 gene deletion in patient 12 

 

tgatactgat tttggttcca gACCAACATG ATCCCGGGCT CCCCCGGCAG  150276536 

TACGGAGTTA GAGGGTGGCT TCAGTCGGCA ACGCAAGCGC AAGTTGTCCT  150276486 Exon 11 
TCCGCAGGCG CACGGACAAG Ggtgaggcgg gggaggggag gaagggggag  150276436 

ggcggggaca aggtgaggct gggagctgga aggcggggtg ggccgtgtct  150276386 

gctttaccca ggcctcagac cttcccatcc cttcctccag tgtgcccact  150276336 

ccacacccca gctgtccaga tgctgcccat ctttcagggc ccctgcagct  150276286 

gtcacctcct ccaggaagcc ctcttccacc ctccagggca agcctaggct  150276236 

ttttggactt cacagggctg gggtctctgt gagcactgag gaggaaagaa  150276186 

catagaacaa aggagggcca gggagccaac gatggggctg aggccccgca  150276136 Intron 11 
gtcccagaga tccgccaacc cctgaagcac cattgccagt gcttgggcag  150276086 

tcagggggtc ctgggagttc ttggtcggct tgacagtggg tgcaagatag  150276036 

cagaagaagc gactggggac aaaccagggc ttcctgccca gtcctctctc  150275986 

gggctcgctc ctgtcccctc ctccaccctc gccccctcct ctctgttctc  150275936 

ctcccctctc tgaggcccat tctctgtttc ccacagACAC GGAGCAGCCA  150275886 

GGGGAGGTGT CGGCCTTGGG GCCGGGCCGG GCGGGGGCAG GGCCGAGTAG  150275836 

CCGGGGCCGG CCGGGGGGGC CGTGGGGGGA GAGCCCGTCC AGTGGCCCCT  150275786 

CCAGCCCTGA GAGCAGTGAG GATGAGGGCC CAGGCCGCAG CTCCAGCCCC  150275736 Exon 12 
CTCCGCCTGG TGCCCTTCTC CAGCCCCAGG CCCCCCGGAG AGCCGCCGGG  150275686 

TGGGGAGCCC CTGATGGAGG ACTGCGAGAA GAGCAGCGAC ACTTGCAACC  150275636 

CCCTGTCAGg tatcccgggc gacgggcggg cgagggagga ccgggcgtgg  150275586 

cagcggtggt gcgtctaccc cgctcaccca gctctgctct ctggctgcag  150275536 Intron 12 
GCGCCTTCTC AGGAGTGTCC AACATTTTCA GCTTCTGGGG GGACAGTCGG  150275486 

GGCCGCCAGT ACCAGGAGCT CCCTCGATGC CCCGCCCCCA CCCCCAGCCT  150275436 

CCTCAACATC CCCCTCTCCA GCCCGGGTCG GCGGCCCCGG GGCGACGTGG  150275386 Exon 13 
AGAGCAGGCT GGATGCCCTC CAGCGCCAGC TCAACAGgtg agggagtgca  150275336 

ggtggggtgg gggggcacgc cctggagtct ggtccaggtc ctggcggtgt  150275286 

tgtctggtag agggagaggg cctgtctgtg tgtgcagcag ctggatcccc  150275236 

ttcttccatt cctagcccag ctgggggctg ccacacctct agcgcggagg  150275186 Intron 13 
gcctgggttg acaggctgcc cctcccccct ccccttcccc ttccccactc  150275136 

ccggtggagg ctgtcactgg tgtccccact tctctgagca tcccccactt  150275086 

cctgccccag GCTGGAGACC CGGCTGAGTG CAGACATGGC CACTGTCCTG  150275036 

CAGCTGCTAC AGAGGCAGAT GACGCTGGTC CCGCCCGCCT ACAGTGCTGT  150274986 

GACCACCCCG GGGCCTGGCC CCACTTCCAC ATCCCCGCTG TTGCCCGTCA  150274936 Exon 14 
GCCCCCTCCC CACCCTCACC TTGGACTCGC TTTCTCAGgt aagctccagc  150274886 

 

A partial sequence of the KCNH2 gene is shown that encompasses exons 11 to 13, inclusive (exons 

in blue). The sequence-confirmed location and extent of the 1041bp deletion detected in the genome 

of patient 12 is highlighted in yellow (chromosome 7: 150,276,375-150,275,335bp; assembly 

NCBI36/hg18). 

 

Discussion 

The purpose of the work described above was to design and validate a CGH array that could be used 

as an alternative to MLPA, quantitative PCR, and customised FISH in the diagnostic genetics 

laboratory. Although there have been several reports in the recent literature of custom-designed CGH 

arrays being used to screen for either exonic dosage changes in a large set of disease-specific 

genes, or for one of a panel of known genomic disorders, this is the first report, to our knowledge, of a 

custom-designed CGH array that provides both high-resolution coverage of a comprehensive set of 

genes and low-resolution whole genome coverage.20-25 
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The array design we report here is ideally suited to a small diagnostic laboratory. It enables the 

simultaneous interrogation of a large number of genes using a process that eliminates the risk of false 

negatives inherent in PCR-based techniques due to the possibility of polymorphisms lying under 

primer binding sites. Twelve patient samples are able to be tested at once, reducing the overall cost 

of the assay. The overlapping probes tile the exons at a high density and allow changes involving the 

coding regions of the gene(s) of interest, including single exon changes, to be readily and reliably 

detected. This design feature is in contrast to some previously reported designs, which could not 

reliably detect single exon changes due to insufficient probe coverage over affected regions.23 The 

intron probes enable clarification of breakpoints, which is not possible with MLPA or qPCR, and the 

backbone probes facilitate the identification of larger genomic rearrangements, either as confirmation 

following high-density molecular karyotyping, or for carrier testing and family studies. 

 

Conclusion 

We have shown that our custom-designed NimbleGen CGH array can be used to accurately identify 

exonic deletions and duplications in a gene set of interest as well as offer a low resolution whole 

genome screen for larger genomic rearrangements. The technique is robust and cost-effective and 

allows for comprehensive analysis. This approach overcomes the problems associated with the use of 

expensive kits in the context of low sample throughput, and allows for consolidation of dosage 

analysis assays to a single validated technique. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Gene dosage analysis in a clinical environment: gene-targeted microarrays as the platform-of-

choice 

 

This work was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Prosser D, Love JM
 
and Love DR. Gene Dosage Analysis in a Clinical 

Environment: Gene-Targeted Microarrays as the Platform-of-Choice. Microarrays. 2013;2(2):51-62. 

 

Introduction 

Large deletions and duplications have long been recognised as playing an important part in the 

aetiology of several disorders conventionally diagnosed using molecular techniques, such as 

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) and Charcot-Marie-Tooth Neuropathy Type 1A (CMT1A).1,2 In 

addition to these classical deletion/duplication disorders, the role of partial or whole gene deletions in 

the pathogenesis of a wide variety of single-gene disorders is becoming increasingly evident. A 2008 

review of the entries in the online Human Gene Mutation Database showed that large deletions and 

duplications comprise 10% of the listed mutations3, compared to 6% in 2003.4 This number will 

continue to rise as the increasingly widespread availability of cost-effective and robust analysis 

techniques enables more individuals to be subjected to dosage analysis on a routine basis. 

 

A variety of dosage analysis methods are available to the molecular diagnostic laboratory, including 

multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA)5, quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)6 and 

customised fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH).7 Each of these methods, however, is relatively 

expensive and, in the case of MLPA and qPCR, is confined to a limited number of exons across a 

limited number of genes.8,9 Low sample throughput in a small diagnostic laboratory prevents batching 

of samples if turn-around times are to be maintained, thereby further decreasing the cost-

effectiveness of assays with such a limited scope. It can also be difficult to maintain staff competency 

across the full range of dosage assays required when sample numbers are modest. 

 

In order to address these limitations we have implemented the use of a bespoke Nimblegen 12 × 135 

K CGH Array. This array targets a panel of genes chosen to complement the sequencing assays we 

offer in-house, as well as covering a number of genes (such as PMP22) for which partial or whole 

gene deletion/duplication is the predominant pathogenic mechanism. In addition to this gene-focused 

coverage, the array also provides low-density coverage of the entire human genome, which allows for 

carrier testing of genomic rearrangements that may have initially been detected by high density 

molecular karyotyping of a proband. 

 

We have previously reported on the validation of this custom-designed array and the cost-

effectiveness of the method in a small diagnostic laboratory.10 Here, we report on the use of the array 
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in the routine investigation of a series of clinical samples that illustrate the suitability and flexibility of 

this approach for dosage analysis in a diagnostic environment. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Patient Samples 

Peripheral blood EDTA samples from ninety-eight individuals were submitted over a twelve-month 

period to the Diagnostic Genetics department of LabPLUS, Auckland City Hospital, for molecular 

analysis of a range of genes (see Table 1). An archived Guthrie card, collected as part of routine 

newborn screening, was retrieved for one additional (deceased) patient. Analysis was requested 

principally for diagnostic purposes (eighty patients), with the remaining samples received for either 

carrier or predictive testing. Dosage analysis was performed as the primary assay for the PMP22 and 

DMD genes, as deletion/duplication is the predominant pathogenic mechanism in these genes.11-13 

Sequence analysis was performed first for the other genes, cascading to aCGH if no pathogenic 

mutations were found. 

 

Table 1: Clinical samples analysed over a twelve-month period 

Gene(s) of interest 

Number 

of 

patients 

Clinical indication 
Mode of 

inheritance 
Sample type 

APC 7 

Familial adenomatous polyposis 

(FAP) 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

Dystrophin (DMD) 

7 Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) 

X-linked 

Peripheral blood 

17 Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) 

Peripheral 

blood; Guthrie 

spot (1)  

17 Carrier testing for BMD/DMD Peripheral blood 

Calcium-sensing receptor 

(CaSR) 1 Familial hypocalciuric hypercalcemia 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

E-cadherin (CDH1) 5 Familial gastric cancer 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

EPCAM 3 Familial colon cancer 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

HNF4α (MODY1) 

3 

Maturity-onset diabetes of the young 

(MODY)   

 

 

1 individual also with hepatic multiple 

adenomatosis 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

GCK (MODY2) 

HNF1α (MODY3) 

HNF1β (MODY5) 

MSH2 2 

Hereditary Non-Polyposis Colorectal 

Cancer (HNPCC) 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

PMP22 19 

Possible diagnosis of Charcot Marie 

Tooth Type 1A (CMT1A) 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 
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7 

Possible diagnosis of Hereditary 

Neuropathy with liability to Pressure 

Palsies (HNPP) 

PTEN 3 Cowden syndrome 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

RET proto-oncogene, 

SDHAF2, SDHB, SDHC, 

SDHD, TMEM127, VHL 

6 

Familial phaeochromocytoma / 

paraganglioma   

1 

Predictive testing for familial 

paraganglioma  

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

VHL 1 

Possible diagnosis of Von-Hippel-

Lindau syndrome 

Autosomal 

dominant Peripheral blood 

 

DNA Extraction 

Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from peripheral blood EDTA samples using the Gentra 

Puregene DNA Extraction kit (Qiagen) and from the Guthrie card using the QIAmp DNA Miniblood Kit 

(Qiagen) as described by the manufacturer. 

 

Dosage Analysis 

A Roche NimbleGen 12 × 135 K custom CGH Array was used for dosage analysis. This bespoke 

CGH array was designed to interrogate the coding regions of sixty-six genes of interest to our 

laboratory. Exonic probes overlapped by 25 bp in order to provide high-resolution detection of 

deletions or duplications within the coding regions of the genes of interest. Intronic probes were 

spaced on average every 175 bp. In addition to the targeted probes, approximately 75,000 backbone 

probes, with a mean probe interval of 45 kbp, were also included, providing low-density whole 

genome coverage. 

 

Two hundred and fifty nanograms of gDNA were processed according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions; NimbleGen Array User’s Guide: CGH and CNV Arrays v6.0.14 In brief, extracted gDNA 

from samples and Promega controls was denatured in the presence of a Cy3-(test) or Cy5-(control) 

labelled random primers and incubated with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase, together with 

dNTPs (5 mM of each dNTP), at 37 °C for 2 h. The reaction was terminated by the addition of 0.5 M 

EDTA (21.5 µL), prior to isopropanol precipitation and ethanol washing. Following DNA quantitation, 

the test and sex-matched control samples were combined in equimolar amounts and applied to one of 

the twelve arrays on the microarray slide. Hybridisation was carried out in a Roche NimbleGen 

Hybridisation Chamber for a period of 48 h. Slides were washed and scanned using a NimbleGen 

MS200 Microarray Scanner. Array image files (.tif) produced by the MS200 Data Collection Software 

were imported into DEVA v1.2.1 (Roche NimbleGen Inc.) for analysis. Data was filtered using a 

log2ratio threshold of less than −0.4 over 6 probes for a deletion and greater than 0.4 over 15 probes 

for a duplication. All copy number changes meeting these thresholds were exported out of DEVA into 

a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for further investigation. Each genomic region exhibiting a copy 

number change within one of the genes of interest was examined using the UCSC genome browser15 

to determine the location and significance of the change. Analysis of copy number changes was only 
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performed for the gene(s) of interest; changes identified within other genes for which analysis had not 

been requested were not subjected to detailed examination. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Dosage changes were detected in twenty-six of the eighty patients referred in for diagnostic testing, 

nine of the seventeen referred in for carrier testing, and in the one patient referred in for predictive 

testing (see Table 2). These changes are separated into disease/gene and are described in detail 

below. 

 

Table 2: Mutations detected by array comparative genomic hybridisation (aCGH) analysis of 

clinical samples 

Patient 
Gene(s) 

analysed 
Genotype Significance of result 

1,2 

DMD 

Hemizygous deletion of exons 45–47 (inclusive) 

In-frame deletion; consistent with BMD 

phenotype 

3 Hemizygous deletion of exons 45–48 (inclusive) 

In-frame deletion; consistent with BMD 

phenotype 

4 c.5199_5209del (p.Thr1734SerfsX10) 

Premature truncation of protein; 

consistent with DMD phenotype 

5 Hemizygous deletion of exons 46–50 (inclusive) 

Out-of-frame deletion; consistent with 

DMD phenotype 

6 Hemizygous duplication of exon 12 

Out-of-frame duplication; consistent with 

DMD phenotype 

7 Hemizygous duplication of exons 10–11 (inclusive) 

Out-of-frame duplication; consistent with 

DMD phenotype 

8 Hemizygous deletion of exons 53–59 (inclusive) 

Out-of-frame deletion; consistent with 

DMD phenotype 

9,10 Hemizygous duplication of exons 8–9 (inclusive) 

Out-of-frame duplication; consistent with 

DMD phenotype 

11-19 Various (heterozygous deletion/duplication) Carrier of familial deletion/duplication 

20 HNF1α Heterozygous deletion of exons 2–3 (inclusive) 

Consistent with clinical phenotype - 

adenomatosis and MODY3 

21-29 
PMP22 

~1.5 Mb heterozygous duplication encompassing 

PMP22 gene Consistent with CMT1A phenotype 

30,31 Reciprocal deletion Consistent with HNPP phenotype 

32,33 PTEN Heterozygous deletion of exon 2 

Consistent with Cowden syndrome 

phenotype 

34,35 

SDHB 

Heterozygous deletion of exon 1 

Consistent with clinical diagnosis of 

familial phaeochromocytoma syndrome 

36 

Presence of familial deletion - appropriate 

surveillance/operative management 

required 
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PMP22 Gene Analysis—Charcot-Marie-Tooth Neuropathy Type 1A (CMT1A) and Hereditary 

Neuropathy with Liability to Pressure Palsies (HNPP) 

Nineteen patients were referred for CMT1A gene analysis and seven for HNPP. Of these, two were 

found to carry the classic 1.5 Mb deletion (HNPP) and nine carried the reciprocal duplication (CMT1A) 

at 17p11.2 (includes the PMP22 gene; see Figure 1) that is responsible for 80% of each of these 

disorders.11,12 

 

 

Figure 1. Graphical representation of PMP22 duplication 

 

 

A) DEVA software output showing copy number change (duplication; log2ratio: 0.4953) for probes 

localized to chr17: 14160052-15824662 (genome assembly NCBI36/hg18), encompassing the 

PMP22 gene 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B) UCSC genome browser graphic output of chr17: 14160052-15824662 (genome assembly 

NCBI36/hg18) 
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DMD Gene Analysis—Duchenne and Becker Muscular Dystrophy (DMD/BMD) 

More than 5,000 mutations have been identified in individuals with BMD or DMD.13,16 These mutations 

are highly variable and run the full spectrum from deletion of the entire gene, to deletion or duplication 

of one or more exons, to small deletions or insertions, to single-base pair alterations. Deletions and 

duplications account for 60–70% of cases of DMD and 5–10% of cases of BMD.17 For this reason, 

deletion/duplication analysis is the first-line diagnostic test for DMD/BMD, with sequence analysis 

performed if no dosage changes are found. As a general rule, mutations that alter the reading frame 

correlate with DMD, whereas those that preserve the reading frame are associated with BMD.16,18 

 

Twenty-four males with a clinical diagnosis of dystrophinopathy were referred for routine diagnostic 

testing. Array CGH analysis revealed a hemizygous deletion or duplication within the DMD gene in ten 

of these patients. Further assessment of each of these mutations was performed using a Reading-

frame Checker.19 In each case the predicted effect was consistent with the phenotype that was 

observed clinically. An intra-exonic deletion of six probes, the lower limit of size threshold for analysis, 

was identified within exon 37 in Patient 4. Sequence analysis of exon 37 confirmed a hemizygous 

deletion of 11 base pairs within the exon, c.5199_5209del (p.Thr1734SerfsX10). This frameshift 

mutation results in premature termination of translation and truncation of the protein and is therefore 

consistent with the clinical diagnosis of DMD. 

 

Molecular testing for BMD/DMD is not only useful to confirm the clinical diagnosis in affected males 

who are suspected to have a dystrophinopathy based on clinical signs and an elevated serum 

creatine kinase (CK) level, but identification of the causative mutation also informs genetic counselling 

for the family and allows carrier and prenatal testing to be performed as appropriate.20 The familial 

mutation was identified in nine of the seventeen patients referred for DMD carrier testing during this 

twelve-month period. The absence of the familial mutation within female relatives within the extended 

family is reassuring, but lack of the familial mutation in the mother of an affected boy does not mean 

that the mutation is necessarily de novo as germline mosaicism remains a possibility. 

 

PTEN Gene Analysis 

Three patients were referred for PTEN gene dosage analysis following a negative result on 

sequencing. Each of these patients had a probable clinical diagnosis of Cowden Syndrome, a multiple 

hamartoma syndrome that confers a high risk of benign and malignant tumours of the thyroid, breast, 

and endometrium.21 Two of these three patients were found to carry a deletion encompassing exon 2 

of the PTEN gene. Exonic or whole gene deletions are believed to be responsible for up to 10% of 

cases of Cowden syndrome.21,22 The deletion of exon 2 is an out-of-frame deletion that alters the 

translational reading frame and results in premature truncation of the PTEN protein. It is extremely 

likely, therefore, to be the causative mutation in these cases. 
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Familial Paraganglioma/Phaeochromocytoma Syndrome Mutation Screening—SDHAF2, SHDB, 

SDHC, SDHD, VHL, RET Proto-Oncogene, and TMEM127 Gene Analysis 

The full familial paraganglioma/phaeochromocytoma gene panel (genes listed above) was analysed in 

six patients using both sequencing and aCGH. No pathogenic mutations were detected on sequence 

analysis in any of the genes for any of these patients. Array CGH revealed a deletion of exon 1 of the 

SDHB gene in two individuals. This deletion was later detected in the unaffected son of one of these 

patients. Heterozygous deletion of exon 1 of the SDHB gene has been reported in several unrelated 

families with hereditary phaeochromocytoma.23,24 It has been proposed that the relatively high 

frequency of this deletion (three of the five instances of gross deletion listed in the online Human 

Gene Mutation Database) is due to a high density of Alu repeats within intron 1 of the SDHB gene.24 

 

 

Maturity-Onset Diabetes of the Young (MODY) Mutation Screening - HNF4α, GCK, HNF1α, 

HNF1β 

Two patients were referred for sequence and deletion/duplication analysis of the full MODY gene 

panel offered at our laboratory (genes listed above). No pathogenic mutations were detected on either 

assay in these patients. Patient 20, however, was referred for HNF1α gene analysis only. He was a 

38 years old man with a history of multiple hepatic adenomas, requiring surgical resection, and a 

diabetic profile suggestive of MODY type 3. Biallelic inactivation of HNF1α has been reported to be an 

important event in the occurrence of liver adenoma;25 partial or whole gene deletions are responsible 

for approximately 3% of cases of MODY type 3.26 Histological investigation of Patient 20’s resected 

hepatic tissue showed not only the three large lesions that had previously been noted on imaging, but 

also several hundred micro-adenomas. No pathogenic mutations were detected on sequence analysis 

of the HNF1α gene, but aCGH revealed a heterozygous deletion of exons 2–3 (inclusive; see Figure 

2). This deletion removes the main part of the B domain and a portion of the homeodomain of the 

HNF1α protein, resulting in destabilization.27 Mutation analysis of the affected hepatic tissue was not 

performed, but it is expected that somatic inactivation of the second HNF1α gene allele would be 

evident. 
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the HNF1α gene deletion 

 

 

A) DEVA software output showing copy number change (deletion; log2ratio −0.5459) for probes 

localized to chr12:119906606-119915923 (genome assembly NCBI36/hg18), encompassing exons 2 

and 3 of the HNF1α gene 

 

 

B) UCSC genome browser graphic output of chr12:119906606-119915923 (genome assembly 

NCBI36/hg18) 

 

 

Conclusions 

Through the use of a gene-targeted CGH array for dosage analysis within the diagnostic environment, 

we have been able to confidently detect a spectrum of changes that would be invisible to sequence 

analysis: single exon, multiple exon and whole gene deletions/duplications. In addition, as a result of 
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the high-density overlapping probes that tile the exons in our custom-designed array, we have found 

that large intra-exonic changes can also be detected (Patient 4 described above). 

 

The aCGH technique is robust and cost-effective, overcoming the problems associated with the use of 

expensive kits in the context of low sample throughput, and allowing for consolidation of previously 

separate gene-targeted dosage assays to a single validated technique. The cost-effectiveness is 

principally due to this ability to batch all samples received for deletion/duplication analysis, and to the 

fact that a separate assay does not need to be worked up for each gene, allowing analysis of a larger 

number of genes to be offered in-house and bringing more revenue into the laboratory. 

 

Furthermore, the aCGH process eliminates the risk of false positives that can occur as a result of 

polymorphisms under primer binding sites.20 This risk is inherent in all PCR-based techniques, 

including the other dosage method most widely used by diagnostic laboratories, MLPA. To eliminate 

the occurrence of false positive results due to a one-off failure of hybridisation to a particular probe, 

each gene-focused probe on our custom-designed array is spotted in duplicate. In contrast to MLPA, 

aCGH allows the interrogation of intronic as well as exonic regions, allowing breakpoints to be 

mapped more accurately.20 It can also be used to characterise some inversions and complex 

rearrangements, thereby offering a higher mutation detection rate than MLPA and other purely exon-

focused dosage assays.28,29 

 

The disadvantages of the aCGH array approach described here are that it does not interrogate small-

scale changes in deep intronic regions, nor rare and more complex rearrangements. These mutation 

events could, however, be detected by RNA analysis or whole genome sequencing. In the meantime, 

the combination of coding region sequence analysis and aCGH should detect the vast majority of 

pathogenic mutations known to be responsible for single gene disorders, thereby fulfilling the 

diagnostic needs of the clinical community. 

 

During the latter stages of our study, we were informed that Nimblegen had ceased production of 

arrays. As a consequence, readers are directed to an alternative company, Agilent Technologies, 

which offers custom microarray designs that might serve as a suitable substitute. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Array comparative genomic hybridization identifies a heterozygous deletion of the entire 

KCNJ2 gene as a cause of sudden cardiac death 

 

This work was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Prosser DO, Love JM, Zhang L, Hayes I, George AM, Crawford JR, Skinner 

JR, Love DR. Array comparative genomic hybridization identifies a heterozygous deletion of the entire 

KCNJ2 gene as a cause of sudden cardiac death. Circ Cardiovasc Genet. 2014 Feb;7(1):17-22. 

 

Introduction 

Thirty to 50% of sudden cardiac deaths in the young age (1–40 years of age) are due to an inherited 

cardiac abnormality even when a forensic autopsy reveals no overt cause of death.1–4 These 

diagnoses can be reached either through cardiac/genetic investigation of the relatives of the 

deceased or a molecular autopsy. Between 16% and 28% of such cases are due to long QT 

syndrome (LQTS).1–4 Large gene rearrangements, which are not detected by standard molecular 

genetic sequencing, have recently been discovered to underlie a minority of cases of severe forms of 

LQTS types 1 and 2.5–7 No previous studies have screened for such changes in autopsy-negative 

sudden death. The screening of LQTS genes for deletion and duplication mutations has largely used 

a technique termed multiplex ligation-dependent PCR amplification; however, for enhanced gene 

coverage, we transitioned to a technique known as array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH), 

which has not been previously applied to inherited heart diseases.8–10 

 

We describe, for the first time to our knowledge, a unique heterozygous whole-gene deletion of the 

KCNJ2 gene, detected using aCGH at molecular autopsy of a 36-year-old woman who suffered a 

sudden unexpected nocturnal death. She had a previous history of drop attacks with seizures with 

negative neurological investigations. She was found retrospectively to have marginal QT prolongation 

on an incidental ECG. One copy of the KCNJ2 gene was proven to be absent in the mother using 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). The mother has a long QT-U complex typical of Andersen- 

Tawil syndrome (ATS). Despite the heterozygous absence of the entire gene, neither the decedent 

nor the mother had any other phenotypic features of ATS. 

 

Methods 

Deletion/Duplication Analysis - aCGH 

Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood EDTA samples using the Gentra Puregene DNA 

Extraction kit (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The analysis of the proband and 

parents was undertaken as part of a coronial investigation and clinical follow-up, respectively, and 

proceeded according to informed consent and Health and Disability Ethics Committee approval 

(reference AKX 02/00/107).  
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A Roche NimbleGen 12x135K Custom CGH Array was used for deletion/duplication analysis. This 

bespoke CGH array was designed to interrogate the coding regions of 101 genes associated with a 

range of cardiac and neuromuscular disorders, including those responsible for LQT1(KCNQ1), LQT2 

(KCNH2), LQT3 and Brugada syndrome (SCN5A, SCN1B, SCN3B, GPD1L), LQT4 (ANK2), LQT5 

(KCNE1), LQT6 (KCNE2), ATS/LQT7 (KCNJ2), Timothy syndrome/LQT8 (CACNA1c), LQT9 (CAV3), 

LQT10 (SCN4B), LQT11 (AKAP9), and LQT12 (SNTA1). See the Data Supplement for the full gene 

list. The probe densities in exons and introns, as well as extragenic regions of the human genome, 

have been described elsewhere.8–10 

 

Two hundred and fifty nanograms of genomic DNA were processed according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions (NimbleGen Array User’s Guide: CGH and CNV Arrays v6.0; http://www.nimblegen. com). 

In brief, extracted genomic DNA from samples and Promega controls were denatured in the presence 

of Cy3- (test) or Cy5- (control) labeled random primers and incubated with the Klenow frag- ment of 

DNA polymerase, together with dNTPs (5 mmol/L of each dNTP) at 37ºC for 2 hours. The reactions 

were terminated by the addition of 0.5 mol/L EDTA (21.5 μL) before isopropanol precipitation and 

ethanol washing. After quantification, the test and sex- matched control samples were combined in 

equimolar amounts and applied to 1 of 12 arrays on the microarray slide. Hybridization was performed 

in a Roche NimbleGen Hybridization Chamber for 48 hours. Slides were washed and scanned using a 

NimbleGen MS 200 Microarray Scanner. Array image files (.tif) produced by the MS 200 Data 

Collection Software were imported into DEVA v1.2.1 (Roche NimbleGen Inc) for analysis. Each 

genomic region exhibiting a copy number change within the genes of interest was examined using the 

UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) to determine the location and significance of the 

change. Data were filtered using a log2ratio threshold of <−0.4 over 6 probes for a deletion and >0.4 

over 15 probes for a duplication. 

 

Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization 

Peripheral blood samples from the parents were collected in heparin and cultured according to 

standard cytogenetic protocols. BAC probes RP11-633A13 (hg19 coordinates: chr17: 67869421–

68051742) and RP11-693H11 (hg19 coordinates: chr17: 68035454–68237499) were chosen from the 

Human BAC DNA library-32K set. These probes were labeled with orange fluorescent dye. Clone 

CEP17 was labeled with green (Vysis) and was used as an internal control. The FISH method 

followed the procedure of Pinkel et al11 with some modifications. Codenaturation was achieved by 

placing the slides into a thermal cycler (PTC-200) preheated to 87ºC for 2 minutes. The slides were 

hybridized overnight in a humidified chamber at 37ºC. The following day, the slides were subjected to 

a stringent wash in 0.4× SSC at 74ºC for 2 minutes followed by 2× SSC at room temperature for 1 

minute. After the slides were air-dried, 8 μL of mounting medium (Vectashield) was applied to each of 

the slides. FISH images were captured using a Metasystems ISIS imaging system with sequential 

DAPI, spectral green, and spectral orange filter settings. 
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Results 

Presenting History of Decedent 

A case of sudden unexpected nocturnal death of a 36-year-old woman was referred to the Cardiac 

Inherited Disease Group by the forensic pathologist for cardiac/genetic investigation. A thorough 

autopsy had revealed no cause for the death. Physical examination at autopsy was unremarkable, 

and, in particular, no dysmorphic features were noted. A review of clinical notes revealed that there 

had been a previous history of drop attacks followed by seizure, which had been investigated by a 

neurologist. She had had a normal EEG and cerebral CT scan. An ECG obtained from the proband 

before a routine general anaesthetic for a tympanotomy performed 4 years before death was 

recovered from clinical records. The T-waves were noted to be of low amplitude and late onset, with a 

prolonged QTc (Figure 1A). A discussion with parents revealed no known family history of cardiac 

arrhythmia or sudden cardiac arrest. 

 

Figure 1: ECGs of the proband and her mother 

 

 

A) 12-lead ECG recorded from the proband 4 years before her death. The T-waves are of low 

amplitude and have a late onset. By automated measurement, QTc is 474 ms. From a direct 

measurement with digital callipers in lead II, QT is 513 ms, preceding R-R is 1100 ms, and QTc is 489 

ms; and in lead V5, QT is 489 ms, R-R is 1100 ms, and QTc is 506 ms. 
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B) 12-lead ECG recorded from the mother post exercise during family screening at 66 years of age. 

The repolarization looks abnormal, with the U-wave of similar or greater amplitude than the T-wave. In 

lead II, QT is 330 ms, preceding R-R is 705 ms, giving QTc of 393 ms, but to the end of the T-U 

complex is 522 ms, giving QTUc of 622 ms. In V5, QT is 330 ms, preceding R-R is 691 ms, QTc is 

397 ms, and QU is 529 ms, giving QTUc of 636 ms 

 

Initial Molecular Genetic Analysis 

Molecular sequencing analysis of the genes associated with LQTS types 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 was 

performed on DNA extracted from the autopsy blood sample,12 and no pathogenic mutations were 

detected. Given the appearance of the ECG, the decision was made to proceed with 

deletion/duplication analysis. 

 

Deletion/Duplication Analysis 

aCGH analysis identified ≈542 kb heterozygous deletion on chromosome 17 (17q24.3; hg19 

coordinates, chr17: 67,714,894–68,256,981). This deletion encompasses 2 human RefSeq genes, 

KCNJ16 and KCNJ2; only the latter is recorded as a disease-causing gene in the Online Mendelian 

Inheritance in Man database (entry 600681; Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Schematic of proband’s chromosome 17 heterozygous deletion and other 

microdeletions

 

A) DEVA software output showing a copy number change (deletion; 198 probes; log2 ratio, –0.5459) 

localized to 17q24.3 (hg19 coordinates: 67,714,894–68,256,981) 

 

  

 

B) Ideogram of chromosome 17 showing the location and extent of microdeletions reported in the 

literature as well as in the proband reported here (hg19 coordinates). BAC probes used in the 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) studies, as well as genes that are localized to chromosome 

17q24.2q24.3, and those that are reported as disease-causing in the Online Mendelian Inheritance in 

Man (OMIM) database, are shown. These graphics were largely taken from the UCSC genome 

browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). 
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Further Clinical Features 

On identifying the mutation, the parents were re-interviewed and examined by a clinical geneticist. In 

addition, photographs of the decedent were examined for characteristic clinical features of ATS. She 

had no history of episodic flaccid muscle weakness or mild permanent symptomatic weakness and no 

dysmorphic features (such as low-set ears, widely spaced eyes, small mandible, syndactyly, short 

stature, or scoliosis). Furthermore, there was no evidence of mild learning difficulties or problems with 

executive function/abstract reasoning. 

 

Clinical history and examination of the parents were likewise unremarkable. No abnormalities were 

seen on the father’s ECG, but the mother’s ECG showed aberrant repolarization, prominent U-waves, 

and a prolonged QT interval. In lead II, QT was 441 ms; the preceding R-R was 915 ms, giving a QTc 

of 482 ms; and in V5, QT was 474 ms with preceding R-R of 983 ms, giving a QTc of 478 ms. The U-

wave became remarkably exaggerated after exercise (Figure 1B), but no ventricular arrhythmia was 

induced. These observations suggested that the mother may carry the same intrachromosomal 

deletion identified in her daughter. 

 

Parental Analysis—FISH 

FISH studies of the parents revealed only a single signal for a probe encompassing the KCNJ2 gene 

in the mother, confirming a heterozygous deletion of the same region as that identified in her 

daughter, whereas the father showed a pattern consistent with a normal copy number (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of parents’ chromosomes 

 

 

A) The mother’s chromosomes show a loss of 1 orange signal (RP11-633A13 and RP11-693H11; red 

arrow), indicating a heterozygous deletion. 

B) The father’s chromosomes show no deletion of the region encompassed by RP11-633A13. The 

hybridization signal of the control probe (CEP17) for chromosome 17 is shown with a green arrow. 

  

A 

 

 

 

 

B 
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Discussion 

Missense mutations are common within the KCNJ2 gene,13 with a mutational hotspot detected at 

Arg218.14 Five small intragenic deletions (each <12 bp in length) have been reported, 4 of which were 

associated with typical clinical features of ATS.15–17 Functional analysis of the consequence of a range 

of ATS mutations, including a small in-frame deletion, suggests that these mutations result in loss of 

function of the Kir2.1 channel.16 The majority of these mutations have been shown to cause dominant 

negative suppression of Kir2.1 channel current.16–21 The underlying pathogenic mechanism is most 

frequently either defective trafficking or altered PIP channel interactions, including less efficient 

binding. Sustained depolarization of the muscle membrane and a failure to propagate action 

potentials are believed to cause intermittent flaccid muscle paralysis that is a feature of ATS.22 

 

It became evident over the last 5 years that ≈5% of cases of LQTS are due to intragenic deletions or 

duplications that are too large to be detected by routine sequence analysis.5–7 In terms of the KCNJ2 

gene, only 2 of 68 mutations reported in the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) Professional 

(accessed October 22, 2013) are gross deletion or duplication/insertion mutations. With respect to the 

former, this patient carries a de novo 4 Mbp heterozygous deletion (Figure 2) with a drug-induced 

prolonged QT interval, feeding difficulties, delayed dentition, hypertelorism, low-set ears, 

micrognathia, and hypotonia.23 These authors suggested that many of these features overlapped with 

those found in ATS, which is characterized by periodic paralysis, ventricular arrhythmias, prolonged 

QT intervals, dental anomalies, small hands and feet, low-set ears, hypertelorism, micrognathia, fifth-

digit clinodactyly and syndactyly, as well as joint laxity. Interestingly, other patients not reported in the 

HGMD Professional have been described to carry deletions in the chromosome 17q24.2q24.3 region 

(Figure 2). The 2.3 Mbp de novo heterozygous deletion, carried by the patient described by Blyth et 

al,24 exhibited posterior laryngeal cleft, delayed dentition, microcephaly, hypertelorism, bilateral 2/3-

toe syndactyly, marked 5th finger clinodactyly, and moderate mental retardation. The extent of this 

patient’s deletion did not encompass the KCNJ2 gene, and the authors suggested that reduced 

expression of the KPNA2 gene may give rise to Nijmegen breakage syndrome that overlaps with 

some dysmorphic features of their patient, whereas haploinsufficiency of PRKAR1A (known to cause 

Carney complex) may account for other phenotypic features. Taken together, the dysmorphic features 

found in these 2 patients23,24 may be due to gene expression effects that are not a consequence of 

copy number changes of the KCNJ2 gene. Finally, Lestner et al25 reported a de novo 2.5 Mbp 

(maximum) heterozygous deletion encompassing the KCNJ2 gene in a patient who presented after 

birth to a genetics department with facial dysmorphism, feeding difficulties, and mild generalized 

hypotonia. Later clinical investigations identified skeletal malformations, but serial 12-lead ECGs 

showed no QT interval prolongation. These authors suggested that some of the dysmorphic features 

seen in this patient correlated with those reported in ATS; however, haploinsufficiency of a gene or 

genes further proximal may also play a role, such as the MAP2K6 gene. 

 

The proband reported here exhibits none of the dysmorphic features of ATS and is unique in carrying 

a deletion that only encompasses the KCNJ2 and KCNJ16 genes. In terms of the latter, Kcnj16−/− 
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mice exhibit no observable behavioral or physical abnormalities.26 Critically, the findings of this 

present report support those of Limberg et al,27 who recently showed that KCNJ2 gene mutations 

without a dominant negative effect on Kir2.x channels result in an isolated cardiac phenotype, without 

any of the typical dysmorphic, skeletal muscular, or neurocognitive features typical of ATS. Usually, 

individuals with ATS are considered to be at lower risk of sudden cardiac death than for other LQT 

syndromes.14 However, 50% of the affected individuals seem to carry a de novo mutation; the 

condition is rare, and the pure cardiac phenotype is a minority13 such that comparisons with the more 

common forms of LQTS are difficult. 

 

In the present report, the heterozygous deletion of the KCNJ2 gene in the decedent and her mother 

would be expected to lead to haploinsufficiency of the Kir2.1 channel, with none of the dominant 

negative effects seen with other mutations. However, a reduction in Kir2.1 to ≈50% could still lead to 

the generation of spontaneous ventricular activity and the attendant risk of a lethal ventricular 

arrhythmia, particularly in the presence of environmental or physiological triggers. 

 

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no previous reports of any large deletion mutation 

detected by molecular autopsy. Because large gene rearrangements seem to have a tendency to 

produce a more severe phenotype,5 further study of their prevalence among sudden unexplained 

death victims would seem worthwhile. 

 

Our approach to screen multiple genes simultaneously for deletion and duplication mutations has 

been to use the aCGH technology. To our knowledge, this has not been applied to any area of 

inherited heart disease to date. The array we used targets a select list of genes implicated in heritable 

cardiac disorders but also allows for low-resolution whole-genome screening. The aim of our analysis 

has been to identify the heterozygous loss of the KCNJ2 gene, as well as the approximate extent of 

deletion that encompasses this gene. This approach, therefore, offers greater resolution and 

versatility compared with the conventional multiplex ligation-dependent PCR amplification that targets 

defined regions in most exons, but sometimes not all, of a small number of genes. 

 

As a consequence of the aCGH approach, FISH could be used to determine whether the deletion 

event in the decedent was de novo. FISH is a standard cytogenetic tool that allows for targeted 

dosage analysis to be undertaken but is limited to regions of the genome for which there are relevant 

probes. The probes used are largely cloned DNAs whose positions in the human genome are known 

but must be large enough to provide a detectable signal. The latter, in turn, requires that the dosage 

event screened be large enough to encompass the probe. These conditions were satisfied in the case 

reported here. 

 

Conclusions 

The case we describe here is to our knowledge the first report of a whole-gene heterozygous deletion 

as a cause of sudden cardiac death or LQTS. It is also the first to report the use of aCGH to discover 
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mutations in genes linked to sudden cardiac death, indeed for any inherited heart condition. The 

extent of deletion event identified in the decedent allowed the use of FISH to determine whether the 

event was de novo, which is a cheaper method compared with aCGH. Finally, because there were 

none of the systemic features of ATS despite a whole- gene deletion of KCNJ2 in 2 subjects with 

LQTS, this report supports recent research suggesting that a dominant negative effect may be 

essential for this full syndrome to occur. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

An assessment of the clinical utility of deletion/duplication analysis in the routine molecular 

diagnosis of Limb-Girdle Muscular Dystrophy 

 

Introduction 

Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) is a descriptive term for a heterogeneous group of childhood- 

and adult-onset disorders that involve progressive muscle weakness and are due to a genetic defect 

that is distinct from the more common dystrophinopathies.1-3 LGMD is typically characterised by 

weakness and wasting of the skeletal limb musculature, proximal more than distal, with relative 

sparing of the bulbar muscles.1-3 The onset and progression of these core characteristics is extremely 

variable, both between individuals with the same subtype of the disorder and between different 

genetic subtypes.1-3 LGMD is grouped into two main forms, autosomal dominant (LGMD type 1) and 

autosomal recessive (LGMD 2). Progressive alphabetical lettering after the 1 or 2 in the name of the 

subtype indicates the order of gene mapping.2 Autosomal recessive disease is by far the most 

common, with the majority of the autosomal dominant loci being described in single extended 

pedigrees only.2 Taking all forms together, LGMD is rare; estimates of prevalence range from one in 

14,500 to one in 123,000.4,5 The most common forms of LGMD (LGMD2C-F) are due to defects in 

one of the four sarcoglycan genes.2 The estimated prevalence of the sarcoglycanopathies is one in 

178,000,6 with a carrier frequency of 1 in 150.7 

 

The diagnosis of LGMD is considered after the exclusion of more common conditions, including 

facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy, the dystrophinopathies (Duchenne or Becker muscular 

dystrophy), myotonic dystrophy, Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, collagen type VI-related 

disorders (including Bethlem myopathy and Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy) and myositis or 

inflammatory myopathy.2,3 The more mild the symptoms are, the more difficult it can be to reach a 

diagnosis and the more diagnostic tools are required. The mode of presentation, including the age of 

onset, pattern of muscle involvement and the presence of any additional clinical features, in addition 

to the pattern of inheritance and the serum creatine kinase level may indicate a particular subtype of 

the disorder.3 MRI may be useful to further delineate the pattern and severity of muscle involvement.1 

The typical features of LGMD on muscle biopsy are a diffuse variation in muscle fibre size and a 

variable degree of necrosis, regeneration and fibrosis, but there are few characteristic features to 

allow diagnosis of a specific subtype on histology alone.1 The main purpose of histology is to rule out 

an alternative disorder, such as an inflammatory myopathy or a neurogenic condition.1-3 

Immunohistochemistry and immunoblotting for the specific proteins involved may be indicative of a 

particular LGMD subtype or group of subtypes;3 however, only dysferlin immunoblotting currently has 

a high degree of sensitivity and specificity.2 The gold standard for diagnosis, then, is molecular 

identification of the causative genetic defect. 
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The most frequent types of mutations identified within the LGMD genes to date are missense, 

nonsense and small intra-exonic deletions that lead to a frame-shift and premature truncation of the 

affected protein.2 The gold-standard method for detection of each of these types of mutations is 

sequence analysis. The importance of larger deletions or duplications (involving one or more exons) 

in the pathogenesis of both common and rare disorders has become increasingly apparent over the 

last 5-10 years. A 2008 review of the entries in the online Human Gene Mutation Database showed 

that large deletions and duplications comprise 10% of the listed mutations,8 compared to 6% in 2003.9 

This number will only continue to rise as the increasing availability of cost-effective and robust 

analysis techniques enables more laboratories to ensure that the testing they offer is as 

comprehensive as possible by using companion sequencing and deletion/duplication assays. In the 

context of LGMD, it has been recognised relatively recently that affected individuals may be 

compound heterozygotes for a deletion and a point mutation.10 Analysis by sequencing alone would 

miss these deletion alleles, resulting in a partial molecular diagnosis being made only.11 The literature 

suggests that the rate of dosage changes in LGMD may be in the vicinity of 15%.12  

 

Included below are the results of deletion/duplication analysis of a cohort of Australasian individuals 

with LGMD. This pilot study was carried out in an attempt to determine the clinical utility of performing 

deletion/duplication analysis routinely in diagnostic practice. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Patient samples 

A cohort of 115 individuals with a clinical diagnosis of LGMD was available for deletion/duplication 

analysis. These individuals were drawn from two clinical centres – the Neurology Department at 

Auckland City Hospital, NZ, and The Children’s Hospital, Westmead, Australia.  

 

Genomic DNA (gDNA) from 90 of the 115 individuals had been extracted from muscle biopsy 

specimens and stored by The Children’s Hospital, Westmead. The DNA received for testing had been 

de-identified and no phenotypic information or results of previous molecular testing were available.  

 

The remaining 25 individuals had been assessed by the Neurology Service at Auckland City Hospital 

and blood samples had been sent to our laboratory for diagnostic testing. Phenotypic information was 

therefore available for these individuals, as was a record of the genes that had previously been 

sequenced. Regardless of the referral site, each of these individuals had a clinical diagnosis of 

LGMD, but no molecular diagnosis had been made.  

 

Deletion/duplication analysis – array comparative genomic hybridisation (aCGH) 

Samples for analysis of the Australian individuals were received in the form of an aliquot of gDNA. 

Genomic DNA for each of the New Zealand individuals was extracted from peripheral blood EDTA 

samples using the Gentra Puregene DNA Extraction kit (Qiagen), according to manufacturer’s 

instructions.   
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A Roche NimbleGen 12x135K Custom CGH Array was used for deletion/duplication analysis. This 

bespoke CGH array has been designed to interrogate the coding regions of 101 genes associated 

with a range of neuromuscular and cardiac disorders, including those responsible for LGMD types 1A-

1D (MYOT, LAMNA, CAV3, DES, respectively) and types 2A-O (CAPN3, DYSF, SGCG, 

SGCA,SGCB, SGCD, TCAP, TRIM3, FKRP, TTN,POMT1, ANO5, FKTN, POMT2, POMGNT1, 

respectively). See Supplementary Table 1 for the full gene list. 

 

Two hundred and fifty nanograms of gDNA were processed according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions (NimbleGen Array User’s Guide: CGH and CNV Arrays v6.0; http://www.nimblegen.com). 

In brief, extracted gDNA from samples and Promega controls was denatured in the presence of a 

Cy3- (test) or Cy5- (control) labelled random primers and incubated with the Klenow fragment of DNA 

polymerase, together with dNTPs (5mM of each dNTP), at 37ºC for 2 hours. The reaction was 

terminated by the addition of 0.5M EDTA (21.5µL), prior to isopropanol precipitation and ethanol 

washing. Following quantification, the test and control samples were combined in equimolar amounts 

and applied to one of the twelve arrays on the microarray slide. Hybridisation was carried out in a 

Roche NimbleGen Hybridisation Chamber for a period of 48 hours. Slides were washed and scanned 

using a NimbleGen MS 200 Microarray Scanner. Array image files (.tif) produced by the MS 200 Data 

Collection Software were imported into DEVA v1.2.1 (Roche NimbleGen Inc) for analysis. Each 

genomic region exhibiting a copy number change within the genes of interest was examined using the 

UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) to determine the location and significance of the 

change. Data was filtered using a log2ratio threshold of less than -0.4 over 6 probes for a deletion and 

greater than 0.4 over 15 probes for a duplication. We validated several Roche NimbleGen Custom 

CGH designs for diagnostic use over a twenty-four month period and determined the appropriate 

parameters to ensure high sensitivity and a low false positive rate, mitigating the need for confirmatory 

analysis.13-15  

 

Real-time PCR  

Real-time PCR was performed on an Applied Biosystems 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System using 

TaqMan® Universal PCR Master Mix according to the standard ABI protocol (online at 

http://www3.appliedbiosystems.com/cms/groups/mcb_support/documents/generaldocuments/cms_04

2996.pdf). The probes were manufactured by Integrated DNA Technologies Inc (PrimeTime qPCR 

probes, Black Hole Quencher 1). See Supplementary Table 2 for probe sequences. 

 

Results 

Deletion/duplication analysis (aCGH) 

There was a relatively high failure rate for aCGH analysis in the archival DNA samples in this cohort – 

19/90 individuals. The data from these 19 individuals had an extremely high level of background 

noise, which meant that the data could not be analysed with sufficient confidence. On the contrary, 

none of the assays performed using the more recently extracted DNA failed: all 25 of the ‘fresh’ 
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samples taken from the individuals in the New Zealand portion of the cohort passed with satisfactory 

quality metrics. This observation was made by others in the author’s New Zealand laboratory: the 

NimbleGen array appears to ‘fail’ a high proportion of DNA samples that were not purified with the 

Gentra Puregene kit. The consequence of this was that many DNAs from overseas laboratories could 

not be successfully analysed. 

 

A deletion/duplication was identified in 15 of the 96 individuals in the cohort for whom full results were 

able to be obtained. Six different mutations were detected (Table 1): 

 

Table 1: Mutations identified within the LGMD genes by aCGH analysis 

Gene (RefSeq 

accession number) 

Number of 

samples 

Deletion / 

Duplication 

(log2ratio) 

Chromosomal coordinates 

(hg18) 
Significance 

DYSF (NM_001130987.1) 1 -0.43 chr2:71654869-71655268 Deletion of exon 29 

POMGNT1 

(NM_017739.3 ) 4 

-0.41 chr1:46435948-46436603 

 

Deletion of exon 1 

-0.49 chr1:46435544-46436687 

-0.56 chr1:46435806-46436603 

-0.42 chr1:46436062-46436603 

Deletion proximal 

portion of exon 1 

POMT2 (NM_013382.5) 1 0.42 chr14:76856524-76856999 Duplication of exon 1 

SGCB (NM_000232.4) 1 -0.5 chr4:52598741-52599278 Deletion of exon 1 

TCAP (NM_003673.3 ) 1 0.4 chr17:35075722-35076199 

Duplication distal 

portion of exon 2 

 

1) DYSF exon 29 deletion (1 individual) 

Defects in the dysferlin gene are responsible for LGMD2B, which accounts for approximately 5% of 

autosomal recessive cases of LGMD.2 The structure and function of the dysferlin protein has not yet 

been completely determined, however loss of dysferlin impairs skeletal muscle membrane repair and 

has been shown to lead to progressive loss of muscle fibres.16 DYSF has multiple different domains, 

of which the calcium-dependent lipid-binding C2 domains and the transmembrane domains are the 

most well-elucidated.16 Exon 29 falls within the DysfC domain, the function of which is currently 

unknown.17  

 

Deletion of exon 29 has not, to the best of our knowledge, been previously described in the literature 

or in mutation databases (Human Gene Mutation Database, HGMD, online at www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/; 

LOVD DYSF database, online at http://www.dmd.nl/nmdb2/home.php?select_db=DYSF). However, a 

larger deletion encompassing exons 25-29 (inclusive) has been described (LOVD DB-ID 

DYSF_00051). The deletion of exon 29 is out-of-frame, resulting in a disruption of the open reading 

frame and a prematurely truncated protein.17 In addition, the LOVD DYSF database lists pathogenic 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NM_001130987.1
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_013382&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NM_000232.4
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mutations at 78 of the 143 base pairs that comprise the exon, suggesting that many of these residues 

are highly conserved and are important for proper protein function.  

 

2) POMGNT1 exon 1 deletion (4 individuals) 

POMGNT1 is responsible for LGMD2O, one of the O-linked glycosylation enzyme 

dystroglycanopathies.2 Mutations within the five O-linked glycosylation enzyme dystroglycanopathy 

genes (POMT1, FKTN, POMGNT1, POMT2, FKRP) are associated with muscular dystrophies with an 

extremely variable phenotype, ranging from congenital muscular dystrophy with eye and brain 

involvement, to milder late-onset forms of LGMD.2 Individuals with these disorders are typically 

compound heterozygotes for missense and nonsense mutations.2 The exon 1 deletion detected in 

four individuals in our study removes the start codon of the POMGNT1 gene, which may prevent any 

transcription occurring, i.e. no RNA is produced, consistent with the loss-of-function effect of known 

pathogenic mutations. Alternatively, a downstream translation initiation site may be activated, leading 

to production of a N-terminally truncated protein, which may or may not have functional 

consequences. 

 

3) POMT2 exon 1 duplication (1 individual) 

POMT2 is responsible for LGMD2N, another of the O-linked glycosylation enzyme 

dystroglycanopathies.2 Duplication of exon 1 of POMT2 has not previously been reported in the 

literature. It is difficult to predict the functional effect of a duplication of the first exon (including the 

translation initiation site) of a gene. If the duplication is contiguous, either a normal protein (translation 

initiated from the duplicated exon), or a protein with a new N-terminus that contains both of the 

duplicated exons may be produced. RNA studies would be required to determine which of these 

alternatives is occurring. It is also possible that the duplication identified here is not contiguous (in 

tandem). Sequence analysis across the identified breakpoints would help to clarify the status. 

 

4) SGCB exon 1 deletion (1 individual) 

As mentioned above, the sarcoglycanopathies are the most common subtype of LGMD, accounting 

for up to 68% of individuals with autosomal recessive disease of childhood onset and ~10% with adult 

onset.2,18 The sarcoglycan proteins form a tetrameric complex at the muscle cell plasma membrane 

that strengthens the association of dystrophin with the dystroglycans and stabilises the plasma 

membrane cytoskeleton.2,18,19 An absence of any one of the four subunits leads to reduction or loss of 

the other sarcoglycans.19 Mutations in the SGCB gene (responsible for LGMD2E or β-

sarcoglycanopathy) are identified in 16% of individuals with decreased levels of alpha-sarcoglycan on 

immunostaining.19  

 

As stated above, it is difficult to predict the effect of an exon 1 deletion involving the transcription 

initiation site. A much larger homozygous 400kb microdeletion encompassing exons 1-8 of the SGCB 

gene has been described.20 This deletion resulted in a severe Duchenne muscular dystrophy-like 

phenotype, including hyper-laxity and joint contractures, chest pain, palpitations, and dyspnoea.  
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5) TCAP partial exon 2 duplication (1 individual) 

Mutations in the TCAP gene cause LGMD2G and account for ~3% of LGMD2. No duplications have 

been described within the TCAP gene to date. It is small, consisting of only two exons. The 

duplication detected in this individual involves the 3` portion of exon 2, including the termination 

codon. It is difficult to predict the effect of duplications involving the translation termination site. If 

contiguous, this duplication may result in the production of a normal protein or a protein with a new C-

terminus. As mentioned above, further analysis would be required to determine whether or not this 

duplication is contiguous, and RNA analysis would be needed to clarify the transcriptional effect. 

 

6) CAPN3 exon 24 deletion (7 individuals) 

A deletion of the terminal codon of the CAPN3 gene was detected in 7 individuals. Calpainopathies 

account for ~10% of LGMD2, with the frequency varying between different populations.5,21 No 

deletions of exon 24 of the CAPN3 gene have been previously described. As with the TCAP terminal 

exon duplication, above, there are difficulties in interpreting this dosage change without further 

analysis. In addition to the problems with interpretation, the frequency of this deletion (in the absence 

of previous reports) led us to check for this mutation in normal controls and in patients referred in with 

no neuromuscular phenotype, as we suspected that it may be a false positive call. It was also decided 

to perform confirmatory analysis using real-time PCR (see below). 

 

Confirmation analysis – real-time PCR (qPCR) 

The purpose of real-time PCR analysis was to confirm our suspicion that the exon 24 CAPN3 deletion 

observed in 7 individuals was not a ‘true’ change but a false positive. In addition to being detected in 

multiple control samples, both deletions and duplications of exon 24 of the CAPN3 gene were found 

in patient samples referred for analysis of other (non-LGMD) genes on the array. Real-time PCR was 

performed for four of the eight individuals in whom the exon 24 CAPN3 deletion had been detected. 

Normal copy number for this region was detected (Figure 2). Although the tiled design of the 

oligonucleotide probes used on the array reduces the risk of allelic drop-out due to single-nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) under primer biding sites that is inherent in PCR-based techniques, probe 

melting temperature, SNPs, and homocytosine motifs do have an influence on probe performance.22 

Exon 24 of the CAPN3 gene is extremely short (24bp) and could only be tiled by two overlapping 

probes as a result. In addition, the GC content of the exon and flanking regions is >50%. It may be 

that the performance characteristics of the probes over this region may not be optimal.  

 

Discussion 

Molecular diagnosis for LGMD is problematic for several key reasons.2,23 First, LGMD is genetically 

heterogeneous. A large number of genes are implicated (twenty to date), with no single gene 

responsible for a significant proportion of cases. Next, there are a limited number of clinical or 

laboratory findings that are specific for a particular genetic subtype. Furthermore, many of the LGMD 
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genes are extremely large and mutations tend to be widely distributed throughout the genes, making 

analysis a lengthy and costly process. Finally, many of the genes responsible for LGMD still remain to 

be identified, leaving 50% of individuals with a clinical diagnosis of LGMD without molecular 

confirmation, even if all twenty known causative genes are fully sequenced.2 Without a molecular 

diagnosis accurate genetic counselling of affected individuals and their families is extremely difficult.  

 

As mentioned above, early studies suggest that deletions/duplications within the known LGMD genes 

are present in up to 15% of affected individuals.12 There was a slightly lower rate of 8% in our study 

population, but also a relatively high failure rate of analysis due to the archival nature of many of the 

samples, which may have affected the overall result. If the study findings were translated into the 

clinic, additional diagnostic information would have been provided for an additional 8 out of every 100 

individuals screened. The cost of the aCGH assay used here is NZ$500 (US$425), which is extremely 

cheap compared to that of sequence analysis of some of the large genes implicated in LGMD.23 It is 

well-recognised that aCGH is highly customisable and scalable, particularly well-suited to the 

molecular diagnosis of the genetically heterogeneous neuromuscular disorders.24 

 

It is important to acknowledge, however, that the analysis performed in this research study would 

ideally be extended to include more detailed interrogation of several of the changes detected. This 

includes transcriptional (RNA) analysis to determine whether the duplications (two of the five changes 

identified) were contiguous or otherwise, which is important when considering the likely functional 

effect. In addition, long-range PCR and sequence analysis would be useful to clarify the upstream 

breakpoints of the exon 1 changes. It should also be noted that if this assay were to be translated into 

routine clinical practice, a full validation study would need to be performed – including a set of 

samples with known mutations in order to formally determine analytical sensitivity and specificity. 

Given that few samples from patients with LGMD have been characterised by deletion/duplication 

analysis to date, gathering this cohort of positive control samples would be challenging. In this 

instance, confirmation of any changes detected using an orthogonal technique would be 

recommended. The validation process that was undertaken for a separate NimbleGen custom array 

that is now routinely used in our laboratory for a range of other disorders was described in Chapter 

Two. The current study was a research exercise undertaken to determine approximate clinical yield of 

this array, in order to guide ongoing optimisation and validation of the array in the future. 

 

Importantly, this pilot study has highlighted the current limitations of deletion/duplication testing for 

LGMD in routine clinical practice. First amongst these is the difficulty of predicting the functional effect 

of the changes detected (duplications in particular). In a research setting functional analysis may be 

available but this is not usually the case in a diagnostic setting. As more large-scale research into the 

burden of deletions/duplications in LGMD is carried out, it is likely that functional information will 

become increasingly available. A FKTN knock-out mouse has recently been developed as a model of 

the dystroglycanopathies, and further animal models are likely to be developed for other forms of 

LGMD.25 As more diagnostic laboratories introduce a deletion/duplication assay into their diagnostic 
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algorithm for LGMD, the mutation databases will become increasingly populated with genotype-

phenotype information and interpretation of these changes will be easier. In the meantime, 

deletion/duplication analysis is still useful in the context of the autosomal recessive forms of LGMD, 

as identification of a heterozygous deletion (or duplication) can direct sequence analysis. If a second 

mutation is detected within the gene bearing a deletion/duplication, a more confident assessment of 

pathogenicity can be reached, particularly if inheritance of one change from each unaffected parent 

can be confirmed. 

 

Critically, next generation sequencing techniques now allow the introduction of cost-effective targeted 

multi-gene panels into routine use in many large diagnostic centres worldwide. Panels of this sort are 

particularly valuable in disorders that are genetically heterogeneous, like LGMD, as they allow all 

implicated genes to be sequenced simultaneously. As the cost of next-generation sequencing 

continues to fall, this technology (initially in the form of targeted panels and exome sequencing) will 

become more accessible to smaller diagnostic laboratories. Whole genome sequence analysis will 

ultimately allow the detection of deletions/duplications in addition to point mutations and small indels, 

obviating the need for two separate assays. It is likely to be several years, however, until whole 

genome sequencing and the attendant data analysis process is robust and cost-effective enough for 

routine use in the diagnostic laboratory. 

 

Although treatment of LGMD remains symptomatic at this stage, it is hoped that improved genetic 

characterisation will ultimately lead to the development of effective therapies tailored to specific 

genetic subtypes.1,23 In the interim, it will provide an improved understanding of the pathophysiology 

and may help to identify the factors that modulate the severity, age of onset and reduced penetrance 

of LGMD.23 The clinical and genetic heterogeneity of LGMD makes it essential to cast the diagnostic 

net as widely as possible. The data gathered to date, including our own, suggests that heterozygous 

single or multiple exon deletions/duplications are present in up to 8-15% of affected individuals. The 

only way to perform truly comprehensive analysis of the known LGMD genes is to carry out both 

sequence and deletion/duplication analysis. The cost-effectiveness and highly customisable, scalable 

nature of aCGH make it an ideal molecular technique to use for this analysis.   
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Supplementary Table 1: Full list of genes targeted by 12x135K Custom CGH array 

Gene name Description 
mRNA Accession 

number 
OMIM ID 

KCNQ1 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily KQT; LQT1 NM_000218.2  607542 

KCNH2 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily H; LQT2 NM_000238.2  152427 

SCN5A 

Sodium channel protein type 5 subunit 

alpha; LQT3/BRUGADA NM_198056.2  600163 

GPD1L 

Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

1-like NM_015141.3  611778 

SCN1B 

Sodium channel subunit beta-1 

isoform a NM_001037.4  600235 

SCN3B 

Sodium channel subunit beta-3 

precursor NM_018400.3  608214 

CACNB2 

Voltage-dependent L-type calcium 

channel subunit NM_201596.2  600003 

KCNE3 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily E NM_005472.4  604433 

ANK2 Ankyrin-2 isoform 1; LQT4 NM_001148.4  106410 

KCNE1 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily E; LQT5 NM_000219.3  176261 

KCNE2 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily E; LQT6 NM_172201.1  603796 

KCNJ2 

Inward rectifier potassium channel 2; 

LQT7/ATS NM_000891.2  600681 

CACNA1c 

Voltage-dependent L-type calcium 

channel subunit; LQT8 NM_001129827.1  114205 

CAV3 Caveolin-3; LQT9 NM_033337.2  601253 

SCN4B 

Sodium channel subunit beta-4 

isoform 1; LQT10 NM_174934.3  608256 

AKAP9 

A-kinase anchor protein 9 isoform 2; 

LQT11 NM_005751.4  604001 

CACNA2D1 

Voltage-dependent calcium channel 

subunit NM_000722.2 114204 

KCND3 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily D NM_004980.4  605411 

KCNE3 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily E NM_005472.4  604433 

SNTA1 Alpha-1-syntrophin; LQT12 NM_003098.2  601017 

SYNE1 Nesprin-1 isoform 1 NM_182961.2  608441 

MYH7 Myosin, heavy chain 7  NM_000257.2  160760 

MYBPC3 Myosin-binding protein C, cardiac-type NM_000256.3  600958 

TNNT2 Troponin T, cardiac muscle isoform 1 NM_000364.2  191045 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000218&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=192500
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000238&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=152427
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_198056&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=600163&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_015141&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=611778
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001037&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=600235
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_018400&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=608214&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_201596&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=600003
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_005472&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=604433
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001148&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=106410&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000219&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=176261
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_172201&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=603796
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000891&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=600681&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001129827&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=114205&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_033337&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=601253&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_174934&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=608256&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_005751&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=604001&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_004980&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_182961&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=608441&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000257&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=160760
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000256&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=600958
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000364&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=191045
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TNNI3 Troponin I, cardiac muscle NM_000363.4  191044 

TPM1 Tropomyosin alpha-1 chain isoform 7 NM_001018020.1  191010 

ACTC1 Actin, alpha, cardiac muscle 1 NM_005159.4  102540 

MYL2 Myosin regulatory light chain 2 NM_000432.3  160781 

MYL3 Myosin light chain 3 NM_000258.2  160790 

LAMP2 

Lysosome-associated membrane 

glycoprotein 2 NM_001122606.1  309060 

PRKAG2 

5'-AMP-activated protein kinase 

subunit gamma-2 NM_016203.3  602743 

CSRP3 Cysteine and glycine-rich protein 3 NM_003476.3  600824 

TCAP Telethonin NM_003673.3  604488 

PLN Cardiac phospholamban NM_002667.3  172405 

GLA Alpha-galactosidase A precursor NM_000169.2  300644 

RYR2 Ryanodine receptor 2; CPVT1 NM_001035.2  180902 

CASQ2 Calsequestrin-2 precursor; CPVT2 NM_001232.3  114251 

DSP Desmoplakin isoform I NM_004415.2  125647 

PKP2 Plakophilin-2 isoform 2a NM_001005242.2  602861 

DSG2 Desmoglein-2 preproprotein NM_001943.3  125671 

DSC2 

Desmocollin-2 isoform Dsc2a 

preproprotein NM_024422.3  125645 

JUP Junction plakoglobin NM_002230.2  173325 

TMEM43 Transmembrane protein 43 NM_024334.2  612048 

TGFB3 

Transforming growth factor beta-3 

preproprotein NM_003239.2  190230 

DES Desmin NM_001927.3  125660 

KCNA1 

Potassium voltage-gated channel, 

shaker-related subfamily, member 1 NM_000217.2  176260 

FBN1 Fibrillin-1 precursor NM_000138.4  134797 

FBN2 Fibrillin-2 precursor NM_001999.3  612570 

TGFBR2 

TGF-beta receptor type-2 isoform A 

precursor NM_001024847.2  190182 

CACNA1B 

voltage-dependent N-type calcium 

channel subunit NM_000718.2  601012 

NPPA Atrial natriuretic factor preproprotein NM_006172.3  108780 

KCNA5 

Potassium voltage-gated channel 

subfamily A NM_002234.2  176267 

PSEN1 Presenilin-1 isoform I-467 NM_000021.3  104311 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000363&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=191044
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001018020&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=191010
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_005159&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=102540
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000432&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=160781
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000258&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=160790
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001122606&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=309060
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_016203&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=602743
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_003476&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000169&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=300644&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001035&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=180902
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001232&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=114251&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_004415&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=125647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001005242&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=602861&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001943&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=125671
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_024422&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=125645
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_002230&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=173325
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_024334&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=612048&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_003239&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=190230
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000217&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=176260&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000138&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=134797&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001999&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=612570&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001024847&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=190182&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000718&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=601012&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_006172&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=108780&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_002234&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=176267&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000021&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=104311&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
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PSEN2 Presenilin-2 isoform 1 NM_000447.2  600759 

TTID  Myotilin isoform a; LGMD-1A NM_006790.2  604103 

LMNA  

Lamin A/C isoform 1 precursor; 

LGMD-1B NM_170707.2  150330 

CAV3  Caveolin 3; LGMD-1C NM_033337.2  601253 

CAPN3  Calpain 3 isoform a; LGMD-2A NM_000070.2  114240 

DYSF  Dysferlin isoform 1; LGMD-2B NM_001130987.1  603009 

SGCG  Gamma sarcoglycan; LGMD-2C NM_000231.2  608896 

SGCA  

Sarcoglycan, alpha isoform 1 

precursor; LGMD-2D NM_000023.2  600119 

SGCB  Sarcoglycan, beta; LGMD-2E NM_000232.4  600900 

SGCD  

Delta-sarcoglycan isoform 1; LGMD-

2F NM_000337.5  601411 

TCAP  Telethonin; LGMD-2G NM_003673.3  604488 

TRIM32  

TAT-interactive protein, 72-KD; LGMD-

2H NM_012210.3  602290 

FKRP  Fukutin-related protein; LGMD-2I NM_024301.4  606596 

TTN  Titin isoform N2-A; LGMD-2J NM_133378.4  188840 

POMT1  

Protein O-mannosyl-transferase 1 

isoform a; LGMD-2K NM_007171.3  607423 

ANO5  Anoctamin-5 isoform a; LGMD-2L NM_213599.2  608662 

FKTN  Fukutin isoform a; LGMD-2M NM_001079802.1  607440 

POMT2  

Protein O-mannosyl-transferase 2; 

LGMD-2N NM_013382.5  607439 

GAA  

Lysosomal alpha-glucosidase 

preproprotein; GSD II NM_000152.3  606800 

VCP 

Transitional endoplasmic reticulum 

ATPase NM_007126.3  601023 

LAMA2 

Laminin subunit alpha-2 isoform a 

precursor NM_000426.3  156225 

POMGNT1  

Protein O-linked mannose beta1,2-N-

acetylglucosaminyltransferase, 

transcript variant 1; MEB NM_017739.3  606822 

SEPN1  

Selenoprotein N isoform 1 precursor; 

RSMD1 NM_020451.2  606210 

ITGA7 Integrin alpha-7 isoform 1 precursor NM_001144996.1  600536 

DES Desmin NM_001927.3  125660 

DAG1 Dystroglycan 1 NM_001165928.2  128239 

SLC25A4  ADP/ATP translocase 1 NM_001151.3  103220 
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=188840&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_007171&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=607423&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_213599&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=608662&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_013382&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=607439&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_000152&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=606800&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_007126&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=601023&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NM_000426.3
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=156225&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_017739&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=606822&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_020451&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=606210&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NM_001144996.1
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=600536&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001927&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=125660&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001165928&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=128239&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=Nucleotide&term=NM_001151&doptcmdl=GenBank&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Search&db=OMIM&term=103220&doptcmdl=Detailed&tool=genome.ucsc.edu
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MYOZ2 Myozenin-2 NM_016599.3  605602 

MYLK2 

Myosin light chain kinase 2, 

skeletal/cardiac NM_033118.3  606566 

JPH2 Junctophilin-2 isoform 1 NM_020433.4  605267 

LDB3 

LIM domain-binding protein 3 isoform 

1 NM_007078.2  605906 

ABCC9 

ATP-binding cassette sub-family C 

member 9 NM_020297.2  601439 

VCL Vinculin isoform VCL NM_014000.2  193065 

TNNC1 

Troponin C, slow skeletal and cardiac 

muscles NM_003280.2  191040 

ACTN2 Alpha-actinin-2 NM_001103.2  102573 

NEXN Nexilin isoform 1 NM_144573.3  613121 

RBM20 Probable RNA-binding protein 20 NM_001134363.1  613171 

MYH6 Myosin-6 NM_002471.3  160710 

TAZ Tafazzin isoform 1 NM_000116.3  300394 

DTNA Dystrobrevin alpha isoform 1 NM_001390.4  601239 

EYA4 Eyes absent homolog 4 isoform a NM_004100.4  603550 

TMPO Thymopoietin isoform alpha NM_003276.2  188380 

GJA5 Gap junction alpha-5 protein NM_005266.5  121013 

ELN Elastin isoform a precursor NM_000501.2  130160 

CTF1 Cardiotrophin-1 isoform 1 NM_001330.3  600435 

EMD Emerin NM_000117.2  300384 

TTR Transthyretin precursor NM_000371.3  176300 

LAMP2 

Lysosome-associated membrane 

glycoprotein 2 NM_002294.2  309060 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome: use of homozygosity mapping to target candidate genes 

 

Chapters 2-5 have largely concentrated on the use of arrays to detect CNVs but some arrays also 

offer SNP information that can be used to identify regions of homozygosity that may be implicated in 

recessive disorders. This chapter describes the use of this SNP data in the analysis of Pseudotrisomy 

13 syndrome. 

 

This work was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Aftimos S, Ashton F, Love JM, Stone P, McFarlane J, George AM, Love DR. 

Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome: use of homozygosity mapping to target candidate genes. Gene. 2011 

Oct 15;486(1-2):37-40.  

 

Introduction 

The term Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome (MIM ID 264480; ORPHA2166) was coined in 1989 by Cohen1 

and, independently, by Hewitt et al.2 to describe the occurrence of holoprosencephaly and polydactyly 

(features suggestive of trisomy 13) in the presence of a normal karyotype. The name 

Holoprosencephaly-Polydactyly syndrome (HPS) was later proposed by Verloes et al.3 and the two 

have been used interchangeably since. It has become apparent, however, that although 

holoprosencephaly and postaxial polydactyly are the hallmark features of the syndrome, polydactyly is 

not invariably present.4 Lurie and Wulfsberg5 suggested broadening the diagnostic criteria to allow for 

this phenotypic variability: either a normal karyotype, holoprosencephaly and postaxial polydactyly 

with or without other characteristics; or a normal karyotype and holoprosencephaly without postaxial 

polydactyly but with other characteristics (including, amongst others, cleft lip/palate, congenital heart 

defects and dysplastic/low-set ears). 

 

Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome is thought to be an autosomal recessive condition due to its recurrence 

in multiple children of normal parents, frequently in the context of consanguinity3-9; however a 

causative gene has yet to be mapped.9,10 It has also been suggested that Pseudotrisomy 13 

syndrome is due to submicroscopic deletions in a range of holoprosencephaly (HPE) genes, but this 

remains unsubstantiated.10 We present here a case in which Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome was 

diagnosed prenatally, and describe an approach based on identifying regions of homozygosity in an 

attempt to establish a molecular diagnosis. This approach has been used for a number of heritable 

disorders,11-15 but has received little attention in the context of Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Clinical details 

The fetus was the result of the seventh pregnancy of a healthy non-consanguineous Cook Island 

Maori couple. This couple had four healthy children, ranging from 14 to 20 years of age. There had 
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been two previous intra-uterine deaths, one at 24 weeks' and the other at 32 weeks' gestation. The 

first stillborn fetus had been diagnosed clinically as suffering from Trisomy 13, but was reported to 

have a normal karyotype; the second had an unspecified cardiac abnormality, cleft lip and palate, and 

polydactyly, but no chromosomal analysis was performed. The present pregnancy was uncomplicated 

until routine ultra- sound scanning at 19 weeks' gestation revealed multiple fetal abnormalities, 

including syndactyly, cleft lip and palate, and probable holoprosencephaly. Termination of the 

pregnancy was requested by the parents. 

 

Post mortem examination confirmed the suspected abnormalities. The fetus was of the expected size 

for the stage of development. The skull had a brachycephalic contour, the nose flat with a midline 

groove and shallow dimples in the place of nostrils, the ears were low-set and hypotelorism was 

evident. A bilateral cleft lip with an underlying midline facial defect extended to involve the full length 

of the palate. Postaxial polydactyly of both hands and feet was seen, with partial syndactyly extending 

to the level of the proximal interphalangeal joints of the middle and ring fingers of the right hand, and 

syndactyly to the level of the distal interphalangeal joints of the middle and ring fingers of the left. 

Internal examination revealed holoprosencephaly, with a rudimentary falx and the cerebral 

hemispheres replaced by a holosphere, which posteriorly showed a partial interhemispheric fissure. 

The cerebellum and brain stem were normal. The lungs showed incomplete lobation on the right side 

with rudimentary horizontal and oblique fissures. A large ventricular septal defect was evident, which 

was 0.6 cm in diameter and involved the upper portion of the interventricular septum. The heart was 

otherwise normal. Marked bilateral adrenal hypoplasia was evident (both below 0.1 g). One 

macroscopic pancreatic cyst was identified (lined by cuboidal epithelium and surrounded by 

mesenchyme); scattered similar cysts, seemingly related to the ducts, were seen microscopically. 

Skin biopsies were taken for karyotyping and cell cultures were maintained for DNA extraction and 

further molecular analysis as required. 

 

Standard karyotype 

Metaphase chromosomes were prepared from fetal skin cells, using standard cytogenetic techniques. 

High-resolution G-banded analysis of two cultures of fetal skin was performed. 

 

DNA extraction 

Classical phenol/chloroform extraction with ethanol precipitation was used to isolate genomic DNA 

(gDNA) from cultured fetal skin cells. 

 

Molecular karyotype 

An Affymetrix Cytogenetics Whole-Genome 2.7 M Array was used to determine the molecular 

karyotype. This high-resolution array offers unbiased whole genome analysis, with 2.7 million probes 

spaced across the genome. These probes include those that allow allelic discrimination in order to 

enable the detection of uniparental disomy (UPD) and long contiguous stretches of homozygosity 

(LCSHs). One hundred nanograms of gDNA were processed according to the manufacturer's 
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instructions (Affymetrix Cytogenetics Assay Protocol; http://www.affymetrix.com). In brief, the 

extracted gDNA underwent whole genome amplification, purification, fragmentation, labelling and 

hybridisation to the array, which was then washed and stained, prior to scanning. A CEL file that was 

generated by Affymetrix GeneChip Operating Software (GCOS) was then imported into the Affymetrix 

Chromosome Analysis Suite (ChAS) v1.01/na30.1. Each genomic region exhibiting a copy number 

change was examined using the UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc. edu). All genomic 

coordinates were taken from the human reference sequence hg18 (NCBI build 36.1). Copy number 

changes that did not contain genes, were well-established polymorphisms, or involved losses smaller 

than 200 kb or gains smaller than 400 kb (unless associated with a gene of known clinical 

significance) were not examined. Regions of LCSH greater than 5 Mb were examined further. 

 

Primer design 

Primers were designed to flank each of the coding exons of the DHCR7 and GBX2 genes, including 

50 bp of the flanking intronic regions. The mRNA sequence of interest was identified using the UCSC 

genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu). This website provides a direct link to ExonPrimer for the 

design of primers flanking coding exons. All primers were checked for single nucleotide 

polymorphisms using the software tool available from the National Genetic Reference Laboratory, 

Manchester (http://ngrl.man.ac.uk/SNPCheck.html). The primers were tailed with M13 sequences 

(see Supplementary Table 1) and were synthesised by Invitrogen Ltd. 

 

PCR amplification and sequencing 

PCR was performed using 1U Faststart Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen Ltd), 50 ng genomic DNA, 2 

mM MgCl2, 0.8 μM forward and reverse primers, with the following cycle conditions: 95 °C for 4 min, 

35 cycles of 94 °C for 45 s, 60 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 30 s, and a final extension at 72 °C for 10 min. 

Five microlitres of each PCR product was then treated with ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix), prior to bi-

directional DNA sequencing using M13 forward and reverse primers and Big-Dye Terminator v3.0 

(Applied Biosystems Ltd.). A volume of 20 μL of se- quenced product was purified using an 

automated Clean-Seq (Agencourt) procedure, with the aid of an epMOTION 5075 liquid handling 

robot (Eppendorf). Fifteen microlitres of each purified product was then subjected to capillary 

electrophoresis using an Applied Biosystems model 3130xls Genetic Analyser. The analysis of trace 

sequences was performed using Variant Reporter v1.0 (Applied Biosystems). Genebank 

NM_001360.2 and NM_001485.2 were used as the reference sequences for DHCR7 and GBX2, 

respectively, with the cDNA number +1 corresponding to the A of the translation initiation codon. 

 

Results 

G-banded karyotyping revealed a normal female karyotype, 46 XX. Molecular karyotyping did not 

detect any clinically significant copy number changes. However, 21 LCSHs were identified throughout 

the genome (Table 1). 
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The chromosomal locations of these LCSHs were compared to those of genes that have been 

implicated in the differential diagnosis of Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome, and candidate loci/genes 

implicated in holoprosencephaly (HPE). Table 2 lists these differential diagnoses, and the 

chromosomal regions (obtained from the UCSC genome browser, http://genome.ucsc.edu) in which 

the causative genes/ candidate loci lie.16-20 

 

Table 1: Long contiguous stretches of homozygosity (LCSHs) detected by molecular 

karyotyping 

Chromosome Cytoband Chromosome co-ordinates (hg18) Size (kb) 

 Start End Start End  

1 q21.1 q23.2 147,303,994 157,487,904 10,183 

1 p36.23 p31.3 8,240,545 61,340,528 53,099 

2 q36.3 q37.3 227,701,712 238,463,946 10,762 

3 q25.31 q26.1 156,403,358 162,641,151 6237 

3 q26.31 q26.32 172,534,736 177,816,854 5282 

7 q32.1 q36.2 128,864,767 152,381,005 23,516 

7 q11.23 q31.31 75,142,155 117,398,487 42,256 

8 q11.1 q12.3 47,063,570 63,004,325 15,940 

9 p24.3 p23 204,864 9,384,237 9179 

10 p15.3 p13 125,708 14,231,032 14,105 

11 q13.2 q14.1 67,176,431 78,655,522 11,479 

11 p14.3 p11.12 24,539,332 51,383,795 26,844 

11 q22.3 q23.1 105,094,067 112,015,856 6921 

11 q11 q13.1 54,809,922 64,767,534 9957 

17 p13.3 p13.2 115,657 6,566,110 6450 

18 q21.1 q21.2 42,095,080 47,431,406 5336 

20 q13.11 q13.2 41,536,428 52,043,904 10,507 

20 p11.23 p11.1 19,805,986 26,187,965 6381 

20 q11.21 q13.11 29,306,843 41,485,013 12,178 

X q11.1 q13.1 61,956,246 67,880,901 5924 

X q25 q26.1 124,892,361 130,216,088 5323 

Total (kb)     297,859 
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One of the LCSHs, on chromosome 11, includes the 3β-hydroxysterol-Δ7 reductase gene (DHCR7). 

Mutations in the DHCR7 gene are responsible for Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome, which is an important 

differential diagnosis to be considered in the context of apparent Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome.20 

Bidirectional sequence analysis of the coding exons of the DHCR7 gene confirmed homozygosity in 

this region but revealed no pathogenic mutations. Instead, five previously reported polymorphisms 

were identified (Table 3). Each of these polymorphisms is listed in the database of Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms (dbSNP, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP). 

 

Two holoprosencephaly loci appeared to lie near, or within, regions of LCSH. The HPE6 locus maps 

to chromosome 2q37.1-2q37.3. Supplementary Table 2 shows the RefSeq genes within this region, 

together with functional information (taken from the GeneCards' web site; http://www.genecards.org) 

that was used to identify any of possible significance in Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome. One gene 

appeared to be a suitable candidate: the gastrulation brain homeobox 2 gene (GBX2). Although the 

function of GBX2 is not completely clear, it is known to be involved in early neural crest development21 

and is part of the WNT pathway, several members of which have been implicated in HPE.18,19 Ectopic 

expression of GBX2 in the zebrafish embryonic brain has also been found to cause cyclopia and 

truncation of the fore and midbrain structures.22 Sequence analysis of the coding exons of the GBX2 

gene showed no variants. 

 

Table 2: Genes involved in the key differential diagnoses of Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome and 

genes/loci implicated in holoprosencephaly 

Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome 

Gene Chromosome co-ordinates (hg18) Chromosome band 

DHCR7 chr11:70,823,105-70,837,125 11q13.4 

Meckel syndrome 

Gene Chromosome co-ordinates (hg18) Chromosome band 

MKS1 chr17:53,637,796-53,651,665 17q22  

MKS2/TMEM216 chr11:60,916,441-60,922,911 11q12.2  

MKS3/TMEM67 chr8:94,836,248-94,900,636 8q22.1  

CC2D2A chr4:15,080,587-15,092,985 4p15.33 

CEP290 chr12:86,966,921-87,060,124 12q21.32 

RPGRIP1L chr16:52,191,319-52,295,272 16q12.2 

Pallister-Hall syndrome 

Gene Chromosome co-ordinates (hg18) Chromosome band 

GLI3 chr7:41,967,073-42,243,143 7p14.1 

Holoprosencephaly (HPE) 
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Locus (gene) Chromosome co-ordinates (hg18) Chromosome band 

HPE1 N/A 21q22.3 

HPE2 (SIX3) chr2:45,022,541-45,026,720 2p21 

HPE3 (SHH) chr7:155,288,319-155,297,728 7q36.3  

HPE4 (TGIF1) chr18:3,441,591-3,448,406 18p11.31  

HPE5 (ZIC2) chr13:99,432,027-99,437,020 13q32.3 

HPE6 2q37.1-q37.3  

HPE7 (PTCH1) chr9:97,245,085-97,310,652 9q22.32  

HPE8 (?TTF-1) N/A 14q13 

HPE9 (GLI2) chr2:121,271,337-121,466,699 2q14.2 

HPE10 N/A 1q42-qter 

HPE11 N/A 5p 

HPE12 N/A 6q26-qter 

DISP1 chr1:221,055,054-221,245,960 1q41 

DKK1 chr10:53,744,047-53,747,423 10q21.1 

FOXA2 (HNF3β) chr20:22,509,642-22,513,101 20p11.21  

FOXH1 chr8:145,669,923-145,672,526 8q24.3 

NODAL chr10:71,861,698-71,871,471 10q22.1 

TDGF1 chr3:46,594,080-46,598,956 3p21.31  

 

The candidate HPE gene FOXA2 also falls within one of the LCSHs detected in this fetus. The 

FOXA2 gene has no reported point mutations,23 and while microdeletions have been described in 

association with microforms of HPE, none have been detected in any patients with severe HPE or 

with Pseudotrisomy 13.10,24 The decision was made not to analyse this gene. 

 

Table 3: Single nucleotide polymorphisms detected in the DHCR7 gene by sequence analysis 

Nucleotide change Amino acid change dbSNP designation 

 c.207TNC p.Thr69Thr rs1790334 

c.231CNT p.Thr77Thr rs4316537 

c.438TNC p.Asn146Asn rs949177 

c.626+15GNA Intronic rs736894 

c.1158TNC p.Asp386Asp rs760241 
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Discussion 

The case we present here exhibits the classic phenotypic features of Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome, 

including holoprosencephaly, postaxial polydactyly, and a combination of additional abnormalities 

(including cleft lip and palate, a congenital cardiac defect, bilateral adrenal hypoplasia) with no 

apparent chromosomal abnormality. The current recommendations for the molecular evaluation of a 

patient with newly diagnosed holoprosencephaly and a normal karyotype is to perform DNA 

sequencing of the three genes in which mutations are most commonly identified in association with 

HPE: SHH, ZIC2 and SIX3.25 GLI2 sequencing is also recommended for HPE patients with pituitary 

abnormalities and/or polydactyly.26 There are limited data available, however, on the significance of 

these genes in the context of Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome. The published literature suggests that a 

mutation in these HPE genes may not be as prevalent in Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome compared to 

isolated (or non-syndromic) HPE.7,10 It appears, too, that even in cases of isolated HPE, the frequency 

of point mutations in these and other HPE candidate genes is much higher in live-born infants than in 

stillborn fetuses, while the opposite is true for submicroscopic deletions.27 Molecular karyotyping 

increases the rate of detection and improves the delineation of such submicroscopic deletions, and is 

therefore useful not only for diagnostic purposes but also for genetic counselling.27 

 

Given the uncertainty regarding the molecular aetiology of Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome, we decided 

to take an initial genome-wide approach followed by more targeted interrogation of the areas 

suggested by this preliminary analysis. No significant copy number changes were detected by 

molecular karyotyping, but several LCSHs were identified. In contrast to non-syndromic HPE, which is 

primarily autosomal dominant with high but incomplete penetrance and is more frequent among 

sporadic cases,26 Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome (as mentioned above) appears to be autosomal 

recessive.3-9 This would seem to be supported by the obstetric history of the family we present here. 

With this in mind, we chose to concentrate our molecular analysis on the LCSHs identified in this 

fetus. 

 

The sequence of the DHCR7 gene ruled out Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (SLO). We did not 

sequence the gene responsible for Hydrolethalus syndrome (HYLS1), as this syndrome almost 

invariably includes polyhydramnios, a ‘key-hole shaped’ foramen magnum, severe hydrocephalus and 

pre-axial (rather than post-axial) polydactyly of the lower limbs28; likewise the pathognomonic features 

of Meckel syndrome, which include occipital encephalocele, bilateral renal cystic dysplasia, hepatic 

duct proliferation, fibrosis and cysts, were not present.17,29 Pallister-Hall syndrome, caused by 

mutations in the GLI3 gene, was excluded as the fetus did not have a hypothalamic hamartoma, bifid 

epiglottis, imperforate anus, or the renal abnormalities that are characteristic of this syndrome, and 

the family history was indicative of autosomal recessive rather than autosomal dominant inheritance.  

 

Of the major HPE loci, only the FOXA2 gene and the candidate region for HPE6 were implicated in 

our fetus based on LCSH results. FOXA2 was excluded from sequence analysis due to little data 

describing point mutations in this gene.23 Furthermore, the association of microdeletions in FOXA2 
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with microforms of HPE only, suggests that mutation in this gene alone is insufficient to cause the full 

HPE phenotype.24 The GBX2 gene was considered a suitable candidate within the HPE6 locus, but 

sequence analysis excluded this gene as playing a role in our case. 

 

The incidence of LCSHs in the genome increases in cases of con- sanguinity, due to autozygosity, 

but LCSHs also appear to be common in unrelated individuals from outbred populations, suggesting 

that LCSH is a characteristic of the human genome.30 Given the probable autosomal recessive nature 

of Pseudotrisomy 13 syndrome, and the relatively small founder population of the Cook Island 

Maori,31 our focus on the LCSHs identified by microarray was a valid approach. Although multiple 

regions of homozygosity were identified it does not necessarily follow, however, that the causative 

mutations are in a gene located in one of these areas. It is also possible that Pseudotrisomy 13 

syndrome is digenic, rather than monogenic, in which case our approach was not tailored to find the 

causative mutations.10,32 

 

High-resolution LCSH interrogation of the genomes of additional patients with Pseudotrisomy 13 is 

required in order to reveal the aetiology of this syndrome. In this context, the development and 

validation of next generation sequencing techniques and exome-focused methods such as Functional 

Genomic Fingerprinting33,34 may be necessary to complement whole genome copy number analysis in 

order to characterise Pseudotrisomy 13 at the molecular level. 
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Supplementary Table 1: Primers for the amplification of exons of the DHCR7 and GBX2 genes 

 

*Long exons were divided into two smaller overlapping amplicons for subsequent sequencing 

 

Supplementary Table 2: Genes that lie in the region of overlap between the putative HPE6 

locus and the LCSH region of chromosome 2 of the proband 

RefSeq 

Gene 

Chromosomal co-ordinates 

(hg18) 
Description/Function* 

SP140 chr2:230798689-230886174 leukocyte-specific nuclear body protein; very low levels in brain 

SP140L chr2:230900138-230976689 ‘SP140-like’; very low levels in brain 

SP100 chr2:230989115-231089486 leukocyte-specific nuclear antigen; not expressed in the brain 

SP110 chr2:231041189-231084827 leukocyte-specific nuclear body protein; very low levels in brain 

CAB39 chr2:231286507-231394034 

calcium binding protein, part of a cascade that stimulates 

STK11 (tumour suppressor) 

ITM2C chr2:231437865-231452207 negative regulator of beta amyloid peptide production 

GPR55 chr2:231480287-231498185 

GPR55 receptor, non-CB1/CB2 receptor that exhibits affinity 

for endogenous, plant and synthetic cannabinoids 

LOC348761 chr2:231557327-231568991 hypothetical gene 

SPATA3 chr2:231569083-231580243 testis and spermatocyte apoptosis-related protein 

C2orf72 chr2:231610521-231620205 hypothetical protein LOC257407 

PSMD1 chr2:231629822-231745784 26S proteasome regulatory subunit 

Gene Exon Forward Primer Reverse Primer 

D
H

C
R

7
 

3 CAACAGGGAAAGGTGGTGTC CAATTCCAAAGGCTGGAAAG 

4 AGAGCCTCTTAGGGTCCTGG TACCCCAGCAGGAGGGC 

5 CCTTTGCAGGTGCCCTC CCCTGAGAGAAAGGGATGAG 

6 CCAGCCAAGCTCCTCACTG AGAAAGGCCAGGGGTGAAG 

7 TGGCTTCATCTTGTGAGATATG AAGCAGTAGATTAAGGTCATGGG 

8 AGTGTGATTTCCCCGAGGTC AAAGCTTAGCATGTGTCTGCC 

9 ACTCCTGTCCTCTCCCTGG ACCTGGCAGAACACGCTC 

G
B

X
2
 

1 (1-1)* CGTCTGCTCTCCGGGTC GTAGAGGTGAGCGCCATGC 

1 (1-2)* TACCCCATGTTCATGCCC GGGCCTCATCCTCCAGC 

2 (2-1)* GGTGGGAAGGAGAAAGGAAG AGCGCTCGGTCAAGGAG 

2 (2-2)* ACCACGTCTACGGGCAAG ATGGGTTCCCTCGGGTG 

M13 tails  TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT CAGGAAACAGCTATGACC 
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HTR2B chr2:231681193-231698068 

serotonin 5-HT2B receptor, limited distribution in the brain. 

CVS effects include contraction of blood vessels and shape 

changes in platelets; CNS effects include neuronal 

sensitisation to tactile stimuli and mediation of the effects of 

phenylisopropylamine hallucinogens 

ARMC9 chr2:231771586-231918158 melanoma/melanocyte-specific tumor antigen 

B3GNT7 chr2:231968579-231974119 

beta-1,3-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase, thought to be 

involved in keratane sulfate biosynthesis 

SNORA75 chr2:232028755-232028891 small nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 75 (RNA gene) 

SNORD20 chr2:232029399-232029478 small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 20 (RNA gene) 

SNORD82 chr2:232033323-232033397 small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 82 (RNA gene) 

C2orf52 chr2:232081381-232087294 RNA gene 

NMUR1 chr2:232096115-232103426 

Gq/11-protein-coupled receptor, expressed in the periphery 

(especially in the gastrointestinal tract) 

C2orf57 chr2:232165819-232167238 hypothetical protein LOC165100 

PTMA chr2:232281479-232286494 

prothymosin alpha protein, may mediate immune function by 

conferring resistance to certain opportunistic infections 

MIR1244-2 chr2:232286268-232286349 microRNA 1244-2, RNA gene 

MIR1244-3 chr2:232286268-232286349 microRNA 1244-3, RNA gene 

MIR1244 chr2:232286268-232286349 microRNA 1244, RNA gene 

PDE6D chr2:232305391-232354218 

phosphodiesterase 6D, cGMP-specific, regulates the cellular 

levels, localisation and duration of action of cGMP by 

controlling the rate of degradation 

COPS7B chr2:232359406-232381678 

COP9 constitutive photomorphogenic homolog subunit 7B. 

Encodes a component of the COP9 signalosome complex 

(CSN), an essential regulator of the ubiquitin (Ubl) conjugation 

pathway 

MIR1471 chr2:232465196-232465252 microRNA 1471, RNA gene 

NPPC chr2:232498379-232499203 

natriuretic peptide precursor C, binds and stimulates the 

cGMP production of the NPR2 receptor 

DIS3L2 chr2:232534537-232910152 probable exonuclease 

ECEL1P2 

chr2:232958704-232959998 

 

endothelin converting enzyme-like 1 pseudogene 2, a member 

of the M13 family of endopeptidases. Based on the specific 

expression of this gene and the phenotype of the gene 

deficiency in mouse embryos, it is suggested that this protein 

plays a critical role in neural regulation of the respiratory 

system 

ALPPL2 chr2:232979796-232983669 

alkaline phosphatise (‘placental-like’ 2), closely related to both 

the placental and intestinal forms of alkaline phosphatise. 

Localised to the testis, thymus and certain germ cell tumours 

ALPI chr2:233029146-233032986 intestinal alkaline phosphatase 
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CHRND chr2:233099166-233108449 

nicotinic cholinergic receptor, delta subunit. Regulates 

processes such as transmitter release, cell excitability and 

neuronal integration in the CNS; those at the neuromuscular 

junction of some somatic muscles are responsible for muscular 

contraction  

CHRNG chr2:233112681-233119282 nicotinic cholinergic receptor, gamma subunit 

TIGD1 chr2:233121023-233123470 

tigger transposable element, very similar to the major 

mammalian centromere protein B, exact function not known 

EIF4E2 chr2:233123601-233142164 

eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E family member 2. 

Recognises and binds the 7-methylguanosine-containing 

mRNA cap during an early step in the initiation of protein 

synthesis and facilitates ribosome binding by inducing the 

unwinding of the mRNA secondary structures 

EFHD1 chr2:233206451-233255735 

EF-hand domain-containing protein. Displays increased 

expression during neuronal differentiation 

GIGYF2 chr2:233270259-233433531 

GRB10 interacting GYF protein 2. Interacts with GRB10 and 

may be involved in the regulation of tyrosine kinase receptor 

signalling. Defects in this gene cause Parkinson disease type 

11 (PARK11). 

KCNJ13 chr2:233338756-233349519 

potassium inwardly-rectifying channel, subfamily J, member 

13. Inward rectifier potassium channel, characterised by a 

greater tendency to allow potassium to flow into the cell rather 

than out of it 

C2orf82 chr2:233443238-233449351 hypothetical protein LOC389084 

NGEF chr2:233451640-233586195 

neuronal guanine nucleotide exchange factor, differentially 

activates the GTPases RHOA, RAC1 and CDC42 

NEU2 chr2:233605626-233608011 cytosolic sialidase 2, hydrolyses sialylated compounds 

INPP5D chr2:233633280-233781288 

member of the inositol polyphosphate-5-phosphatase (INPP5) 

family, encodes a protein with an N-terminal SH2 domain, an 

inositol phosphatase domain, and two C-terminal protein 

interaction domains. Expression of this protein is restricted to 

haematopoietic cells  

ATG16L1 chr2:233824956-233869059 

autophagy-related protein 16-like 1, plays an essential role in 

autophagy 

SCARNA5 chr2:233849111-233849388 small Cajal body-specific RNA 5, RNA gene 

SCARNA6 chr2:233862061-233862326 small Cajal body-specific RNA 6, RNA gene 

SAG chr2:233881048-233920440 

S-arrestin, also known as S-antigen, a major soluble 

photoreceptor protein involved in desensitisation of the 

photoactivated transduction cascade. Expressed in the retina 

and the pineal gland. Mutations in this gene are associated 

with Oguchi disease, a rare autosomal recessive form of night 

blindness. 

DGKD chr2:233961539-234045482 

cytoplasmic enzyme that phosphorylates diacylglycerol to 

produce phosphatidic acid. Thought to play an important role in 

cellular signal transduction 

USP40 chr2:234048904-234134606 ubiquitin specific peptidase 40, deubiquitinates enzymes 
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DNAJB3 chr2:234316135-234317400 

DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily B, member 3. May operate 

as a co-chaperone of the male germ cell- and haploid stage-

specific Hsp70 proteins. 

UGT1A1 

UGT1A3 

UGT1A4 

UGT1A5 

UGT1A6 

UGT1A7 

UGT1A8 

UGT1A9 

UGT1A10 

chr2:234333658-234346684 

chr2:234302512-234346684 

chr2:234292177-234346684 

chr2:234286377-234346684 

chr2:234266251-234346690 

chr2:234255323-234346684 

chr2:234191030-234346684 

chr2:234245283-234346690 

chr2:234209862-234346690 

UDP glucuronosyltransferase family 1, complex A. Of major 

importance in the conjugation and subsequent elimination of 

potentially toxic xenobiotics and endogenous compounds. 

HJURP chr2:234410225-234427951 

Holliday junction recognition protein. Centromeric protein that 

plays a central role in the incorporation and maintenance of 

histone H3-like variant CENPA at centromeres. Significantly 

over-expressed in many lung tumours. 

MSL3L2 chr2:234438827-234441794 

male-specific lethal 3-like 2, may be involved in chromatin 

remodelling and transcriptional regulation 

TRPM8 chr2:234490782-234592905 

transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, 

member 8. Receptor-activated non-selective cation channel 

involved in detection of temperature  

SPP2 chr2:234624085-234650515 

secreted phosphoprotein 2, a member of the cystatin 

superfamily. May coordinate an aspect of bone turnover 

ARL4C chr2:235066425-235070432 

ADP-ribosylation factor-like 4C, a member of the ADP-

ribosylation factor family of GTP-binding proteins. May be 

involved in transport between a perinuclear compartment and 

the plasma membrane; apparently linked to the ABCA1-

mediated cholesterol secretion pathway 

SH3BP4 chr2:235525367-235629097 

SH3-domain binding protein 4. Functions in transferrin receptor 

internalisation at the plasma membrane through a cargo-

specific control of clathrin-mediated endocytosis 

AGAP1 chr2:236067475-236698859 

ArfGAP with GTPase domain, ankyrin repeat and PH domain 

1. Directly and specifically regulates the adapter protein 3 (AP-

3)-dependent trafficking of proteins in the endosomal-

lysosomal system 

GBX2¶ chr2:236739046-236741391 

Gastrulation and brain-specific homeobox protein 2. May act 

as a transcription factor for cell pluripotency and differentiation 

in the embryo 

ASB18 chr2:236768254-236837727 

ankyrin repeat and SOCS box-containing 18. May be a 

substrate-recognition component of a SCF-like ECS (Elongin-

Cullin-SOCS-box protein) E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase complex 

which mediates the ubiquitination and subsequent proteasomal 

degradation of target proteins 

IQCA1 chr2:236897533-237080831 IQ and AAA domain-containing protein 1, ?function 

CXCR7 chr2:237143119-237155733 

chemokine (C-X-C motif) receptor 7, a member of the G-

protein coupled receptor family. Binds the chemokines 

CXCL12/SDF-1 and CXCL11 which regulate leukocyte 

trafficking in haematopoiesis and in innate and adaptive 

immunity 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?position=chr2:234316135-234317400&hgsid=182959131&refGene=pack&hgFind.matches=NM_001001394,
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?position=chr2:234266251-234346690&hgsid=182959131&refGene=pack&hgFind.matches=NM_001072,
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?position=chr2:234255323-234346684&hgsid=182959131&refGene=pack&hgFind.matches=NM_019077,
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?position=chr2:234191030-234346684&hgsid=182959131&refGene=pack&hgFind.matches=NM_019076,
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?position=chr2:234245283-234346690&hgsid=182959131&refGene=pack&hgFind.matches=NM_021027,
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?position=chr2:234209862-234346690&hgsid=182959131&refGene=pack&hgFind.matches=NM_019075,
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COPS8 chr2:237658823-237672228 

COP9 constitutive photomorphogenic homolog subunit 8. 

Encodes a component of the COP9 signalosome complex 

(CSN), an essential regulator of the ubiquitin (Ubl) conjugation 

pathway  

COL6A3 chr2:237897394-237987589 

collagen, type VI, alpha 3 - one of the three alpha chains of 

type VI collagen 

MLPH chr2:238060617-238128700 

melanophilin, a Rab effector protein involved in melanosome 

transport. Mutation in this gene results in Griscelli syndrome 

type 3, characterised by a silver-grey hair colour and abnormal 

pigment distribution in the hair shaft 

PRLH chr2:238139956-238140557 

prolactin releasing hormone. Stimulates prolactin (PRL) 

release and regulates the expression of prolactin through its 

receptor GPR10 

RAB17 chr2:238147704-238164508 a member of the RAS oncogene family 

LRRFIP1 chr2:238265546-238355029 

leucine-rich repeat flightless-interacting protein 1, a 

transcriptional repressor which may regulate expression of 

TNF, EGFR and PDGFA. May control smooth muscle cells 

proliferation following artery injury through PDGFA repression. 

May also bind double-stranded RNA. Mainly expressed in 

heart and skeletal muscle. 

RBM44 chr2:238372127-238416190 RNA binding motif protein 44 

RAMP1 chr2:238432926-238485494 

receptor (G protein-coupled) activity modifying protein 1. A 

member of the RAMP family of single-transmembrane-domain 

proteins which transport the calcitonin gene-related peptide 

type 1 receptor (CALCRL) to the plasma membrane 

 

* Text taken from relevant OMIM entries for each Refseq gene (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). 

¶ The gene shaded in yellow was sequenced in the proband. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

A streamlined protocol for molecular testing of the DMD gene within a diagnostic laboratory: a 

combination of array comparative genomic hybridization and bidirectional sequence analysis 

 

This chapter continues the theme introduced in Chapter 6 of array analysis in combination with 

sequencing as a diagnostic tool, but in the context of mutation screening of one gene only. The critical 

aspects of this chapter concern the use of a custom array approach to screen for exon dosage 

changes in the dystrophin gene, which offers flexibility for a small diagnostic laboratory, and the 

design of a sequence approach to cover a very large multi-exon gene. 

 

This work was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Lai D, Lan CC, Love JM, Love DR. A Streamlined Protocol for Molecular 

Testing of the DMD Gene within a Diagnostic Laboratory: A Combination of Array Comparative 

Genomic Hybridization and Bidirectional Sequence Analysis. ISRN Neurol. 2013;2013:908317.  

 

Introduction 

The dystrophinopathies are a group of muscle disorders that are caused by mutations in the DMD 

gene.1 The DMD gene encodes dystrophin, a glycoprotein that is present principally in muscle cells 

and forms part of the complex linking the cytoskeleton with the extracellular matrix.2 Mutations that 

lead to a complete lack of dystrophin expression tend to cause the more severe Duchenne muscular 

dystrophy (DMD) phenotype, whereas mutations that lead to an abnormal quality or quantity of 

dystrophin result in the Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD).3 In addition, DMD-related X- linked dilated 

cardiomyopathy (DCM) occurs as a result of mutations that lead to a lack of functional dystrophin in 

cardiac muscles due to altered tissue-specific transcription or alternative splicing.4 

 

More than 5,000 mutations have been identified in individuals with DMD or BMD.5,6 These pathogenic 

mutations are highly variable and run the full gamut from deletion of the entire gene, to deletion or 

duplication of one or more exons, to small deletions or insertions, and to single- base pair changes. 

Deletions and duplications account for 60–70% and 5–10%, respectively, of all cases.3 Sequence 

variants (point mutations and small indels) are responsible for a further 25–35% of cases.7 There are 

two hotspots for recombination within the gene, one at the 5′ end (exons 2–20) and the other at the 

distal end (exons 44–53), leading to a cluster of deletions and duplications at these locations.8,9 As a 

general rule, mutations that alter the reading frame correlate with DMD, whereas those that preserve 

the reading frame are associated with BMD.6,10 Molecular testing is useful to confirm a clinical 

diagnosis in affected males who are suspected to have a dystrophinopathy based on clinical signs 

and an elevated serum creatine kinase (CK) level and obviates the need for a muscle biopsy. The 

identification of the causative mutation in an affected individual also informs genetic counselling for 

the family and allows carrier and prenatal testing to be performed as appropriate.11  
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We report here the development of a streamlined mutation screening protocol for the DMD gene in 

order to confirm a clinical diagnosis of affected males and to clarify the carrier status of female family 

members. This protocol involves the use of array comparative hybridisation (aCGH) in a primary 

screen for deletions/duplications, followed by bidirectional sequence analysis if no copy number 

change is found. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Patient Samples 

A group of six individuals with known changes within the DMD gene were selected for the validation of 

the aCGH and sequencing assays. This group included four male individuals with a confirmed 

diagnosis of DMD: two as a result of nonsense mutations in the DMD gene (sequence analysis 

performed at an overseas laboratory) and two as a result of multi-exon deletions (detected in our 

laboratory by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification, MLPA). 

 

The fifth individual was the pregnant female carrier of a deletion in the DMD gene, who was hoping to 

have prenatal testing carried out at the appropriate point in her pregnancy. Her initial testing had also 

been performed using MLPA. The sixth was the deceased proband of a family with multiple female 

members who wanted to clarify the familial mutation and subsequently proceed to carrier testing. 

Following his death, twenty years ago, Southern blot analysis of the DMD gene with cDNA probes 

(performed at an overseas laboratory) had identified a heterozygous duplication involving exons 10 

and 11 in DNA extracted from his sister, but this change had never been confirmed in the proband. 

The only source of DNA available for this individual was a Guthrie card collected at the time of routine 

newborn screening. 

 

Following full validation of the aCGH and sequencing procedures, a further eight individuals were 

analysed. This analysis involved carrier testing of three female family members of the probands who 

were analysed as part of the validation group, prenatal testing of the male fetus of the female carrier 

mentioned above, and routine diagnostic testing of four males with a clinical diagnosis of 

dystrophinopathy. 

 

The twelve peripheral blood EDTA samples and one chorionic villus sample (CVS) were referred to 

the Diagnostic Genetics section of LabPLUS, Auckland City Hospital, for diagnostic, carrier, or 

prenatal testing, as appropriate. A portion of the Guthrie card for the final individual in the validation 

group was provided by the National Testing Centre, which administers the collection and storage of 

these samples. Informed consent for genetic testing was given by each patient, or by the appropriate 

parent/guardian. 
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DNA Extraction  

Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from peripheral blood EDTA samples using the Gentra Pure- 

gene DNA Extraction kit (Qiagen) and from the Guthrie card using the QIAmp DNA Miniblood Kit 

(Qiagen). Standard phenol/chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation was used to isolate 

gDNA from chorionic villus cells. 

 

Primer Design  

The dystrophin gene mRNA sequence of interest was identified through the public UCSC genome 

browser page at http://genome.ucsc.edu; RefSeq accession number NM_004006.2. We used the 

primer design program BatchPD to design primers flanking each of the coding exons (1–79) of the 

DMD gene, including 50 base pairs of the flanking intronic regions (see Table 1 for primer 

sequences). BatchPD was designed to automate and streamline the primer design process by using 

the appropriate RefSeq accession number to interface with a range of available online tools and 

provide a standardised summary output of the most relevant information (such as suitable primer 

sequences, the genomic coordinates of these primers, and the size of the amplicons produced).12 

Included in the output is a list of primer sequences that are formatted for easy entry into SNPCheck, 

the online software tool available from the National Genetic Reference Laboratory, Manchester 

(https://ngrl.manchester.ac.uk/SNPCheckV3/snpcheck.htm), which can be used to check the primers 

for underlying single nucleotide polymorphisms. The primers were tailed with M13 sequences and 

were synthesised by Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. 

 

Primer designs that failed PCR amplification or produced unsatisfactory amplification results were 

identified (see Table 1: highlighted primers) and required redesigns. The redesign process involved 

returning to the BatchPD results and identifying alternative primer designs. If the sequences of these 

designs differed enough from the original designs, then the sequences were subjected to SNPCheck 

and, passing that, the primers were ordered and assessed by PCR amplification. If the alternative 

primer sequences were too similar to the original primers, then a custom primer design workflow was 

undertaken. This workflow involved using Primer3 software (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/) and the 

user interface to define the region to be amplified, followed by SNPCheck and, if the primers were 

found not overlie SNPs, then PCR evaluation. In the case of exon 68 that contains a repetitive 

sequence immediately 3′ of the splice donor site, a reverse sequencing primer was designed using 

Primer 3 software (see Table 1). 

 

Sequencing 

PCR was performed using 1 U Faststart Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen Ltd.), 50 ng genomic DNA, 

2 mM MgCl2, 0.8 µµM forward and reverse primers, with the following cycle conditions: 95°C for 4 

min, 35 cycles of 94°C for 45 s, 60°C for 30 s, 72°C for 30 s, and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. 

5 µL of each PCR was cleaned with ExoSAP- IT (Affymetrix) prior to bidirectional DNA sequencing 

using M13 forward and reverse primers and BigDye Terminator v3.0 (Applied Biosystems Ltd.). 5 µL 

of sequenced product was purified using the BigDye XTerminator Purification Kit (Applied Biosystems 
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Ltd.). Purified product was then subjected to capillary electrophoresis using the Applied Biosystems 

model 3130xl Genetic Analyzer. The analysis of sequence traces was performed using Variant 

Reporter v1.1 (Applied Biosystems). Genebank NM_004006.2 was used as the reference sequence, 

with cDNA number + 1 corresponding to the A of the translation initiation codon (codon 1). Variant 

Reporter uses advanced algorithms and quality metrics to automate the detection of variants and to 

streamline the analysis process. 

 

Dosage Analysis 

A Roche NimbleGen 12x135K Custom CGH Array was used for dosage analysis. This bespoke CGH 

array has been designed to interrogate the coding regions of sixty-six genes of interest to our 

laboratory.13 Two hundred and fifty nanograms of gDNA were processed according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions (NimbleGen Array User’s Guide: CGH and CNV Arrays v6.0; 

http://www.nimblegen.com). In brief, extracted gDNA from samples and Promega controls was 

denatured in the presence of a Cy3- (test-) or Cy5- (control-) labelled random primers and incubated 

with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase, together with dNTPs (5 mM of each dNTP), at 37°C for 

2 hours. The reaction was terminated by the addition of 0.5 M EDTA (21.5 µµL), prior to isopropanol 

precipitation and ethanol washing. Following quantification, the test and sex-matched control samples 

were combined in equimolar amounts and applied to one of the twelve arrays on the microarray slide. 

Hybridisation was carried out in a Roche NimbleGen Hybridisation Chamber for a period of 48 hours. 

Slides were washed and scanned using a NimbleGen MS 200 Microarray Scanner. Array image files 

(.tif) produced by the MS 200 Data Collection Software were imported into DEVA v1.2.1 (Roche 

NimbleGen Inc.) for analysis. Each genomic region exhibiting a copy number change within the DMD 

gene was examined using the UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu) to determine the 

location and significance of the change. Data was filtered using a log2 ratio threshold of less than −0.4 

over 6 probes for a deletion and greater than 0.4 over 15 probes for a duplication.
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Table 1: Primers designed to amplify the coding exons of the DMD gene (NM_004006.2) 

 Primers in Use Primers designed by BatchPD 

Exon  Forward Reverse Forward Reverse 

1 TTGGGATCACTCACTTTCCC AAGAAATCATGTGTTTAGTTCTATCG  TTGGGATCACTCACTTTCCC AAGAAATCATGTGTTTAGTTCTATCG 

2 CCCCAAACCAGCATCACTC TGCACAGCTAAAATAAAATGACAC CCCCAAACCAGCATCACTC TGCACAGCTAAAATAAAATGACAC 

3 TTTCAAAAGGGGATAATCGTG TTGCTGTTTCAATCAGTACCTAGTC TTTCAAAAGGGGATAATCGTG TTGCTGTTTCAATCAGTACCTAGTC 

4 GGTTTCATTTCTAGTAGATTGTCGG AGCCCTCACTCAAACATGAAG GGTTTCATTTCTAGTAGATTGTCGG AGCCCTCACTCAAACATGAAG 

5 TTGCAACTAGGCATTTGGTC CACATTTGTTTCACACGTCAAG TTGCAACTAGGCATTTGGTC CACATTTGTTTCACACGTCAAG 

6 TTGGCCCTAAAATTTCTATTTATCAC   TGGAACGTTAGATCAATGTGG TTGGCCCTAAAATTTCTATTTATCAC  TGGAACGTTAGATCAATGTGG 

7 TTCTGGGCTCAAAGGATCTG GCTCCATCCATAGGGCATAC TTCTGGGCTCAAAGGATCTG GCTCCATCCATAGGGCATAC 

8 TTTTAGGCCTCATTCTCATGTTC TGAAGCAAAATTGAAAAGGTTTAG TTTTAGGCCTCATTCTCATGTTC TGAAGCAAAATTGAAAAGGTTTAG 

9 TTCTACCATGTTGGAAAGTAGTCC CGAGGAGATAAAAGGCACTG TTCTACCATGTTGGAAAGTAGTCC CGAGGAGATAAAAGGCACTG 

10 TTCGATTCATCATTTAATGTACTGG CAAGGATGTAAGAGAGTAATTGAGG TTCGATTCATCATTTAATGTACTGG CAAGGATGTAAGAGAGTAATTGAGG 

11  CAAAACCACACCGATTTACC GGGAACAAACTGAGAATCGTAAC CAAAACCACACCGATTTACC GGGAACAAACTGAGAATCGTAAC 

12 GCAAATGCAGGAAACTATCAGA ATGGCTGACTTTAAGTTTTAATTCTC   CCCAAATGCGAACATTCC CATCAACCATGTCATCTGTGTTAC 

13 CATAGCAGAAAATTGGCTTGG TCTTTAAATCACAGCACTTCAGC AGAAAATTGGCTTGGAATGG TCTTTAAATCACAGCACTTCAGC  

14-15 GTCCCTTCCAACTTCTAGCG AAAACAAAGTTGAAAATCCACC GTCCCTTCCAACTTCTAGCG AAAACAAAGTTGAAAATCCACC 

16 CTATAGTGGTGTATGGAATGCAAC AAACTAATCTGGTTGCTTCTTTTG CTATAGTGGTGTATGGAATGCAAC AAACTAATCTGGTTGCTTCTTTTG 

17 CTTTGCCACTCCAAGCAGTC CCAACAAAACTGCTGTAAATGAG CTTTGCCACTCCAAGCAGTC CCAACAAAACTGCTGTAAATGAG 

18 ACTAATAGAGGTGTCAGGCAGG GCACGGAGTTTACAAGCAGC ACTAATAGAGGTGTCAGGCAGG GCACGGAGTTTACAAGCAGC 

19 CAGAGTGAAACATCTTAAGGCTTG CAGCTGATAAATATGAACCTATGTG CAGAGTGAAACATCTTAAGGCTTG CAGCTGATAAATATGAACCTATGTG 

20 GATCATTTCTTTCAGTCTGTGGG TGGAAATTGCCAAGAAATACC GATCATTTCTTTCAGTCTGTGGG TGGAAATTGCCAAGAAATACC 

21 TTAAGCTAAACTTGCCTTACTGC TACCTTCTGGATTTCCCCAC TTAAGCTAAACTTGCCTTACTGC TACCTTCTGGATTTCCCCAC 

22 GGAAAACATGGCAAAGTGTG TGCTCAATGGGCAAACTACC GGAAAACATGGCAAAGTGTG TGCTCAATGGGCAAACTACC 
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23 CATCTACTTTGTTTACATGTTTGAATC   AAGATGCTGAAGGTCAAATGC CATCTACTTTGTTTACATGTTTGAATC  AAGATGCTGAAGGTCAAATGC 

24 TGGGCCTGTGTTTAGACATAAC GGGAGAGGAGAGCAAAATCC TGGGCCTGTGTTTAGACATAAC GGGAGAGGAGAGCAAAATCC 

25 TGCCATCAGTCCCAATTTTAC CGGTGAAGGGAGACATTAGG TGCCATCAGTCCCAATTTTAC CGGTGAAGGGAGACATTAGG 

26 TCTGATCCCCATGAGTTATTTTC TCTTAGAACCAGGAAAGAGCAG TCTGATCCCCATGAGTTATTTTC TCTTAGAACCAGGAAAGAGCAG 

27 TCTAACTGGGATGTTGTGAGAAAG GCCAAAGTTGTTTTGCACTG TCTAACTGGGATGTTGTGAGAAAG GCCAAAGTTGTTTTGCACTG 

28 TGCATTTTGAATTACCTGCTAC CTCTTGGGTTGTTTTCTTTGG TGCATTTTGAATTACCTGCTAC CTCTTGGGTTGTTTTCTTTGG 

29 CAAGTTTTAAGTTCTCAGTCCGC CAGTGTCTGGCATTGGATTG CAAGTTTTAAGTTCTCAGTCCGC CAGTGTCTGGCATTGGATTG 

30 AAAAGGTGATTGTGGAAGAGTC CAAATCAGTGAATCAAAACAACC AAAAGGTGATTGTGGAAGAGTC CAAATCAGTGAATCAAAACAACC 

31 GGTGGTTGAGGAGAGTTTCTG TGTCCTCAAATCCAATCTTGC GGTGGTTGAGGAGAGTTTCTG TGTCCTCAAATCCAATCTTGC 

32 CCAGTTATTGTTTGAAAGGCAAA AATGAGGAAAGTCAAGGGGTA No Results Returned No Results Returned 

33 TGCAAAAGCTAGATATTGACCAC CTGAATAAGCAGAGCCTCACTG TGCAAAAGCTAGATATTGACCAC CTGAATAAGCAGAGCCTCACTG 

34 TGTCATCTGCCCTAGACAGTTT GTTCAAAATAACCTTCAGTGATATAGG   ACAAACGATGTCATCTGCCC CATGGTCCTGAAAAGCACAG 

35 AGGTCAATGCTCTCCTTTTCA CTCGTGACAGAGAAGGGTGT CAGAAAGCCGTTTCATAAGC TTTTCAAACACAGAATTGTTACTGG 

36 TGACCAGTAACAATTCTGTGTTTG CTGAACGGAGTTTACATTGGG TGACCAGTAACAATTCTGTGTTTG CTGAACGGAGTTTACATTGGG 

37 GCTCACTCGCTCTGTTTGG AGAGTACTGCGCAACCTTCG GCTCACTCGCTCTGTTTGG AGAGTACTGCGCAACCTTCG 

38 AGTTTAGCAACAGGAGGTTGAA TCATTCACACTTTTATCACAACCA AATGCATGTGATTAGTTTAGCAAC TGTGCTCTGAAAATTCAGTTGG 

39 TTTTGAAACCTCAAGTACCAAATG CCATAACTTTTAAGCAACACATCG TGGGAGGAAACTTATTTTGAAAC CCATAACTTTTAAGCAACACATCG 

40 AATAACTGCAGCCAGAAGTGC GAAGTCGTCCATATACCGATAAGTC AATAACTGCAGCCAGAAGTGC GAAGTCGTCCATATACCGATAAGTC 

41 CTTGCAAGTCGGTTGATGTG TGAGGGAAACCACTCACTTTC CTTGCAAGTCGGTTGATGTG TGAGGGAAACCACTCACTTTC 

42 TGGAGGAGGTTTCACTGTTAGG ATTTAAGTCAATTGTTCTGGCAC TGGAGGAGGTTTCACTGTTAGG ATTTAAGTCAATTGTTCTGGCAC 

43 CACCATTTGCTACCTTTGGG AATAAATTCTACAGTTCCCTGAAAAC  CACCATTTGCTACCTTTGGG CTGAAATAAATTCTACAGTTCCCTG 

44 GCAAATGCAGGAAACTATCAGA TCACCCTTCAGAACCTGATCTT TGCAACCTTCCATTTAAAATCAG TTCCATCACCCTTCAGAACC 

45 TTTCTTTGCCAGTACAACTGC TTAGTGCCTTTCACCCTGC TTTCTTTGCCAGTACAACTGC TTAGTGCCTTTCACCCTGC 

46 AAATTGCCATGTTTGTGTCC TAATGGGCAGAAAACCAATG ATGTTTGTGTCCCAGTTTGC TAATGGGCAGAAAACCAATG 
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47 CAAGGTAGTTGGAATTGTGCTG ACATACCAGCCTCCTCCCC CAAGGTAGTTGGAATTGTGCTG ACATACCAGCCTCCTCCCC 

48 ATTTTGGCTTATGCCTTGAG ATGATACCAAATGAGAAAATTCAGTG   ATTTTGGCTTATGCCTTGAG TGATACCAAATGAGAAAATTCAGTG 

49 AAATTGATCTGCAATACATGTGG TTTCACTGATTATAAATAGTCCACGTC  AAATTGATCTGCAATACATGTGG TTTCACTGATTATAAATAGTCCACGTC 

50 TTCACCAAATGGATTAAGATGTTC AGCTAGAGCCAAAGAGAATGG TTCACCAAATGGATTAAGATGTTC TTTTCTCTCTCACCCAGTCATC 

51 TTGGCTCTTTAGCTTGTGTTTC CTGGTGGGAAATGGTCTAGG TTGGCTCTTTAGCTTGTGTTTC CTGGTGGGAAATGGTCTAGG 

52 AAGTGTTTTGGCTGGTCTCAC AAAAGGTAACATTATGGACTGAAAATC   AAGTGTTTTGGCTGGTCTCAC AAAAGGTAACATTATGGACTGAAAATC 

53 AAAATGTCTCCTCCAGACTAGCA CAGCTTTAACGTGATTTTCTGTT AACATAAATGTGAGATAACGTTTGG TTCAGCTTTAACGTGATTTTCTG 

54 ACGAAGTATTTTAAGACACTCCAAC CAGTTTCACCACCCCATTATTAC ACGAAGTATTTTAAGACACTCCAAC CAGTTTCACCACCCCATTATTAC 

55 TTGTTGCTTAAAGGAAGAGCTG TCCTCCTTGTCCAAATACCG TTGTTGCTTAAAGGAAGAGCTG TCCTCCTTGTCCAAATACCG 

56 TCCAAATTCACATTCATCGC CCAGTTACTTGTGCTAAGACAATGAG  TCCAAATTCACATTCATCGC CCAGTTACTTGTGCTAAGACAATGAG 

57 TTTCAATGGAATTGTTAGAATCATC AAAATAGTCACTGGATTACTATGTGC  TTTCAATGGAATTGTTAGAATCATC AAAATAGTCACTGGATTACTATGTGC 

58 ACAAGTTCTGAGCACCCAGG TCCGTCACCACTGATCCTTC ACAAGTTCTGAGCACCCAGG TCCGTCACCACTGATCCTTC 

59 AAAAGCCGTTAATCAGTAGGTTAC TTGTGGGAAGATAACACTGCAC AAAAGCCGTTAATCAGTAGGTTAC TTGTGGGAAGATAACACTGCAC 

60 ACTGGCACTGCACCCTAAAG CCTATCCTCACAAATATTACCATGAAC   ACTGGCACTGCACCCTAAAG CCTATCCTCACAAATATTACCATGAAC 

61 CGAGTCTGGAATACTATATACGGTAAG   CAGGATGATTTATGCTTCTACTGC CGAGTCTGGAATACTATATACGGTAAG  TTGGCCTTCCTCTTCCTAAC 

62 TGTTGTCTTTCCTGTTTGCG TAGGCCAGGCTAATGTCGC TGTTGTCTTTCCTGTTTGCG TAGGCCAGGCTAATGTCGC 

63 GCGCTTTGAAATAAAGATTCC GGTCACCTGTCATTTAACTTGGA ATTCCGAATGGTTCAAAAGC CACCCTTGAAACAATCTAGTGATG 

64 GTTATTGGCAAATCACTGGG TGACAGCTGTTTCTCCCCTC GTTATTGGCAAATCACTGGG TGACAGCTGTTTCTCCCCTC 

65 GGACACTGAAAGGAAGGTTTTAC TGTACGCTAAGCCTCCTGTG GGACACTGAAAGGAAGGTTTTAC TGTACGCTAAGCCTCCTGTG 

66 AAGTGTTTACCCTCTAGGAAAGG TCATTTCCCATCTAGAACTAGGG AAGTGTTTACCCTCTAGGAAAGG TCATTTCCCATCTAGAACTAGGG 

67 TTGCTACTGGAATTGAGTTGG AGAAAACGAAGCTCTGTGGG TTGCTACTGGAATTGAGTTGG AGAAAACGAAGCTCTGTGGG 

68 TGCCTTCTTTCCTTTCATCC CTAACAGCAACTGGCACAGG TGCCTTCTTTCCTTTCATCC CTAACAGCAACTGGCACAGG 

69 TTCTTTGGGAATTTGATTCG CAGGCTGGCGTCAAACTTAC TTCTTTGGGAATTTGATTCG AAAACTGAAATTTATCCCAGGTG 

70 GGGCAGAAGACTGGAGTGG GCTGAGAGGAGTTCAAATATACATC GGGCAGAAGACTGGAGTGG GCTGAGAGGAGTTCAAATATACATC 
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71 TTTTGCGGCTGAGTTTGC AGAACCAAGCGAGCGAATG TTTTGCGGCTGAGTTTGC AGAACCAAGCGAGCGAATG 

72 TGTATAACATAACTGTGTGGTGGG GGAATCAGACAAGTTTGGGG TGTATAACATAACTGTGTGGTGGG GGAATCAGACAAGTTTGGGG 

73 CAGGAATGTTCGATTAGGTCTTG TGTGCTATCCTACCTCTAAATCCC CAGGAATGTTCGATTAGGTCTTG TGTGCTATCCTACCTCTAAATCCC 

74 TGGTAGATCACAACCTCAGCA TGCACTCTGCATACCAATGA CCCAAAGCAAAATAAGGGG AAGATTCCTGGCACTTTTCTATG 

75 CTGTTCTTCGGTGGCAGTC AAATCCCATCTCTCTCCTCAC TTTGCTTGCTGTTCTTCGG TCACTTTGCAGGCACATACC 

76 AAAATTTATGAGTCCTGAGTGTGTATC   ACGGCCAAATATTCATGTCC AAAATTTATGAGTCCTGAGTGTGTATC  ACGGCCAAATATTCATGTCC 

77 AATCATGGCCCTTTAATATCTG GGGTAGGGAAGCGAGTGG AATCATGGCCCTTTAATATCTG GGGTAGGGAAGCGAGTGG 

78 TGGTAAAAGAAGCAAATTGGTATG GCTGCAAGTGGAGAGGTGAC TGGTAAAAGAAGCAAATTGGTATG GCTGCAAGTGGAGAGGTGAC 

79 GGAATGATTTCCCAAATGGC TCTGCTCCTTCTTCATCTGTC TTCCCAAATGGCAAAGAAAC TCTGCTCCTTCTTCATCTGTC 

 

Internal reverse sequencing primer: 68_R1 ggttcctaatacctgaatccaatg 

Key: BatchPD alternative design (shown in blue); Custom primer re-design (shown in red). 
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Results 

Validation of Known Mutations 

We developed a stream- lined mutation-screening protocol for the DMD gene. This involved the use of 

a bespoke CGH array for the deletion/duplication analysis followed, if necessary, by sequence 

analysis for the detection of point mutations and small indels. As part of the sequencing pipeline, we 

used a new bioinformatic tool, BatchPD, for efficient primer design. BatchPD successfully designed 

primers to amplify all coding exons of the DMD gene under the same PCR conditions and the quality 

of the double-stranded sequence produced was consistently high. 

 

In order to validate the screening protocol, we analysed six patients with known mutations in the DMD 

gene. We were able to accurately identify the known changes in all six patients (patients 1–6, Table 2 

and Figure 1), including detection of the familial duplication in the individual for whom the only 

remaining source of DNA was an archived Guthrie card. 

 

Table 2: Mutations within the DMD gene - all patient samples 

Patient Referral reason/Phenotype Genotype 
Previous testing 

method 

1 Duchenne muscular dystrophy c.1594C>T (p.Gln532X) Sanger sequencing 

2 Duchenne muscular dystrophy c.6439G>T (p.Glu2147X) Sanger sequencing 

3 Duchenne muscular dystrophy Deletion exons 3–7 MLPA 

4 Duchenne muscular dystrophy Deletion exons 3–44 MLPA 

5 Carrier of Becker muscular dystrophy Deletion exons 45–47 MLPA 

6 Duchenne muscular dystrophy Duplication exons 10, 11 Southern Blot 

7 

Prenatal test for Becker muscular dystrophy 

(fetus of Patient 5) Deletion exons 45–47 

No previous testing 

performed 

8 Duchenne muscular dystrophy Duplication exon 12 

9 Becker muscular dystrophy Deletion exons 45–48 

10 Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

c.5199_5209del 

(p.Thr1734SerfsX10) 

11 Becker muscular dystrophy No mutation detected 

12 

Carrier of Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

(mother of Patient 3) 

Heterozygous deletion exons 

3–7 

13 

Carrier of Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

(mother of Patient 4) 

Heterozygous deletion exons 

45–47 

14 

Carrier of Becker muscular dystrophy (mother 

of Patient 8) 

Duplication exon 12 NOT 

detected 
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Figure One: Sequence electropherograms of the c.1594C>T (p.Gln532X), c.6439G>T 

(p.Glu2147X), and c.5199_5209del (p.Thr1734SerfsX10) DMD gene mutations identified in 

patients 1, 2, and 10, respectively. 
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Additional Analysis 

Four males with a clinical diagnosis of dystrophinopathy were referred for routine diagnostic testing. 

Array CGH identified a pathogenic mutation in three of these four patients. Patient 8 had previously 

undergone multiplex PCR3 for deletions several years earlier and gDNA had more recently been sent 

away for full sequence analysis; both of these assays were normal. Array CGH revealed a duplication 

of exon 12 of the DMD gene. Further analysis (using the Reading-frame Checker, available online at 

http://www.dmd.nl/) predicted that this duplication would be out-of-frame, which is consistent with the 

observed DMD phenotype. An in-frame deletion of exons 45–48 (inclusive) was detected in patient 9, 

consistent with the observed BMD phenotype. A deletion of six probes was identified in patient 10. 

This intraexonic deletion was at the lower limit of the size threshold for analysis and involved a small 

portion of exon 37 only. Sequence analysis of exon 37 confirmed a hemizygous deletion of 11 base 

pairs within the exon, c.5199_5209del (p.Thr1734SerfsX10) (Figure 1). Although this mutation has 

not, to the best of our knowledge, been reported in the literature or in mutation databases, it results in 

premature termination of translation and truncation of the protein and is therefore consistent with the 

clinical diagnosis of DMD. No mutations were identified using the combination of dosage and 

sequence analysis for the remaining patient (patient 11). 

 

DNA extracted from a CVS from patient 5 was received at 11 weeks’ gestation. A rapid aneuscreen 

indicated that the fetus (patient 7) was male, so prenatal BMD testing was requested. Following 

exclusion of maternal cell contamination, aCGH was performed. The familial deletion of exons 45–47 

(inclusive) was identified in the fetus and the decision was made to terminate the pregnancy. 

 

The final three patients analysed were referred for carrier testing. The familial deletion was identified 

in two of the three. The duplication previously identified in the affected son of the third individual was 

not detected on screening of her gDNA, but germline mosaicism could not be excluded. 

 

Discussion 

The current European Molecular Genetics Quality Network (EMQN) Best Practice Guidelines on 

molecular diagnostics in the Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophies recommend an initial screen for 

deletions and duplications, followed by a screen for point mutations if the clinical diagnosis is certain 

but a deletion/duplication has not been found.11 It is acknowledged by the EMQN group that the 

approach used in different centres may vary depending on the availability of tests and facilities, as 

well as economic factors.11 The DMD gene is the largest human gene yet described, comprised of 79 

coding exons and 8 tissue- specific promoters distributed across approximately 2.2 Mb of genomic 

sequence.7 Given the large size of the gene, it has historically been challenging for both technical and 

financial reasons to perform full sequence analysis.14 As a consequence, numerous methods have 

been used to scan the DMD gene for point mutations and small indels, including single-strand 

conformation polymorphism,15 denaturing high performance liquid chromatography,14 the protein 

truncation test,16 and high-resolution melting curve analysis.17 Although these mutation scanning 

methods are a low-cost alternative to sequencing and, therefore, may be more accessible to a small 
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laboratory, the cost of sequencing has reduced appreciably over the last few years and it is now more 

efficient and cost-effective to perform full sequence analysis as the principle technique. 

 

The process of designing suitable primers and optimising the PCR conditions for a sequencing assay 

can be very labour intensive, and the effort required increases as the size of the gene and number of 

exons increases. We employed a new primer design programme, BatchPD, to design primers which 

would allow us to amplify all 79 coding exons of the DMD gene under a single set of PCR conditions. 

As part of the validation process, the developers of the BatchPD programme designed primers for all 

9000 human RefSeq genes, and these primers (as well as the source code for the programme) are 

freely available online.12 We found that the use of BatchPD radically reduced the amount of time 

required to design the primers, and the optimisation process was simple, merely requiring a trial of the 

primers with and without GC-Rich solution (Roche Diagnostics Ltd.). In addition, as next generation 

sequencing platforms become more affordable and accessible, it will be possible to retrofit these M13-

tailed primers with user-defined custom tails, allowing an easy transition from capillary-based to next 

generation techniques. 

 

Array CGH has recently been recognised as a superior method to the other most widely used dosage 

technique, MLPA.13,18-22 Compared to MLPA, aCGH allows the interrogation of intronic as well as 

exonic regions; hence, breakpoints can be mapped more accurately.11 It can also be used to 

characterise some inversions and complex rearrangements, thereby offering a slightly higher mutation 

detection rate compared to MLPA and other purely exon- focused dosage assays.18,19 The aCGH 

process eliminates the risk of false positives that can occur as a result of polymorphisms under primer 

binding sites.11 This risk is inherent in all PCR-based techniques and necessitates confirmation of 

single exon changes by a second technique or using a different set of primers.11 The array design we 

report here is particularly cost effective, since twelve patients can be tested simultaneously for copy 

number changes in a range of genes, allowing efficient batching of patient samples. The overlapping 

probes tiling the exons in this array also mean that exceptionally high resolution can be achieved. 

Using this bespoke CGH array, we were able to confidently detect the full spectrum of dosage 

changes responsible for DMD and BMD: deletions and duplications involving multiple exons, single 

exon changes, and even an intraexonic deletion of only 11 base pairs. 

 

Conclusions 

In summary, the DMD gene testing protocol we report here is one that meets current best practice 

guidelines and can be implemented in a small diagnostic laboratory. Each of the techniques is robust 

and cost effective and allows for a comprehensive analysis of gDNA extracted from a range of sample 

types, including peripheral blood, chorionic villus tissue, and dried blood spots. The pipeline of dosage 

analysis using aCGH followed by full sequence analysis will detect mutations in approximately 98% of 

patients with the Duchenne or the Becker muscular dystrophy.11 For the remaining 2% of patients, it is 

likely that a more complex rearrangement or deep intronic variant is involved, and either an RNA-

based method or whole genome sequencing will be required.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

Clinical validation of a combined next-generation sequencing multi-gene panel for the 

molecular diagnosis of dementia and hereditary vascular malformations  

 

Introduction 

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) assays are increasingly being used to replace conventional 

Sanger sequencing tests in diagnostic laboratories. The process of validating a molecular genetic test 

for routine diagnostic use and clinical accreditation can be complex, and existing laboratory protocols 

need to be adapted to suit the NGS paradigm.1,2 A robust validation process is essential to confirm 

the accuracy of reported results.1,3 Each step of the workflow must be evaluated and results 

documented to ensure that the assay performs as expected and consistently achieves the required 

result.3 Recent clinical standards give some practical advice regarding validation of NGS assays,1 and 

there are a number of reports of large validation studies in the literature,4-7 but at this time there are 

few reports demonstrating the essential steps for a small diagnostic laboratory with limited sample 

throughput and resources available.  

 

I describe here the full validation of a custom-designed NGS multi-gene panel, performed prior to 

diagnostic accreditation and implementation within a clinical setting. This panel was designed to 

replace our laboratory’s current Sanger sequencing assays, and is consequently a combination of two 

subpanels; one focusing on the molecular diagnosis of the dementia, the other on hereditary vascular 

malformations. The flexibility of assay design for Nextera Rapid Capture Custom Enrichment kits and 

of the data analysis pipeline, which allows filtering to a specific subpanel of interest, allowed us to 

incorporate all the genes of interest to our clinical referral base into a single, cost-effective, and 

streamlined workflow.   

 

The genes included in this NGS panel were selected on the basis of the recommendations of local 

specialist clinicians, and the presence of sufficient scientific evidence of causation in the literature 

(see Supplementary Table 1 for full gene list).8-13 It is important to note that this assay is not designed 

for the detection of whole or multiple exon deletions/duplications, nor for the detection of repeat 

expansions. Each of the disorders in question is predominantly caused by pathogenic single 

nucleotide variants and small indels. Nevertheless, the detection of larger changes is important for a 

subset of the disorders for which this panel will be used.8,11,13 We have developed companion 

diagnostic tests to address this limitation, including a Sanger sequencing assay for the detection of 

PRNP octapeptide repeat region deletions and duplications, and a repeat-primed PCR assay for the 

detection of c9orf72 hexanucleotide repeat expansions. These companion assays will not be 

discussed here, as they are outside the scope of this validation study.  

 

The proposed acceptance criteria, determined prior to validation of the assay, were 1) mean coverage 

over target regions of 100x, 2) minimum coverage over target regions of 30x, 3) a lower limit of 
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detection of 25% variant frequency to allow for confident calling of heterozygous germline variants, 4) 

analytical sensitivity and specificity of ≥99% within known assay limitations (in order to be equivalent 

to Sanger), and 5) repeatability and reproducibility of ≥99%.  

  

Materials and Methods 

Samples 

46 archival genomic DNA (gDNA) samples were used to determine analysis thresholds for confident 

variant calling, and assay performance characteristics (analytical sensitivity and specificity, 

reproducibility, repeatability). Six of these were negative (or ‘normal’) control gDNA samples that were 

sourced from the Coriell Cell Repository, and include two mother-father-offspring trios from two 

pedigrees (Y077, Y117) that were analysed by a range of genotyping/sequencing techniques during 

the HapMap and Human Genome Projects. The remaining 40 archival samples were sourced from 

gDNA that had previously been tested using Sanger sequencing and stored in our laboratory (Centre 

for Translational Pathology, Department of Pathology, University of Melbourne). These samples were 

selected based on the presence of known variants in one or more of the genes of interest. A range of 

variant types were selected, but reflected the predominance of single nucleotide variants and small 

(<10bp) deletions/insertions within the genes included in the panel. Consent had previously been 

gained for diagnostic testing of the genes analysed; samples were de-identified prior to use in this 

validation study.  

 

Forty-five clinical samples were used to determine the predicted clinical sensitivity, or diagnostic yield, 

of the assay. All samples provided were peripheral blood in EDTA. The inclusion criteria for clinical 

samples were:  

i) Age ≥ 18 years 

ii) A clinical diagnosis of dementia made following assessment by a specialist (in the field of 

neurology, neuropsychiatry or clinical genetics) at one of a number of tertiary referral centres in 

Victoria, including the Royal Melbourne Hospital, The Alfred Hospital, St Vincent’s Hospital, Austin 

Health and the Victorian Clinical Genetics Service  

iii) Able to provide informed voluntary consent or have a documented person responsible who was 

able to do this 

All samples were provided in accordance with approval granted by the institutional Human Research 

Ethics Committees. 

 

DNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing 

Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from peripheral blood using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit 

(Qiagen), as per manufacturer’s instructions. A Nextera Rapid Capture Custom Enrichment kit 

(Illumina) was used to target 0.6Mb of gDNA, including 69 genes implicated in a range of 

neurodegenerative conditions or hereditary vascular malformations (see Supplementary Table 1). The 

purpose of the Nextera Rapid Capture protocol is to fragment and add adapter sequences onto 

template DNA to generate indexed sequencing libraries that can be carried through enrichment for 
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targeted resequencing applications. Samples were prepared in batches of 12, as per manufacturer’s 

instructions, with no modifications, and including all recommended internal quality control checks. In 

brief, 50ng of each gDNA was enzymatically fragmented, prior to amplification and concurrent addition 

of dual indexes and sequencing adaptors. The genomic libraries produced were quantified and pooled 

in equimolar amounts (500ng of each uniquely dual-barcoded sample). Two rounds of hybridisation to 

custom probes targeted to the genes of interest were then performed, with streptavidin bead-based 

capture following each hybridisation. A final PCR amplification step was carried out, and the enriched 

library pool was purified and quantified for sequencing. 12.5pM was sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq, 

using a MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 to generate 2 x 150bp read output.  

 

Data was processed using MiSeq Reporter in order to generate assay metrics and a variant call file 

for each sample. Variant Studio software (Illumina) was then used for additional annotation, variant 

filtering and variant visualisation. Analysis was restricted to variants within coding exons +/-20bp of 

flanking intronic sequence within the genes of interest.  

 

Coverage analysis 

The aim of this section of analysis was to determine if the use of this NGS panel in conjunction with a 

batch size of 12 samples, and a single MiSeq sequencing run per batch, would provide adequate 

coverage of the target regions within the genes of interest (coding exons +/- 20bp flanking intronic 

sequence). Based on recommendations in the literature1,3,13 and our own in-house experimental work, 

the target thresholds were 100x mean coverage, 30x minimum coverage. The theoretical false 

negative rate for heterozygous germline variant calling at 30x coverage (not taking into account 

sequencing error rates) is ½^30 = 9.31323E-10.14 This corresponds to a true base call rate of 99.9% 

(1 - 9.31323E-10), which would be reduced when sequencing error rates are taken into account. 

Illumina quotes the true base call rate for single nucleotide variants at 30x coverage and a quality 

score of Q30 as >99%,15 but this has not been independently verified by our group at this stage.  

 

We used the data available from 5 batches of 12 samples to generate assay metrics using MiSeq 

Reporter software. Data was interrogated to determine the mean coverage (number of aligned reads) 

over all target regions in the assay. In addition, we aimed to identify any consistently poorly 

performing regions (<30x coverage), which would need to be blacklisted or supplemented with 

additional analysis. 

 

Determination of parameters (allelic fraction) for variant calling  

The purpose of this section of analysis was to determine the allelic fraction threshold to distinguish 

true variant calls from false positive variant calls, which typically have a low allelic fraction. Germline 

heterozygous variants are expected to be present in approximately 50% of the reads; amplification 

bias and low coverage can lead to the some variability in the allelic fraction observed.1  
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Two Coriell pedigree samples were used for this analysis (Pedigree Y077, Coriell sample reference 

NA19127 and NA19128). The allelic fraction of each variant present in these samples within all genes 

in the panel was reviewed, and zygosity was assigned. In addition, these two samples were combined 

in equimolar amounts prior to library preparation and sequencing. The resultant variant frequencies in 

the sequencing data were examined and compared to the theoretical variant frequencies of 100%, 

75%, 50% and 25%.  

 

Determination of analytical sensitivity 

Analytical sensitivity is the proportion of positive results correctly identified by the test, in this instance 

concordance or non-concordance with the previous gold-standard results. 40 samples that have 

previously been screened for mutations in one or more of the genes included in the NGS panel were 

used for this analysis. Each of these samples has been tested using diagnostically accredited Sanger 

sequencing assays, and diagnostic reports have been issued. Samples were selected based on the 

availability of raw Sanger sequencing data, diagnostic reports, and the presence of at least one 

variant (whether it be pathogenic, benign, or a variant of unknown significance) within the genes of 

interest. Samples were also selected so that a representative range of mutation types (single 

nucleotide variants, small indels, and larger indels) were included in the test set. Calculation of 

sensitivity and 95% confidence intervals was performed using the tool recommended by the American 

College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) in their latest guidelines for NGS assays (online at 

http://www.pedro.org.au/english/downloads/confidence-interval-calculator/).1  

 

Determination of analytical specificity 

Analytical specificity is the proportion of negative results correctly identified by the test. Determination 

of analytical specificity was based on concordance or non-concordance with the previous gold-

standard results – in this case, the presence or absence of additional variants within the coding 

regions of the gene of interest, i.e. every wild-type base within the region sequenced by Sanger was 

classified as a ‘true negative’. 36 of the 40 samples used for analytical sensitivity were used to 

determine analytical specificity – four samples referred in for predictive testing were excluded. 

Calculation of sensitivity and 95% confidence intervals was performed using the tool recommended 

by the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) in their latest guidelines for NGS assays 

(online at http://www.pedro.org.au/english/downloads/confidence-interval-calculator/).1 

 

Repeatability analysis 

Intra-batch repeatability refers to the closeness of agreement between results of the test when 

performed on the same test items, by the same experimenter, on the same instrument, under the 

same conditions in the same location, and repeated over a short period of time (also known as within-

run precision). Inter-batch repeatability refers to the closeness of agreement between results of the 

test when performed on the same samples over an extended period of time, taking account of normal 

variation in laboratory conditions (also known as intermediate or within-laboratory, between-run 

precision). Three samples from the Coriell pedigree Y077 (NA19127, NA19128, NA19129) were used 
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in this analysis. To determine intra-run repeatability, one of these three samples was included twice 

(independent library preparation) in each of the first three batches, prepared by the same 

experimenter. To determine inter-run repeatability, each of the three samples was included in each of 

the first three batches (independent library preparation, independent sequencing). The variant call file 

(vcf) for each replicate was interrogated to determine the similarities/differences between variants 

called within the target regions (coding exons +/- 20bp).  

 

Reproducibility analysis 

Reproducibility refers to the closeness of agreement between results of tests performed on the same 

samples in a single laboratory but over an extended period of time, taking account of normal variation 

in laboratory conditions such as different experimenters, different equipment and different days.  

 

There were two aspects to this analysis. In the first, two samples (pedigree Y117, Coriell reference 

NA19238 and NA19239) were repeated three times in three independent batches by three different 

experimenters. The vcf for each replicate was compared in order to determine the 

similarities/differences between variants called within the target regions (coding exons +/- 20bp 

flanking intronic sequence).  

 

The second aspect of this analysis related to reproducibility of variant frequency calls. As noted 

above, equal mixing of two Coriell samples (pedigree Y077, Coriell reference NA19127, NA19128) 

should result in variants present at 100%, 75%, 50% and 25%. This mixed sample was analysed in 

three independent batches by three difference experimenters. Variant frequencies were compared 

between replicates in order to determine reproducibility.  

 

Determination of clinical sensitivity (approximate diagnostic yield) 

The goal of this section of analysis was to determine the approximate diagnostic yield of this assay 

(as a proxy for clinical sensitivity). The cohort of 46 individuals (described in Samples, above) with a 

clinical diagnosis, but no molecular diagnosis, of dementia was used for this analysis. The use of this 

cohort of samples means that determination of clinical sensitivity for this assay is specific to the 

dementia genes included in the panel, and does not relate to the vascular malformations subset.  

 

An additional aim was to determine whether this panel approach would be a suitable replacement for 

the Sanger tests currently offered by our laboratory. We reviewed the requests and results of all 

samples received by our laboratory’s diagnostic service over a 20 month period, determined the 

proportion of these that could have been tested using the NGS panel (genes covered), and, for any 

positive tests, whether the variant detected by Sanger would have been detected using the panel (i.e. 

point mutation or small indel). All requests made to the Centre for Translational Pathology for full gene 

screens (not cascade/predictive tests) between January 2013 and August 2014 were considered. The 

clinical referral reasons for these requests vary but include symptoms/signs consistent with one or 

more forms of dementia, Parkinson disease, or hereditary haemorrhagic telangiectasia.  
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Results 

Coverage analysis 

See Figure 1, below. The mean coverage is ≥100x for all target regions included in the panel, and is 

therefore sufficient and fit for purpose. The raw data used for this analysis is included in 

Supplementary Table 2 (mean coverage, standard deviation, standard error, confidence interval for 

each region). There are 11 consistently poorly performing regions (<30x coverage). See Table 1 for 

the clinical context and proposed solution for each of these regions.  
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Figure 1: Coverage by region of interest 

The red line indicates the minimum required coverage (30x), the green line the desired mean coverage (100x). The error bars represent standard deviation. 
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Table 1: Regions of consistently low coverage (<30x) 

Region Mean Sd se ci Clinical context and solution 

ATP13A2 

NM_022089.3 

Exon 1 1.27 0.7 0.1 0.2 

Rare, autosomal recessive disorder. Pathogenic mutations 

reported in exons 2, 6, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 20, 24, 25, 26. Sanger 

sequence this exon if clinically appropriate (particularly if a single 

pathogenic mutation has been found in another exon). 

ATP13A2 

NM_022089.3 

Exon 21 37.98 9.7 1.3 2.5  As for ATP13A2 exon 1, above. 

GLMN 

NM_053274.2 

Exon 17 34.57 9.9 1.3 2.6 

Rare autosomal dominant disorder. Specific clinical presentation. 

Sanger sequence this exon following a negative result from panel 

if appropriate. 

NOTCH3 

NM_000435.2 

Exon 1 13.97 6.4 0.8 1.7 

Specific clinical presentation. Sanger sequence if referral is for 

CADASIL and no pathogenic mutations found in other exons. 

Most mutations in NOTCH3 in individuals with CADASIL are 

located in exon 4, followed by exons 3, 5, 6, and 11. 

NOTCH3 

NM_000435.2 

Exon 2 1.18 0.6 0.1 0.1 As for NOTCH3 exon 1, above. 

NOTCH3 

NM_000435.2 

Exon 15 2.07 1.5 0.2 0.4 As for NOTCH3 exon 1, above. 

PSEN2 

NM_000447.2 

Exon 1 23.57 9.2 1.2 2.4 

Sanger sequence this exon following a negative result from the 

panel, if appropriate. All pathogenic variants in PSEN2 reported to 

date are in exons 4-12. 

TH 

NM_000360.3 

Exon 3 31.68 8.9 1.1 2.3 

Rare, autosomal recessive disorder. Specific clinical presentation. 

Sanger sequence following a negative result from panel if 

appropriate.  

TH 

NM_000360.3 

Exon 6 11.77 4.9 0.6 1.3 As for TH exon 3, above. 

VPS13A 

NM_015186.3 

Exon 57 20.18 5.8 0.7 1.5 

Rare, autosomal recessive disorder. Specific clinical presentation. 

Sanger sequence this exon following a negative result from panel 

if appropriate. 

VPS35 

NM_018206.4 

Exon 1 20.35 6.5 0.8 1.7 

Rare form of autosomal dominant PD. No known pathogenic 

variants in exon 1. Sanger sequence following a negative result 

from panel if appropriate. 

 

Key: sd = standard deviation; se = standard error; ci = 95% confidence interval 
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Determination of parameters (allelic fraction) for confident variant calling  

See Figures 2-3, below (raw data is included in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). Variants are present at 

approximately the expected variant frequency: 25+/-5%, 50+/-20%, 75+/- 8%, 100+/-6%. The greatest 

variation is for heterozygous (50%) variants.  

 

Figure 2: Observed vs. expected variant frequencies across 167 variants (2 samples, NA19127 and 

NA19128) 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Observed vs. expected variant frequencies across 106 variants, mixed sample (50% 

NA19127 and 50% NA19128) 
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Determination of analytical sensitivity  

See Table 2, below. Full concordance was noted for single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small indels 

(<10bp). The default MiSeq Reporter analysis pipeline for enrichment assays is designed to detect indels 

of up to 10bp. As was to be expected, larger indels (such as the 47bp PRNP octapeptide region deletion 

and duplication included in our sample set) were not detected using the standard pipeline. Therefore, the 

analytical sensitivity if large indels (>10bp) are included is 97% (67/69 variants detected, 95% confidence 

interval 90-99.2%). As this is a known limitation of the assay that will of necessity be stated on all clinical 

reports, it is reasonable to exclude large indels from the calculation, in which case the analytical 

sensitivity is 100% (67/67 variants detected, 95% confidence interval 94.6-100%). Additional validation 

work will be required to determine the length of larger indels that are able to be detected following 

modification of the MiSeq Reporter default parameters.  

 

Table 2: Analytical sensitivity - concordance between Sanger sequencing and NGS panel results 

(40 samples) 

Sample # Previous (Sanger sequencing) result NGS Result Comment 

1 PRNP: c.385A>G, p.Met129Val; c.538G>A (p.Val180Ile)  Concordant  

2 

PRNP: c.180_227dup (p.Pro76_Gln91dup); c.385A>G 

(p.Met129Val) Partial concordance 

Duplication not 

detected 

3 MAPT c.1843A>G (p.Lys615Glu)  Concordant  

4 APP: c.2137G>A (p.Ala713Thr); PSEN1 c.1315A>G (p.Ile439Val)  Concordant  

5 GRN: c.1685G>A (p.Gly562Asp) Concordant  

6 GRN: c.87_90dupCTGC (p.Cys31Leufs*35)  Concordant  

7 PRNP: c.655G>A (p.Glu219Lys) Concordant  

8 MAPT: c.1321T>C (p.Tyr441His)  Concordant  

9 

MAPT: c.1479G>A (p.Pro493Pro); c.1632A>G (p.Ala544Ala); 

c.1716T>C (p.Asn572Asn)  Concordant  

10 PINK1: c.189C>T (p.Leu63Leu); c.388-7A>G; c.960-5G>A  Concordant  

11 

MAPT: c.1479G>A (p.Pro493Pro); c.1512T>C (p.Thr504Thr); 

c.1632A>G (p.Ala544Ala), c.1716T>C (p.Asn572Asn) Concordant  

12 GRN: c.87dupC (p.Cys30Leufs*35) Concordant  

13 

PSEN2: c.715A>G (p.Met239Val); c.261C>T (p.His87His); 

PSEN1 c.868+16G>T (Hom) Concordant  

14 

PRNP: c.385A>G (p.Met129Val); c.222_269del 

(p.Pro76_Gln91del) Partial concordance 

Deletion not 

detected 

15 

PARK2: c.500G>A (p.Ser167Asn, Hom); c.1138G>C 

(p.Val380Leu) Concordant  

16 

PSEN2: c.142-42G>A; c.142-29T>C (Hom); c.261C>T 

(p.His87His); c.498+30G>C, c.690C>G (p.Ala230Ala); PSEN1: 

c.868+16C>T (Hom) Concordant  
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17 

LRRK2: c.457T>C (p.Leu153Leu); c.4872C>A (Gly1624Gly); 

c.4911A>G (p.Lys1637Lys); c.7190T>C (p.Met2397Thr) Concordant  

18 PSEN1: c.848T>G (p.Phe283Cys) Concordant  

19 PSEN2: c.261C>T, p.His87His Concordant  

20 PARK2: c.1180G>A, p.Asp394Asn Concordant  

21 APP: c.2137G>A, p.Ala713Thr Concordant  

22 LRRK2: c.7190T>C, p.Met2397Thr (Hom) Concordant  

23 MAPT: c.855C>T, p.Asp285Asp; c.1321T>C, p.Tyr441His  Concordant  

24 PSEN1: c.656T>C, p.Leu219Pro  Concordant  

25 PARK2: c.500G>A,p.Ser167Asn (Hom) Concordant  

26 PINK1: c.1562A>C,p.Asn521Thr Concordant  

27 PSEN1: c.953A>G, p.Glu318Gly Concordant  

28 APOE: E3/E4 Concordant  

29 GRN:c.1477C>T, p.Arg493* Concordant  

30 PRNP: c.305C>T, p.Pro102Leu Concordant  

31 PARK2: c.1138G>C, p.Val380Leu; c.1310C>T, p.Pro437Leu Concordant  

32 GRN: c.708+6_708+9del Concordant  

33 PRNP: c.351A>G, p.Ala117Ala; c.385A>G, p.Met129Val Concordant  

34 GRN: c.1477C>T, p.Arg493*  Concordant  

35 PSEN1: c.349C>G, p.Pro117Ala Concordant  

36 ENG: c.511C>T, p.Arg171*  Concordant  

37 

ACVRL1: c.1208T>C, p.Leu403Pro; ENG: c.1029C>T, 

p.Thr343Thr  Concordant  

38 ENG: c.207G>A, p.Leu69Leu; c.485_486dup, p.Asn163*  Concordant  

39 TTR: c.238A>G, p.Thr80Ala Concordant  

40 

ENG: c.207G>A, p.Leu69Leu; c.261_262insT, p.Asn88*; 

c.1029C>T, p.Thr343Thr Concordant  

 69 total variants 67 variants detected  

 

 

Determination of analytical specificity (Table 3) 

50,238 true negative bases were identified based on Sanger sequencing data. One variant was detected 

in the NGS data that was not present in the corresponding Sanger sequencing data. However, review of 

the quality metrics and manual inspection of sequencing reads using the Integrative Genomics Viewer 

(IGV) indicated that this is a high confidence variant call, and the Sanger data available is unidirectional 

over this region only. No other additional variants were detected within the regions interrogated. It is likely 

that the one ‘false positive’ variant detected is more likely to be a true positive that was missed by 

Sanger. However, even if this is classified as a false positive, the analytical specificity is still 100% 

(50,238 true negatives correctly identified, 1 false positive; 95% confidence interval 99.999-100%). 
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Table 3: Analytical specificity - concordance between Sanger sequencing and Nextera Neuro 

Panel results (36 samples) 

Sample 

# 

Number of 

variants 

detected 

Additional variant in 

coding regions? 

Number of 'true 

negative' coding 

bases by Sanger 

Comment 

1 2 No 714  

2 1 No 760  

3 1 

Cascade for specific 

variant only   

4 2 

Cascade for specific 

variants only   

5 1 

Cascade for specific 

variant only   

6 1 No 1780  

7 1 No 761  

8 1 No 1780  

9 3 No 677 Exons 9-13 (1381-2061) 

10 3 No 1743  

11 4 No 676 Exons 9-13 (1381-2061) 

12 1 No 1781  

13 3 No 572 PSEN2 exons 5,6,8 

14 1 No 715  

15 2 No 1396  

16 6 No  566 PSEN2 exons 5,6,8 

17 4 No 7389 

No coverage of exon 37 in 

Sanger 

18 1 No 1391  

19 1 No 354 Exons 5,6 

20 1 No 1397  

21 1 No 145 Exons 16,17 

22 1 No 487 Exons 32, 24, 39 

23 2 No 2276  

24 1 No 1391  

25 1 No 1397  

26 1 No 1743  

27 1 No 1391  

28 1 

Cascade for two specific 

variants   

29 1 No 1779  

30 1 No 761  

31 2 No 1396  

32 1 No 1781  
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33 2 No 760  

34 1 No 1781  

35 1 No 1391  

36 1 Yes 1430 

NM_001114753.1:c.1029C>T, 

(p.=) 

37 2 No 1510  

38 2 No 1428  

39 1 No 1511  

40 3 No 1428  

 67 1 additional variant 50238  

 TRUE POSITIVE FALSE POSITIVE TRUE NEGATIVE  

 

   

Repeatability analysis 

See Tables 4-5, below. There was complete concordance between replicate samples within the target 

regions (coding exons +/- 20bp flanking intronic sequence). Some minor variation occurred outside the 

target regions, likely to be a result of variable coverage reflecting the variable probe content over non-

target regions. Due to difficulty with clinical interpretation, mutations detected outside these regions will 

not be reported (as per current practice with our laboratory’s Sanger sequencing assays); therefore it is 

reasonable to restrict repeatability analysis to these regions. Likewise, variants within regions of low 

coverage (<30x) in one or more of the replicates were excluded from analysis, as these regions would be 

flagged as ‘gap’ regions in a clinical report. 

 

Table 4: Intra-batch repeatability – 3 samples, 2 replicates each 

 NA19127 NA19128 NA19129 

 Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2 

Total variants 272 274 287 290 292 294 

Variants ROI 82 82 83 83 86 86 

Common variants ROI 82 83 86 

Repeatability % 100 100 100 

 

 

Table 5: Inter-batch repeatability – 3 samples, 3 replicates each 

 NA19127 NA19128 NA19129 

 Replicate 

1 

Replicate 

2 

Replicate 

3 

Replicate 

1 

Replicate 

2 

Replicate 

3 

Replicate 

1 

Replicate 

2 

Replicate 

3 

Total variants 281 273 272 287 287 286 292 297 291 

Variants ROI 82 82 82 83 83 83 86 86 86 

Common 

variants ROI 82 83 86 

Repeatability % 100 100 100 
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Reproducibility analysis 

See Table 6 and Figure 3, below. Raw data for Figure 3 is included as Supplementary Table 5. There 

was complete concordance between triplicate samples (prepared by three different experimenters) within 

the target regions for all genes. As with repeatability analysis, above, variants within regions of low 

coverage (<30x) in one or more of the replicates were excluded from analysis of reproducibility. 

 

Table 6: Reproducibility – 2 samples, 3 replicates by 3 experimenters 

 NA19238 NA19239 

 Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 3 Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 3 

Total variants 280 271 269 315 311 310 

Variants ROI 75 75 75 87 87 87 

Common variants ROI 75 87 

Reproducibility % 100 100 

 

 

Figure 4: Reproducibility of variant frequency – 3 samples, 3 replicates by 3 experimenters 

 

 

Determination of clinical sensitivity (approximate diagnostic yield) 

See Table 7, below. Analysis was restricted to coding exons +/- 20bp flanking intronic sequence within 

the genes of interest, as per the requesting clinician’s description of phenotype. Genes that were not 
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relevant to the referral reason (i.e. the vascular malformation genes in an individual with a clinical 

presentation suggestive of Alzheimer disease) were filtered out of the analysis prior to variant annotation. 

Variants present at less than 25% variant frequency in the sequencing data, synonymous variants, and 

variants with a global population frequency of greater than 1% were also excluded from further analysis. 

Reportable variants (pathogenic, likely pathogenic, or variants of unknown clinical significance) were 

detected in 12/46 individuals. The diagnostic yield from the cohort of clinical patients tested in this 

validation study is 24%.  

 

This NGS panel would have met the referral requirements for all except one request for full gene 

sequencing placed with the CTP diagnostic group since January 2013 (102 requests). The gene not 

covered by the panel is BSCL2 (responsible for a form of hereditary spastic paraplegia). The panel would 

also have detected all reportable variants identified in these cases – with the exception of the previously 

noted PRNP 47bp duplication.  

 

Table 7: Clinical sensitivity for dementia referrals - NGS Panel results, 46 clinical samples 

Sample # Phenotype NGS result Reportable 

1 ALS/FTD 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

2 FTD 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

3 FTD 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

4 ALS/FTD 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

5 FTD 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

6 EOFAD MAPT c.1843A>G (p.Lys615Glu) Yes 

7 Tauopathy 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

8 bvFTD 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

9 AD APOE E4/E4 Yes 

10 FTD PSEN1 c.1315A>G (p.Ile439Val) Yes 

11 MLD 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

12 Ataxia ?NPC 

No clinically significant variants detected within the genes 

analysed  

13 EOFAD APOE E3/E4 Yes 

14 FTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  
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15 bvFTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

16 bvFTD GRNc.1685G>A (p.Gly562Asp) Yes 

17 bvFTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

18 bvFTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

19 

Posterior cortical atrophy, 

?tauopathy No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

20 AD dementia PSEN1 c.737C>A (p.Ala246Glu) Yes 

21 FTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

22 PD/PSP No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

23 FTD GRN NM_002087.2:c.87_90dup, p.Cys31LeufsTer35  Yes 

24 FTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

25 FTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

26 Familial AD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

27 

Cognitive changes, family 

history +ve GBA NM_001005741.2:c.1226A>G, p.Asn409Ser Yes 

28 EOFAD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

29 

Dementia, family history 

+ve No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

30 bvFTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

31 EOFAD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

32 

Progressive 

neurodegenerative 

disease No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

33 FTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

34 AD/FTD SETX NM_015046.5:c.2399G>T, p.Arg800Met Yes 

35 Dementia NOS No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

36 bvFTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

37 

MND/FTD, family history 

+ve No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

38 EOFAD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

39 

Posterior cortical atrophy/ 

AD APOE E4/E4 Yes 

40 FTD +/- MND No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

41 FTD, parkinsonism No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  
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42 

Dementia, family history 

+ve (AD, CVA) No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

43 ?AD ?MND No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

44 Probable AD PSEN1 c.1158C>A, p.Phe386Leu  Yes 

45 Semantic variant FTD No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

46 NPC No clinically significant variants within genes analysed  

  11 reportable variants, 46 samples 24% 

 

Abbreviations: Alzheimer’s disease (AD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), 

early-onset familial Alzheimer’s disease (EOFAD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), metachromatic leukodystrophy (MLD), Niemann-

Pick disease type C (NPC), motor-neuron disease (MND), not otherwise specified (NOS), Parkinson’s disease (PD), progressive 

supranuclear palsy (PSP) 

 

Discussion 

The validation process described above ensured that each of the requirements for a robust diagnostic 

test (including high sensitivity, specificity, reproducibility and repeatability)1-3,16 was adequately assessed. 

The formal structure was largely based on the exceedingly helpful standardised validation pro forma 

provided by Mattocks et al.16   

 

The initial steps taken to determine the appropriate analysis thresholds for variant calling (coverage and 

allelic fraction) allowed us to make several useful conclusions. First, preparing 12 samples simultaneously 

and sequencing these in a single MiSeq run allows for adequate coverage of almost all target regions. 

Only 11 consistently poorly performing regions were identified, and a suitable solution for the low 

coverage in each of these regions has been determined and documented in standard operating 

procedures to improve workflow and enable consistent laboratory practice. Next, following introduction of 

the panel into routine clinical use, a specific ‘gaps’ (<30x coverage) file should be generated for every 

patient screened and any poorly covered areas within regions of interest for the particular clinical context 

must be clearly stated on the report, along with the results of any supplementary analysis that has been 

performed. Finally, initial filtering of variants to those present at ≥25% variant frequency is appropriate, as 

this will capture all true variants while excluding background noise and reducing the risk of false positive 

results.  

 

An extension of the variant frequency analysis described here would be to determine the limit of detection 

for this assay. Since the assay is designed specifically for germline variant detection (and germline 

mosaicism is not known to be a frequent occurrence in the disorders of interest here), no formal limit of 

detection analysis was carried out below the 25% variant frequency cut-off. However, this would be an 

important consideration if rates of mosaicism were high, or if somatic samples were likely to be screened. 
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Complete concordance with previous gold-standard results was noted for both single nucleotide variants 

and small indels. The analytical sensitivity for detection of all variants can only be determined by 

extrapolating from the limited number of known variants available to the entire region analysed.1 It is 

important, therefore, to use the largest number of positive controls possible, and to include all relevant 

mutation types.1-2,16 We were able to source 40 positive control samples, with 69 variants. Ideally a larger 

number of unique variants (≥100) would be used in this testing,16 however it is challenging to procure 

positive control samples for the majority of genes included in the panel, due to the limited availability of 

conventional tests for these genes and the consequently limited number of individuals who have 

undergone screening. In addition, the mounting cost of sequencing runs for validation purposes can be 

challenging to incorporate in the budget of a small diagnostic laboratory. This is a well-recognised 

problem in the literature and in guidelines for the validation of molecular tests,16-17 and it is recommended 

that medical judgement be used in conjunction with laboratory data and in the context of the broader 

healthcare system in order to determine when an assay is ready for translation into routine diagnostic 

practice.16 The high concordance rates documented for both analytical sensitivity and specificity for this 

assay, in addition to our in-house experience with other NGS multi-gene panel assays, and the clinical 

demand for cost-effective comprehensive molecular analysis, particularly for the diagnosis of dementia, 

are all strong indicators that this test is ready for diagnostic use. 

 

A key motivation for replacing Sanger sequencing tests with NGS assays is the potential for increased 

clinical sensitivity, or diagnostic yield. The larger the gene set screened, the less likely it is that an NGS 

assay will be able cover all targeted bases with the same quality as Sanger sequencing, but this 

potentially reduced analytical sensitivity per gene should be compensated for by more diagnoses being 

made due to the larger number of genes screened, particularly in the context of diseases with locus 

heterogeneity.18 In conjunction with the increased diagnostic yield, an increased detection of variants of 

unknown significance is likely.1,4 In order to minimise the number of variants of unknown significance 

identified, analysis may be restricted to a subpanel of genes associated with the subphenotype.1 This is 

the approach that we took during this validation study, and will continue to follow at least in the initial 

introduction of the test into diagnostic practice.  

 

The diagnostic yield of this assay, in the context of dementia, was determined to be approximately 24%. 

A high proportion of individuals within the clinical cohort screened, however, have either an atypical 

clinical presentation or have already had negative screening for mutations within the most commonly 

implicated genes, therefore in practice this yield is likely to be somewhat higher – 24% is the expected 

baseline. This compares favourably with figures in the literature. Dementia is common, but Mendelian 

forms are rare.9,10,13 The probability of having a causative genetic mutation for Alzheimer’s disease 

ranges from as low as <1% in individuals with onset of symptoms after the age of 65 years and two or 

more affected relatives, to 15% in individuals with onset before the age of 61 years and two or more 
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affected relatives, up to as high as 86% in individuals with onset before the of 60 years and affected 

family members over three generations.13 The picture is similar for frontotemporal dementia (FTD), in 

which approximately 88% of individuals with a compelling autosomal dominant family history are found to 

carry a causative mutation in one of the known FTD genes, whereas mutations are detected in only 13% 

of individuals with one affected family member, and 7% of individuals with no family history.13  

 

In terms of hereditary vascular malformations, most referrals to our laboratory are for suspected 

hereditary haemorrhagic telangiectasia (HHT). Molecular testing of the four known hereditary 

haemorrhagic telangiectasia genes (ENG, ACVRL1, SMAD4, GDF2), each of which is included in our 

NGS panel, is expected to yield pathogenic variants in up to 89% of individuals who meet diagnostic 

criteria for HHT.8,19 Although there are some known genotype-phenotype correlations that may be used to 

prioritise testing of one HHT gene over another,20,21 there is clinical overlap between the subtypes, which 

makes simultaneous testing of all four genes beneficial both in terms of turnaround time from request to 

result, and total test cost if sequential tests are required. It is important to note, however, that 

deletion/duplication analysis should be recommended for individuals who test negative using the multi-

gene panel approach, as up to 10% of causative mutations in ENG and ACVRL1 are large deletions that 

would not be able to be detected by either conventional Sanger or NGS techniques.19,21 

 

In summary, this validation study showed that the NGS multi-gene panel described here is suitable for 

translation into diagnostic practice. All acceptance criteria were adequately met; the accuracy (True 

Result/[True Result + False Result]) was determined to be 99.99%. Advantages of this assay include (1) 

batching of 12 samples with differing clinical referral reasons into a single assay, thereby streamlining the 

workflow in a small to medium-sized diagnostic laboratory, 2) high sensitivity and specificity, 3) robust 

performance with high repeatability and reproducibility, and 4) a one-stop approach that avoids costly and 

time-consuming sequential testing, making it desirable for both patients and clinicians. It is important to 

note that this assay is currently limited to the detection of single nucleotide variants and indels <10bp in 

length. Further optimisation and subsequent validation of changes to the bioinformatic analysis pipeline 

will be required to address this. In the meantime, this limitation must be clearly stated on all diagnostic 

reports, along with suggestions of further analysis, if clinically appropriate. We have now implemented 

this assay as a routine diagnostic test within our laboratory.  
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Supplementary Table 1: Nextera Rapid Capture Enrichment kit gene list, transcripts and design 

features 

HGNC RefSeq Gene Disorder Design features 

NM_000454.4 SOD1  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 1 Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_020919.3 ALS2 Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 2 Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_015046.5 SETX Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 4 Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_001160227.1 SPG11 Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 5 Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_004960.3 FUS  

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 6 / 

Frontotemporal dementia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_004738.4 VAPB  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 8 Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_001097577.2 ANG Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 9 Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_007375.3 TARDBP  

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 10 / 

Frontotemporal dementia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_014845.5 FIG4  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 11 Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_007126.3 VCP  

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/ 

Frontotemporal dementia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_021980.4 OPTN  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_001142294.1 SPG20  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_013444.3 UBQLN2 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/ 

Frontotemporal dementia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_014043.3 CHMP2B  Frontotemporal dementia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_002087.2 GRN  Frontotemporal dementia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_016835.4 

MAPT  Frontotemporal dementia Exons +/- 100bp NM_001123066.3 

NM_000484.3 APP  Alzheimer disease (early-onset) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_007318.2 PSEN1 Alzheimer disease (early-onset) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000447.2 PSEN2 Alzheimer disease (early-onset) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000041.2 APOE 

Alzheimer disease (late-onset, risk locus 

only) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_003105.5 SORL1 Alzheimer disease (association locus) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_001001412.3 CALHM1 Alzheimer disease (association locus) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_018965.3 TREM2 Early-onset dementia with bone cysts Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000014.4 A2M Alzheimer disease (association locus) Exons +/- 100bp 
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NM_001831.3 CLU Alzheimer disease (association locus) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000345.3 

SNCA 

(PARK 1) Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_198578.3 

LRRK2 

(PARK8) Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_004181.4 

UCHL1 

(PARK 5) Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_004562.2 

PARK2 

(Parkin) Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_032409.2 

PINK1 

(PARK 6) Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_007262.4 PARK7 Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_022089.3 

ATP13A2 

(PARK9) Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_006186.3 NR4A2  Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000360.3 TH  

Parkinsonism/ tyrosine hydroxylase 

deficiency Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_013247.4 HTRA2 Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000157.3 GBA 

Parkinson disease / Gaucher disease / 

Lewy body dementia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_018206.4 VPS35 Parkinson disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_024960.4 PANK2  

Pantothenate kinase-associated 

neurodegeneration Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_024306.4 FA2H  

Fatty acid hydroxylase-associated 

neurodegeneration Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000053.3 ATP7B  Wilson’s disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_001004426.1 PLA2G6  PLA2G6-Associated Neurodegeneration Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000146.3 FTL  Neuroferritinopathy Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000311.3 PRNP Hereditary Prion disease Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000435.2 Notch3 

Cerebral Autosomal-Dominant 

Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and 

Leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_021083.2 XK McLeod Neuroacanthocytosis Syndrome Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000161.2 GCH1 

GTP Cyclohydrolase 1-Deficient Dopa-

Responsive Dystonia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000371.3 TTR Familial Transthyretin Amyloidosis Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000487.5 ARSA Arylsulfatase A Deficiency  Full region (+/- 200bp) 

NM_015186.3 VPS13A Chorea-acanthocytosis  Exons +/- 100bp 
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NM_000271.4 NPC1  Niemann-Pick Disease Type C1 Full region 

NM_006432.3 NPC2 Niemann-Pick Disease Type C2 Full region 

NM_001278138.1 ENG 

(ENG-Related) Hereditary Hemorrhagic 

Telangiectasia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000020.2 ACVRL1 

(ACVRL1-Related) Hereditary 

Hemorrhagic Telangiectasia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_005359.5 SMAD4 

(SMAD4-Related) Hereditary Hemorrhagic 

Telangiectasia Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_016204.2 GDF2 

Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia 

(type 5) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000314.4 PTEN PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome(s) 

Exons +/- 100bp and promoter 

(chr10:89622837-89623519) 

NM_001204.6 BMPR2 Pulmonary arterial hypertension Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_001753.4 CAV1 Pulmonary arterial hypertension Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_002890.2 RASA1 

Capillary Malformation-Arteriovenous 

Malformation Syndrome Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_194455.1 KRIT1 Familial cerebral cavernous malformations Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_031443.3 CCM2 Familial cerebral cavernous malformations Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_007217.3 PDCD10 Familial cerebral cavernous malformations Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_000459.4 TEK 

Multiple cutaneous and mucosal venous 

malformations Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_053274.2 GLMN Glomuvenous malformations Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_018419.2 SOX18 

Hypotrichosis-lymphoedema-telangiectasia 

syndrome Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_133459.3 CCBE1 

Hennekam lymphangiectasia-

lymphoedema syndrome Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_002020.4 FLT4 Milroy disease (hereditary lymphoedema) Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_005251.2 FOXC2 Lymphedema-distichiasis syndrome Exons +/- 100bp 

NM_020435.3 GJC2 Hereditary lymphoedema Exons +/- 100bp 
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Supplementary Table 2: Coverage across all regions 

Region Mean sd se ci 

chr12_9264754_9264807_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon4 141 17 2 4.3 

chr12_9265955_9266139_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon2 176 22 3 5.7 

chr12_9246060_9246175_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon18 182 23 3 6 

chr12_9253739_9253803_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon13 190 24 3 6.2 

chr12_9223083_9223174_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon32 280 26 3 6.7 

chr12_9262909_9262930_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon5 288 35 4 9 

chr12_9231839_9231927_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon25 334 33 4 8.5 

chr12_9241795_9241847_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon22 380 32 4 8.2 

chr12_9248134_9248296_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon16 403 36 5 9.4 

chr12_9229941_9230016_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon27 451 39 5 10 

chr12_9247568_9247680_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon17 472 33 4 8.6 

chr12_9258831_9258941_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon10 494 36 5 9.3 

chr12_9221335_9221438_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon34 514 38 5 9.8 

chr12_9222340_9222409_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon33 535 44 6 11 

chr12_9264972_9265132_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon3 558 47 6 12 

chr12_9232689_9232773_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon23 570 40 5 10 

chr12_9259086_9259201_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon9 617 48 6 12 

chr12_9261916_9262001_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon7 694 42 5 11 

chr12_9242497_9242619_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon21 694 50 6 13 

chr12_9260119_9260240_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon8 732 51 7 13 

chr12_9229351_9229532_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon28 781 56 7 15 

chr12_9232234_9232411_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon24 801 56 7 15 

chr12_9256834_9256996_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon11 808 53 7 14 

chr12_9225248_9225467_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon30 860 55 7 14 

chr12_9220778_9220820_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon35 918 130 17 34 

chr12_9254042_9254270_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon12 921 52 7 13 

chr12_9220303_9220435_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon36 922 59 8 15 
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chr12_9242951_9243078_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon20 940 60 8 16 

chr12_9243796_9244025_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon19 1004 117 15 30 

chr12_9227155_9227379_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon29 1017 66 9 17 

chr12_9224954_9225082_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon31 1041 66 9 17 

chr12_9262462_9262631_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon6 1077 66 9 17 

chr12_9251202_9251352_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon15 1079 65 8 17 

chr12_9268359_9268558_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon1 1202 83 11 22 

chr12_9230296_9230453_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon26 1262 66 8 17 

chr12_9251976_9252119_A2M;NM_000014.4;exon14 1394 76 10 20 

chr12_52307757_52307857_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon5 220 28 4 7.1 

chr12_52307342_52307554_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon4 372 36 5 9.2 

chr12_52308222_52308369_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon6 464 44 6 11 

chr12_52306253_52306319_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon2 560 45 6 12 

chr12_52312768_52312899_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon9 680 47 6 12 

chr12_52306882_52307134_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon3 912 56 7 15 

chr12_52309008_52309284_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon7 917 65 8 17 

chr12_52309819_52310017_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon8 1082 76 10 20 

chr12_52314542_52317145_ACVRL1;NM_000020.2;exon10 8052 278 36 72 

chr2_202568844_202568941_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon33 184 25 3 6.3 

chr2_202575713_202575831_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon26 249 28 4 7.3 

chr2_202592427_202592498_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon16 279 25 3 6.4 

chr2_202570138_202570184_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon30 301 29 4 7.6 

chr2_202614434_202614512_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon8 311 27 4 7 

chr2_202590078_202590177_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon20 346 30 4 7.8 

chr2_202591934_202592001_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon17 359 38 5 9.7 

chr2_202633588_202633668_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon2 362 36 5 9.2 

chr2_202591206_202591272_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon19 420 30 4 7.7 

chr2_202591386_202591589_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon18 464 35 4 9 

chr2_202587765_202587843_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon23 517 48 6 12 
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chr2_202617868_202617965_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon7 534 37 5 9.6 

chr2_202588052_202588164_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon22 543 44 6 11 

chr2_202597998_202598161_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon13 553 51 7 13 

chr2_202574603_202574761_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon27 555 39 5 10 

chr2_202611288_202611471_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon9 576 37 5 9.7 

chr2_202603392_202603458_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon12 640 35 4 8.9 

chr2_202569861_202569923_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon31 671 47 6 12 

chr2_202593234_202593363_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon15 776 51 7 13 

chr2_202580394_202580562_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon25 803 52 7 14 

chr2_202572591_202572714_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon28 812 49 6 13 

chr2_202571568_202571745_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon29 868 53 7 14 

chr2_202619225_202619394_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon6 901 64 8 17 

chr2_202582799_202582933_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon24 924 56 7 15 

chr2_202569176_202569326_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon32 971 59 8 15 

chr2_202631951_202632106_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon3 1019 53 7 14 

chr2_202606396_202606577_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon11 1079 73 9 19 

chr2_202589017_202589182_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon21 1084 56 7 14 

chr2_202593774_202593906_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon14 1130 67 9 17 

chr2_202608980_202609152_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon10 1170 66 9 17 

chr2_202622124_202622482_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon5 1296 74 10 19 

chr2_202564985_202566612_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon34 4753 194 25 50 

chr2_202625603_202626541_ALS2;NM_020919.3;exon4 7116 274 35 71 

chr14_21161705_21162345_ANG;NM_001097577.2;exon2 3688 155 20 40 

chr19_45409858_45409924_APOE;NM_000041.2;exon2 399 41 5 11 

chr19_45411016_45411209_APOE;NM_000041.2;exon3 655 56 7 15 

chr19_45411789_45412650_APOE;NM_000041.2;exon4 1448 109 14 28 

chr21_27542881_27543138_APP;NM_000484.3;exon1 206 30 4 7.7 

chr21_27369674_27369731_APP;NM_000484.3;exon8 252 21 3 5.4 

chr21_27425551_27425664_APP;NM_000484.3;exon4 252 25 3 6.4 
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chr21_27326903_27327003_APP;NM_000484.3;exon13 338 26 3 6.8 

chr21_27277335_27277389_APP;NM_000484.3;exon15 373 39 5 10 

chr21_27269884_27269985_APP;NM_000484.3;exon16 512 33 4 8.5 

chr21_27348266_27348341_APP;NM_000484.3;exon10 533 37 5 9.6 

chr21_27372329_27372497_APP;NM_000484.3;exon7 709 76 10 20 

chr21_27264033_27264180_APP;NM_000484.3;exon17 833 58 7 15 

chr21_27462258_27462388_APP;NM_000484.3;exon3 836 64 8 17 

chr21_27423315_27423509_APP;NM_000484.3;exon5 846 70 9 18 

chr21_27484295_27484463_APP;NM_000484.3;exon2 890 56 7 14 

chr21_27347382_27347541_APP;NM_000484.3;exon11 995 60 8 15 

chr21_27327940_27328069_APP;NM_000484.3;exon12 1020 67 9 17 

chr21_27284052_27284274_APP;NM_000484.3;exon14 1190 70 9 18 

chr21_27354656_27354790_APP;NM_000484.3;exon9 1488 83 11 21 

chr21_27394155_27394358_APP;NM_000484.3;exon6 1905 126 16 32 

chr21_27252860_27254082_APP;NM_000484.3;exon18 5091 224 29 58 

chr22_51060981_51066801_chr22:51060981:51066801:ARSA;NM_000487.5;User

Defined(exons1_8) 10577 447 58 115 

chr1_17338223_17338423_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon1 1 1 0 0.2 

chr1_17316621_17316782_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon21 38 10 1 2.5 

chr1_17328790_17328868_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon7 112 17 2 4.5 

chr1_17316381_17316498_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon22 113 16 2 4.1 

chr1_17328528_17328598_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon8 137 16 2 4.1 

chr1_17318503_17318624_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon19 157 24 3 6.1 

chr1_17322880_17322991_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon13 190 21 3 5.5 

chr1_17318980_17319076_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon17 261 21 3 5.4 

chr1_17316185_17316265_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon23 274 31 4 8.1 

chr1_17331508_17331567_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon4 291 33 4 8.5 

chr1_17332178_17332273_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon2 296 30 4 7.6 

chr1_17313540_17313764_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon26 385 38 5 9.9 

chr1_17326740_17326807_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon10 396 38 5 9.9 
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chr1_17322748_17322795_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon14 438 36 5 9.3 

chr1_17314632_17314729_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon25 440 48 6 12 

chr1_17320123_17320330_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon16 440 48 6 12 

chr1_17318737_17318897_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon18 562 52 7 13 

chr1_17323514_17323670_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon12 562 51 7 13 

chr1_17330826_17330906_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon6 564 49 6 13 

chr1_17313299_17313451_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon27 675 54 7 14 

chr1_17326894_17327029_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon9 730 57 7 15 

chr1_17326505_17326637_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon11 753 66 8 17 

chr1_17318228_17318353_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon20 772 53 7 14 

chr1_17314816_17314969_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon24 865 70 9 18 

chr1_17312452_17312853_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon29 897 58 8 15 

chr1_17331868_17332051_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon3 1003 69 9 18 

chr1_17331186_17331316_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon5 1006 79 10 20 

chr1_17322470_17322659_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon15 1182 82 11 21 

chr1_17312957_17313127_ATP13A2;NM_022089.3;exon28 1185 67 9 17 

chr13_52511411_52511529_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon19 295 32 4 8.3 

chr13_52518244_52518427_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon14 311 27 4 7.1 

chr13_52509728_52509831_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon20 368 34 4 8.7 

chr13_52511611_52511815_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon18 389 31 4 8.1 

chr13_52532446_52532680_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon8 412 35 4 9 

chr13_52531651_52531743_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon9 567 45 6 12 

chr13_52585422_52585630_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon1 614 80 10 21 

chr13_52516521_52516690_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon15 649 47 6 12 

chr13_52534283_52534458_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon7 657 45 6 12 

chr13_52513186_52513329_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon17 689 53 7 14 

chr13_52535972_52536049_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon6 698 55 7 14 

chr13_52520419_52520614_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon13 789 58 7 15 

chr13_52515216_52515360_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon16 801 47 6 12 
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chr13_52542579_52542743_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon4 948 61 8 16 

chr13_52523797_52523932_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon12 995 66 8 17 

chr13_52524142_52524297_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon11 1006 57 7 15 

chr13_52524407_52524535_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon10 1051 80 10 21 

chr13_52539007_52539169_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon5 1070 72 9 19 

chr13_52544627_52544885_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon3 1381 69 9 18 

chr13_52506805_52509165_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon21 7464 267 34 69 

chr13_52548070_52549304_ATP7B;NM_000053.3;exon2 8083 264 34 68 

chr2_203379610_203379702_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon5 345 28 4 7.1 

chr2_203378441_203378552_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon4 353 40 5 10 

chr2_203384809_203384924_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon7 514 48 6 12 

chr2_203332241_203332412_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon3 577 45 6 12 

chr2_203329531_203329702_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon2 618 50 6 13 

chr2_203395516_203395677_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon8 623 38 5 9.8 

chr2_203397307_203397455_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon9 738 55 7 14 

chr2_203383544_203383775_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon6 814 55 7 14 

chr2_203407033_203407170_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon10 836 50 6 13 

chr2_203417438_203417611_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon11 1020 68 9 18 

chr2_203241049_203242273_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon1 4101 195 25 50 

chr2_203419974_203421254_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon12 5411 233 30 60 

chr2_203424418_203432474_BMPR2;NM_001204.6;exon13 21613 1040 134 269 

chr10_105217953_105218648_CALHM1;NM_001001412.3;exon1 1988 102 13 26 

chr10_105213143_105215504_CALHM1;NM_001001412.3;exon2 6038 222 29 57 

chr7_116164838_116165146_CAV1;NM_001753.4;exon1 1117 77 10 20 

chr7_116166578_116166743_CAV1;NM_001753.4;exon2 1852 112 14 29 

chr7_116198999_116201239_CAV1;NM_001753.4;exon3 7758 368 48 95 

chr18_57364443_57364644_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon1 227 32 4 8.3 

chr18_57106908_57107048_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon8 374 40 5 10 

chr18_57147417_57147470_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon3 400 36 5 9.4 
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chr18_57363860_57363941_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon2 419 38 5 9.8 

chr18_57106774_57106810_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon9 429 36 5 9.4 

chr18_57122082_57122183_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon6 565 41 5 11 

chr18_57105342_57105378_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon10 637 48 6 12 

chr18_57133970_57134123_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon5 647 47 6 12 

chr18_57115214_57115335_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon7 709 51 7 13 

chr18_57136704_57136839_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon4 767 51 7 13 

chr18_57098170_57103373_CCBE1;NM_133459.3;exon11 16040 523 68 135 

chr7_45039786_45039962_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon1 46 12 2 3.1 

chr7_45113058_45113170_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon8 133 18 2 4.6 

chr7_45103516_45103600_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon3 203 23 3 5.9 

chr7_45112324_45112382_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon7 346 29 4 7.4 

chr7_45113868_45114007_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon9 439 44 6 11 

chr7_45104061_45104245_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon4 655 46 6 12 

chr7_45077851_45078025_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon2 700 52 7 14 

chr7_45109424_45109560_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon6 866 64 8 17 

chr7_45108041_45108178_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon5 1004 72 9 19 

chr7_45115375_45116069_CCM2;NM_031443.3;exon10 1580 83 11 21 

chr3_87302553_87302660_CHMP2B;NM_014043.3;exon5 346 37 5 9.7 

chr3_87299024_87299127_CHMP2B;NM_014043.3;exon4 363 43 6 11 

chr3_87289848_87289940_CHMP2B;NM_014043.3;exon2 468 54 7 14 

chr3_87294863_87295058_CHMP2B;NM_014043.3;exon3 817 65 8 17 

chr3_87276412_87276706_CHMP2B;NM_014043.3;exon1 951 78 10 20 

chr3_87302861_87304698_CHMP2B;NM_014043.3;exon6 4563 331 43 86 

chrX_147581769_147582902_chrX:147581769:147582902:Coordinates:UserDefine

d(50411787) 2092 644 83 166 

chr8_27461807_27461912_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon6 468 47 6 12 

chr8_27467991_27468117_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon2 714 53 7 14 

chr8_27457296_27457526_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon7 1050 73 9 19 

chr8_27463870_27464041_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon4 1098 67 9 17 
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chr8_27455976_27456152_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon8 1174 66 8 17 

chr8_27466454_27466603_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon3 1267 77 10 20 

chr8_27462440_27462852_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon5 2568 142 18 37 

chr8_27454433_27455767_CLU;NM_001831.3;exon9 4330 151 20 39 

chr9_130588788_130588951_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon3 90 12 2 3 

chr9_130587973_130588139_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon4 138 22 3 5.7 

chr9_130587509_130587636_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon5 336 30 4 7.8 

chr9_130581900_130581939_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon9 432 37 5 9.6 

chr9_130578221_130578332_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon13 453 44 6 11 

chr9_130605372_130605524_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon1 473 36 5 9.3 

chr9_130587078_130587253_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon6 482 44 6 11 

chr9_130580994_130581111_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon10 482 45 6 12 

chr9_130579427_130579482_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon12 584 43 6 11 

chr9_130582178_130582316_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon8 768 53 7 14 

chr9_130591965_130592106_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon2 791 55 7 14 

chr9_130586582_130586725_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon7 877 72 9 19 

chr9_130580398_130580656_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon11 1009 65 8 17 

chr9_130577290_130578085_ENG;NM_001278138.1;exon14 4090 249 32 64 

chr16_74773920_74774013_FA2H;NM_024306.4;exon2 253 24 3 6.2 

chr16_74808383_74808729_FA2H;NM_024306.4;exon1 382 53 7 14 

chr16_74760122_74760229_FA2H;NM_024306.4;exon4 388 35 5 9 

chr16_74761141_74761284_FA2H;NM_024306.4;exon3 466 41 5 10 

chr16_74752885_74753058_FA2H;NM_024306.4;exon5 774 48 6 12 

chr16_74750244_74750497_FA2H;NM_024306.4;exon6 889 71 9 18 

chr16_74746855_74748167_FA2H;NM_024306.4;exon7 3342 169 22 44 

chr6_110106172_110106231_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon17 159 23 3 6 

chr6_110036280_110036379_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon2 293 28 4 7.2 

chr6_110062646_110062747_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon8 342 27 3 6.9 

chr6_110064312_110064475_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon9 356 36 5 9.4 
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chr6_110110796_110110880_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon19 367 33 4 8.4 

chr6_110085139_110085185_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon13 372 48 6 12 

chr6_110117967_110118054_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon22 412 30 4 7.8 

chr6_110053839_110053890_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon5 415 56 7 14 

chr6_110113784_110113867_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon21 438 39 5 10 

chr6_110083293_110083410_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon12 499 37 5 9.5 

chr6_110064877_110064975_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon10 621 50 6 13 

chr6_110112578_110112774_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon20 665 49 6 13 

chr6_110059527_110059656_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon7 675 55 7 14 

chr6_110012423_110012704_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon1 757 76 10 20 

chr6_110048311_110048468_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon4 799 64 8 16 

chr6_110086215_110086364_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon14 799 54 7 14 

chr6_110056352_110056501_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon6 835 58 8 15 

chr6_110087931_110088098_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon15 868 55 7 14 

chr6_110107504_110107652_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon18 951 71 9 18 

chr6_110037647_110037771_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon3 1045 61 8 16 

chr6_110098124_110098263_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon16 1125 66 9 17 

chr6_110081452_110081586_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon11 1146 70 9 18 

chr6_110146290_110146634_FIG4;NM_014845.5;exon23 1463 67 9 17 

chr5_180076487_180076624_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon1 68 16 2 4.1 

chr5_180055881_180055999_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon8 103 17 2 4.3 

chr5_180058681_180058778_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon2 109 16 2 4 

chr5_180052868_180053031_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon10 111 20 3 5.2 

chr5_180047875_180048007_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon15 183 24 3 6.1 

chr5_180040010_180040110_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon25 235 23 3 6 

chr5_180046252_180046366_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon19 279 36 5 9.3 

chr5_180046020_180046109_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon20 320 42 5 11 

chr5_180038330_180038479_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon27 352 38 5 9.9 

chr5_180039505_180039611_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon26 369 34 4 8.7 
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chr5_180035967_180036053_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon29 412 37 5 9.6 

chr5_180046664_180046769_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon18 413 40 5 10 

chr5_180056942_180057105_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon5 484 47 6 12 

chr5_180057554_180057799_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon3 487 36 5 9.4 

chr5_180043899_180043994_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon22 495 45 6 12 

chr5_180049730_180049839_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon12 508 41 5 11 

chr5_180045769_180045920_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon21 547 57 7 15 

chr5_180041067_180041179_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon24 569 51 7 13 

chr5_180057224_180057337_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon4 572 48 6 12 

chr5_180050934_180051061_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon11 580 55 7 14 

chr5_180053110_180053265_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon9 607 56 7 14 

chr5_180048105_180048252_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon14 625 43 6 11 

chr5_180047608_180047715_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon16 633 45 6 12 

chr5_180047172_180047308_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon17 678 53 7 14 

chr5_180043366_180043489_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon23 725 59 8 15 

chr5_180056695_180056835_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon6 893 61 8 16 

chr5_180048541_180048904_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon13 910 79 10 20 

chr5_180056258_180056427_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon7 966 64 8 17 

chr5_180036904_180037025_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon28 1033 78 10 20 

chr5_180034752_180035284_FLT4;NM_002020.4;exon30 1532 71 9 18 

chr16_86600856_86602537_FOXC2;NM_005251.2;exon1 3856 236 30 61 

chr19_49469537_49469663_FTL;NM_000146.3;exon3 753 65 8 17 

chr19_49469026_49469173_FTL;NM_000146.3;exon2 924 66 8 17 

chr19_49469839_49470136_FTL;NM_000146.3;exon4 1045 60 8 15 

chr19_49468565_49468866_FTL;NM_000146.3;exon1 1652 111 14 29 

chr16_31202283_31202431_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon14 74 13 2 3.5 

chr16_31202062_31202163_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon13 200 19 2 5 

chr16_31191430_31191548_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon1 374 31 4 8.1 

chr16_31193718_31193743_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon2 414 32 4 8.3 
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chr16_31193833_31193985_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon3 436 39 5 10 

chr16_31199645_31199678_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon8 486 60 8 16 

chr16_31198122_31198157_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon7 596 43 6 11 

chr16_31200443_31200547_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon9 598 48 6 13 

chr16_31200985_31201115_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon10 618 46 6 12 

chr16_31201360_31201462_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon11 1005 56 7 14 

chr16_31195178_31195323_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon4 1408 113 15 29 

chr16_31201595_31201719_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon12 1613 126 16 32 

chr16_31195529_31195717_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon5 1871 92 12 24 

chr16_31196259_31196500_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon6 2283 179 23 46 

chr16_31202719_31206192_FUS;NM_004960.3;exon15 9673 337 43 87 

chr1_155210420_155210508_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon2 485 39 5 10 

chr1_155204985_155205102_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon10 717 233 30 60 

chr1_155209676_155209868_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon3 772 55 7 14 

chr1_155206035_155206260_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon8 846 62 8 16 

chr1_155207924_155208097_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon6 849 83 11 22 

chr1_155208307_155208441_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon5 954 115 15 30 

chr1_155205471_155205635_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon9 1056 80 10 21 

chr1_155209406_155209553_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon4 1092 63 8 16 

chr1_155207131_155207369_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon7 1146 147 19 38 

chr1_155210876_155211069_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon1 1549 87 11 22 

chr1_155204238_155204891_GBA;NM_000157.3;exon11 2648 890 115 230 

chr14_55313816_55313848_GCH1;NM_000161.2;exon4 159 21 3 5.4 

chr14_55326398_55326454_GCH1;NM_000161.2;exon3 188 21 3 5.5 

chr14_55332044_55332154_GCH1;NM_000161.2;exon2 379 30 4 7.8 

chr14_55312485_55312570_GCH1;NM_000161.2;exon5 443 31 4 8.1 

chr14_55369038_55369542_GCH1;NM_000161.2;exon1 746 63 8 16 

chr14_55308723_55310861_GCH1;NM_000161.2;exon6 11480 424 55 109 

chr10_48416347_48416853_GDF2;NM_016204.2;exon1 1576 81 10 21 
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chr10_48413091_48414521_GDF2;NM_016204.2;exon2 4364 184 24 48 

chr1_228345440_228347527_GJC2;NM_020435.3;exon2 3731 216 28 56 

chr1_92713434_92713546_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon17 35 10 1 2.6 

chr1_92733661_92733692_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon10 71 15 2 3.8 

chr1_92728419_92728483_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon16 164 21 3 5.4 

chr1_92733469_92733559_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon11 171 20 3 5.1 

chr1_92735279_92735333_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon9 183 21 3 5.5 

chr1_92731975_92732049_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon13 210 20 3 5.1 

chr1_92730110_92730195_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon14 218 24 3 6.1 

chr1_92756974_92757094_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon4 360 33 4 8.6 

chr1_92763517_92763586_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon2 366 29 4 7.4 

chr1_92732256_92732298_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon12 396 31 4 8.1 

chr1_92729179_92729289_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon15 486 36 5 9.4 

chr1_92712618_92712701_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon18 501 35 4 8.9 

chr1_92752046_92752149_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon7 519 42 5 11 

chr1_92755754_92755863_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon5 551 38 5 9.8 

chr1_92762960_92763086_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon3 760 84 11 22 

chr1_92737021_92737209_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon8 833 62 8 16 

chr1_92754470_92754708_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon6 863 61 8 16 

chr1_92711954_92712203_GLMN;NM_053274.2;exon19 928 64 8 17 

chr17_42427034_42427119_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon4 263 32 4 8.4 

chr17_42427595_42427708_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon5 275 31 4 8 

chr17_42428730_42428828_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon9 337 30 4 7.6 

chr17_42426793_42426919_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon3 443 34 4 8.7 

chr17_42428917_42429163_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon10 497 42 5 11 

chr17_42429382_42429616_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon11 539 55 7 14 

chr17_42428058_42428168_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon7 593 51 7 13 

chr17_42426525_42426670_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon2 649 57 7 15 

chr17_42428404_42428531_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon8 757 68 9 17 
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chr17_42427809_42427945_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon6 805 58 8 15 

chr17_42430028_42430470_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon13 1267 85 11 22 

chr17_42422490_42422702_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon1 1297 113 15 29 

chr17_42429708_42429939_GRN;NM_002087.2;exon12 1367 90 12 23 

chr2_74758465_74758498_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon4 188 24 3 6.3 

chr2_74759745_74759841_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon7 241 27 3 6.9 

chr2_74758982_74759052_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon6 482 40 5 10 

chr2_74758723_74758829_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon5 660 57 7 15 

chr2_74758037_74758232_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon3 913 60 8 15 

chr2_74757743_74757948_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon2 917 64 8 16 

chr2_74756531_74757639_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon1 2381 137 18 35 

chr2_74759946_74760683_HTRA2;NM_013247.4;exon8 2950 131 17 34 

chr7_91864121_91864237_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon9 206 21 3 5.5 

chr7_91866980_91867073_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon6 294 32 4 8.3 

chr7_91830620_91830737_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon18 327 25 3 6.6 

chr7_91871347_91871451_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon4 360 36 5 9.3 

chr7_91865726_91865856_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon7 456 39 5 10 

chr7_91852135_91852292_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon13 529 38 5 9.8 

chr7_91843205_91843293_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon16 569 43 6 11 

chr7_91873315_91873463_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon3 574 58 8 15 

chr7_91842508_91842715_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon17 607 46 6 12 

chr7_91855033_91855141_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon12 666 60 8 15 

chr7_91843924_91844091_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon15 689 48 6 12 

chr7_91863762_91863906_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon10 767 71 9 18 

chr7_91855839_91855996_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon11 787 59 8 15 

chr7_91870306_91870466_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon5 912 72 9 19 

chr7_91851215_91851367_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon14 1069 62 8 16 

chr7_91864716_91864960_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon8 1186 73 9 19 

chr7_91828282_91830118_KRIT1;NM_194455.1;exon19 4591 194 25 50 
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chr12_40629427_40629516_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon4 140 20 3 5.2 

chr12_40702907_40703035_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon30 162 23 3 5.9 

chr12_40696590_40696684_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon26 215 29 4 7.5 

chr12_40619356_40619442_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon2 322 29 4 7.5 

chr12_40749916_40749989_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon46 329 28 4 7.1 

chr12_40742210_40742311_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon43 330 30 4 7.7 

chr12_40626075_40626185_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon3 360 33 4 8.6 

chr12_40646711_40646818_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon11 408 39 5 10 

chr12_40760807_40760879_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon50 441 35 4 8.9 

chr12_40709013_40709102_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon33 461 34 4 8.8 

chr12_40722161_40722262_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon39 468 26 3 6.8 

chr12_40643627_40643747_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon8 475 39 5 10 

chr12_40687346_40687465_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon21 480 41 5 11 

chr12_40699586_40699768_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon28 484 40 5 10 

chr12_40671689_40671818_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon17 493 47 6 12 

chr12_40688646_40688716_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon22 494 47 6 12 

chr12_40692910_40693059_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon25 505 47 6 12 

chr12_40657590_40657703_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon14 535 38 5 9.9 

chr12_40757203_40757356_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon48 549 44 6 11 

chr12_40668384_40668529_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon15 576 42 5 11 

chr12_40645266_40645346_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon10 605 53 7 14 

chr12_40651049_40651179_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon12 633 56 7 14 

chr12_40645033_40645176_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon9 645 66 9 17 

chr12_40740554_40740725_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon42 663 48 6 12 

chr12_40716120_40716312_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon37 677 62 8 16 

chr12_40697749_40697936_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon27 680 46 6 12 

chr12_40734095_40734256_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon41 699 56 7 15 

chr12_40716961_40717108_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon38 718 50 6 13 

chr12_40668655_40668795_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon16 721 52 7 13 
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chr12_40671892_40672063_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon18 736 51 7 13 

chr12_40689228_40689446_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon23 746 53 7 14 

chr12_40714835_40714990_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon35 749 58 7 15 

chr12_40758643_40758852_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon49 766 53 7 14 

chr12_40634284_40634419_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon6 794 55 7 14 

chr12_40745340_40745535_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon44 845 54 7 14 

chr12_40653281_40653406_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon13 847 52 7 13 

chr12_40631770_40631905_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon5 851 67 9 17 

chr12_40715836_40715983_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon36 862 55 7 14 

chr12_40728768_40728959_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon40 876 56 7 14 

chr12_40702268_40702498_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon29 889 65 8 17 

chr12_40681152_40681341_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon20 973 54 7 14 

chr12_40713789_40713977_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon34 973 77 10 20 

chr12_40748100_40748294_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon45 987 56 7 15 

chr12_40637351_40637483_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon7 1011 67 9 17 

chr12_40753061_40753246_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon47 1052 70 9 18 

chr12_40707773_40707975_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon32 1103 81 10 21 

chr12_40692044_40692295_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon24 1108 70 9 18 

chr12_40704232_40704451_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon31 1150 65 8 17 

chr12_40677676_40677935_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon19 1168 67 9 17 

chr12_40618812_40619084_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon1 1441 83 11 21 

chr12_40761445_40763086_LRRK2;NM_198578.3;exon51 2692 171 22 44 

chr17_44051750_44051837_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon4NM_016835.4;exon4 163 22 3 5.6 

chr17_44095983_44096096_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon14NM_016835.4;exon13 272 28 4 7.2 

chr17_44039686_44039836_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon2NM_016835.4;exon2 276 24 3 6.2 

chr17_44055740_44055806_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon5NM_016835.4;exon5 357 35 5 9.2 

chr17_44087675_44087768_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon12NM_016835.4;exon11 448 33 4 8.6 

chr17_44071289_44071343_MAPT;NM_001123066.3;exon10 516 37 5 9.5 

chr17_44049224_44049311_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon3NM_016835.4;exon3 544 44 6 11 
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chr17_44091608_44091690_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon13NM_016835.4;exon12 657 53 7 14 

chr17_44064405_44064461_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon7NM_016835.4;exon7 784 60 8 15 

chr17_44068825_44068952_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon9NM_016835.4;exon9 975 63 8 16 

chr17_44067243_44067441_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon8NM_016835.4;exon8 1125 85 11 22 

chr17_44073764_44074030_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon11NM_016835.4;exon10 1657 109 14 28 

chr17_44060543_44061296_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon6NM_016835.4;exon6 2065 125 16 32 

chr17_44101321_44105699_MAPT;NM_001123066.3exon15NM_016835.4;exon14 14721 585 76 151 

chr19_15308310_15308389_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon2 1 1 0 0.1 

chr19_15295716_15295830_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon15 2 1 0 0.4 

chr19_15311598_15311792_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon1 14 6 1 1.7 

chr19_15291771_15291973_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon18 130 22 3 5.6 

chr19_15288335_15288901_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon24 146 22 3 5.8 

chr19_15298691_15298805_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon10 185 21 3 5.4 

chr19_15299045_15299159_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon9 200 27 3 6.9 

chr19_15291491_15291639_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon19 223 25 3 6.4 

chr19_15299799_15299985_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon8 278 33 4 8.6 

chr19_15280896_15280981_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon28 301 34 4 8.9 

chr19_15296067_15296219_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon14 312 39 5 10 

chr19_15289633_15289752_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon23 336 37 5 9.4 

chr19_15295105_15295261_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon16 368 37 5 9.6 

chr19_15273275_15273373_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon32 389 37 5 9.6 

chr19_15281141_15281364_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon27 405 36 5 9.2 

chr19_15281481_15281636_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon26 452 34 4 8.7 

chr19_15302234_15302468_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon6 458 38 5 9.7 

chr19_15303187_15303330_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon3 463 46 6 12 

chr19_15290882_15291067_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon20 496 55 7 14 

chr19_15292386_15292612_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon17 522 53 7 14 

chr19_15284878_15285211_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon25 534 48 6 12 

chr19_15297688_15297799_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon12 614 49 6 13 
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chr19_15276178_15276326_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon31 693 52 7 13 

chr19_15290174_15290307_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon21 693 51 7 13 

chr19_15278059_15278222_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon29 696 51 7 13 

chr19_15296297_15296490_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon13 721 56 7 15 

chr19_15289835_15290093_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon22 721 61 8 16 

chr19_15302555_15302678_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon5 741 55 7 14 

chr19_15297915_15298149_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon11 781 61 8 16 

chr19_15302770_15303109_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon4 935 72 9 19 

chr19_15300083_15300239_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon7 962 69 9 18 

chr19_15276597_15276902_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon30 1496 88 11 23 

chr19_15270443_15272525_NOTCH3;NM_000435.2;exon33 4184 201 26 52 

chr18_21111362_21166681_chr18:21111362:21166681:NPC1;NM_00271.4;UserD

efined(exons1_25) 160196 4687 605 ### 

chr14_74946542_74960184_chr14:74946542:74960184:NPC2;NM_006432.3;User

Defined(exons1_5) 40633 1479 191 382 

chr2_157184362_157184526_NR4A2;NM_006186.3;exon5 84 14 2 3.6 

chr2_157183229_157183432_NR4A2;NM_006186.3;exon6 809 53 7 14 

chr2_157182661_157182840_NR4A2;NM_006186.3;exon7 1273 77 10 20 

chr2_157184915_157185045_NR4A2;NM_006186.3;exon4 1519 101 13 26 

chr2_157185834_157186700_NR4A2;NM_006186.3;exon3 2307 120 15 31 

chr2_157180943_157182512_NR4A2;NM_006186.3;exon8 5303 220 28 57 

chr10_13165994_13166110_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon8 113 16 2 4.2 

chr10_13167945_13168039_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon10 193 23 3 5.8 

chr10_13175501_13175581_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon13 353 32 4 8.3 

chr10_13164384_13164487_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon7 558 38 5 9.9 

chr10_13158266_13158340_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon5 613 62 8 16 

chr10_13167417_13167567_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon9 841 62 8 16 

chr10_13160887_13161040_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon6 1059 71 9 18 

chr10_13169744_13169903_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon11 1340 72 9 19 

chr10_13151111_13151288_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon2 1390 89 11 23 
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chr10_13154452_13154635_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon4 1403 70 9 18 

chr10_13174066_13174197_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon12 1527 102 13 26 

chr10_13152273_13152476_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon3 1535 100 13 26 

chr10_13178744_13180276_OPTN;NM_021980.4;exon14 4491 164 21 42 

chr20_3893104_3893281_PANK2;NM_024960.4;exon4 997 68 9 17 

chr20_3899317_3899443_PANK2;NM_024960.4;exon6 1080 57 7 15 

chr20_3897573_3897697_PANK2;NM_024960.4;exon5 1162 71 9 18 

chr20_3888572_3888925_PANK2;NM_024960.4;exon2 1441 72 9 19 

chr20_3891223_3891477_PANK2;NM_024960.4;exon3 1482 92 12 24 

chr20_3903890_3904502_PANK2;NM_024960.4;exon7 2447 127 16 33 

chr6_163148693_163148834_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon1 102 20 3 5.2 

chr6_161807825_161807909_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon10 301 30 4 7.8 

chr6_161969885_161970035_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon9 338 36 5 9.2 

chr6_162475122_162475206_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon5 474 50 6 13 

chr6_161990386_161990448_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon8 662 45 6 12 

chr6_162394333_162394449_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon6 741 110 14 28 

chr6_162683556_162683797_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon3 824 85 11 22 

chr6_162622162_162622284_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon4 886 87 11 22 

chr6_161781119_161781237_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon11 943 63 8 16 

chr6_162206803_162206940_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon7 1000 146 19 38 

chr6_162864341_162864505_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon2 1040 76 10 20 

chr6_161768589_161771243_PARK2;NM_004562.2;exon12 9636 372 48 96 

chr1_8025383_8025485_PARK7;NM_007262.4;exon3 201 22 3 5.8 

chr1_8022822_8022935_PARK7;NM_007262.4;exon2 368 36 5 9.4 

chr1_8029404_8029464_PARK7;NM_007262.4;exon4 427 38 5 9.9 

chr1_8030953_8031023_PARK7;NM_007262.4;exon5 563 35 4 8.9 

chr1_8037711_8037798_PARK7;NM_007262.4;exon6 576 39 5 10 

chr1_8044953_8045342_PARK7;NM_007262.4;exon7 1316 66 8 17 

chr3_167405402_167405481_PDCD10;NM_007217.3;exon7 113 16 2 4.3 
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chr3_167422629_167422683_PDCD10;NM_007217.3;exon4 193 24 3 6.3 

chr3_167405021_167405104_PDCD10;NM_007217.3;exon8 441 43 6 11 

chr3_167414796_167414914_PDCD10;NM_007217.3;exon5 637 56 7 15 

chr3_167437849_167438061_PDCD10;NM_007217.3;exon3 784 57 7 15 

chr3_167401694_167402177_PDCD10;NM_007217.3;exon9 989 77 10 20 

chr3_167413383_167413510_PDCD10;NM_007217.3;exon6 1078 81 10 21 

chr1_20966384_20966485_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon3 253 26 3 6.8 

chr1_20959947_20960428_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon1 393 40 5 10 

chr1_20975487_20975724_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon7 603 47 6 12 

chr1_20972052_20972216_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon5 668 49 6 13 

chr1_20974997_20975125_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon6 870 59 8 15 

chr1_20970982_20971165_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon4 992 67 9 17 

chr1_20964334_20964622_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon2 1060 68 9 17 

chr1_20976926_20978004_PINK1;NM_032409.2;exon8 4459 166 21 43 

chr22_38530994_38531091_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon6 60 13 2 3.3 

chr22_38508510_38508584_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon15 277 36 5 9.3 

chr22_38528837_38529020_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon7 361 42 5 11 

chr22_38522377_38522456_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon9 450 36 5 9.3 

chr22_38525460_38525569_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon8 528 52 7 13 

chr22_38511533_38511688_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon13 537 46 6 12 

chr22_38535988_38536176_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon5 677 44 6 11 

chr22_38509493_38509661_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon14 751 50 6 13 

chr22_38539111_38539295_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon4 760 52 7 13 

chr22_38516765_38516916_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon11 779 67 9 17 

chr22_38519101_38519265_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon10 799 51 7 13 

chr22_38565224_38565478_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon2 803 53 7 14 

chr22_38541444_38541660_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon3 871 51 7 13 

chr22_38512081_38512218_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon12 976 58 8 15 

chr22_38507501_38508312_PLA2G6;NM_001004426.1;exon16 1170 76 10 20 
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chr20_4679856_4682234_PRNP;NM_000311.3;exon2 12916 426 55 110 

chr14_73664738_73664837_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon8 132 16 2 4.2 

chr14_73614502_73614584_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon2 500 34 4 8.9 

chr14_73653560_73653628_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon6 614 49 6 13 

chr14_73683833_73683952_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon11 651 42 5 11 

chr14_73640273_73640415_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon5 673 51 7 13 

chr14_73673093_73673180_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon9 751 47 6 12 

chr14_73678476_73678650_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon10 903 65 8 17 

chr14_73659351_73659572_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon7 998 52 7 13 

chr14_73614674_73614802_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon3 1204 61 8 16 

chr14_73637504_73637755_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon4 2077 111 14 29 

chr14_73685841_73690399_PSEN1;NM_007318.2;exon12 17363 570 74 147 

chr1_227058272_227058350_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon1 24 9 1 2.4 

chr1_227081707_227081826_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon12 135 20 3 5.1 

chr1_227075791_227075859_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon7 205 21 3 5.4 

chr1_227078978_227079062_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon10 224 27 4 7 

chr1_227077735_227077834_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon9 604 41 5 10 

chr1_227069588_227069749_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon4 633 52 7 13 

chr1_227071405_227071620_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon5 738 51 7 13 

chr1_227073238_227073380_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon6 745 55 7 14 

chr1_227079443_227079545_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon11 760 50 6 13 

chr1_227076529_227076750_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon8 870 64 8 16 

chr1_227063065_227063251_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon3 1039 69 9 18 

chr1_227058962_227059105_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon2 1403 73 9 19 

chr1_227083124_227083804_PSEN2;NM_000447.2;exon13 2457 119 15 31 

chr10_89685269_89685314_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon3 65 12 2 3 

chr10_89653781_89653866_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon2 111 19 2 4.8 

chr10_89690802_89690846_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon4 193 21 3 5.4 

chr10_89711874_89712016_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon6 602 55 7 14 
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chr10_89717609_89717776_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon7 759 49 6 13 

chr10_89720650_89720875_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon8 984 66 9 17 

chr10_89692769_89693008_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon5 1179 71 9 18 

chr10_89622836_89623519_chr10:89622836:89623519:Coordinates:UserDefined(5

0451708) 2501 174 22 45 

chr10_89623194_89624305_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon1 3452 201 26 52 

chr10_89725043_89728532_PTEN;NM_000314.4;exon9 9245 391 50 101 

chr5_86642488_86642541_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon7 118 18 2 4.6 

chr5_86665629_86665717_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon12 170 17 2 4.5 

chr5_86682642_86682720_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon23 216 26 3 6.8 

chr5_86648973_86649052_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon9 227 28 4 7.1 

chr5_86637106_86637138_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon6 237 28 4 7.3 

chr5_86658367_86658488_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon10 297 32 4 8.2 

chr5_86670656_86670733_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon15 317 35 4 9 

chr5_86681117_86681206_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon22 379 31 4 8 

chr5_86629083_86629154_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon4 397 41 5 11 

chr5_86676325_86676412_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon20 401 32 4 8.2 

chr5_86675551_86675667_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon19 417 37 5 9.5 

chr5_86667934_86668012_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon13 461 42 5 11 

chr5_86633790_86633908_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon5 463 38 5 9.8 

chr5_86679529_86679597_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon21 471 43 6 11 

chr5_86674212_86674355_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon18 485 37 5 9.5 

chr5_86669979_86670137_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon14 630 45 6 12 

chr5_86685209_86685344_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon24 676 50 6 13 

chr5_86628323_86628459_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon3 726 44 6 11 

chr5_86672209_86672382_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon16 733 48 6 13 

chr5_86645030_86645181_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon8 793 52 7 13 

chr5_86672697_86672857_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon17 806 57 7 15 

chr5_86659164_86659321_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon11 876 62 8 16 

chr5_86627164_86627317_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon2 1229 98 13 25 
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chr5_86564069_86564807_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon1 2491 129 17 33 

chr5_86686616_86687743_RASA1;NM_002890.2;exon25 3218 212 27 55 

chr9_135161809_135161881_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon18 200 26 3 6.7 

chr9_135187143_135187243_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon11 229 25 3 6.5 

chr9_135156853_135156961_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon20 275 30 4 7.8 

chr9_135206438_135206526_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon9 306 28 4 7.2 

chr9_135145001_135145089_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon25 307 30 4 7.7 

chr9_135209994_135210114_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon7 387 30 4 7.8 

chr9_135163622_135163738_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon17 416 40 5 10 

chr9_135224638_135224822_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon3 431 40 5 10 

chr9_135153456_135153644_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon21 458 41 5 11 

chr9_135147096_135147195_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon24 471 42 5 11 

chr9_135163936_135164038_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon16 478 41 5 11 

chr9_135218076_135218186_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon5 514 37 5 9.7 

chr9_135206663_135206835_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon8 595 42 5 11 

chr9_135152446_135152539_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon22 640 64 8 17 

chr9_135173466_135173699_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon13 808 50 7 13 

chr9_135158650_135158800_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon19 813 45 6 12 

chr9_135221647_135221858_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon4 822 59 8 15 

chr9_135172273_135172441_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon14 824 47 6 12 

chr9_135211682_135211902_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon6 1007 70 9 18 

chr9_135150642_135150807_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon23 1031 87 11 22 

chr9_135176016_135176190_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon12 1101 82 11 21 

chr9_135171258_135171415_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon15 1300 78 10 20 

chr9_135136826_135140372_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon26 13579 429 55 111 

chr9_135201710_135205886_SETX;NM_015046.5;exon10 14650 571 74 147 

chr18_48575664_48575694_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon4 114 17 2 4.5 

chr18_48584494_48584614_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon6 149 18 2 4.7 

chr18_48586235_48586286_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon8 225 24 3 6.1 
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chr18_48575055_48575230_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon3 368 31 4 8 

chr18_48584709_48584826_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon7 543 52 7 13 

chr18_48603007_48603146_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon11 623 42 5 11 

chr18_48591792_48591976_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon9 933 52 7 13 

chr18_48581150_48581363_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon5 1211 72 9 19 

chr18_48593388_48593557_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon10 1220 70 9 18 

chr18_48573289_48573665_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon2 1266 94 12 24 

chr18_48604625_48611411_SMAD4;NM_005359.5;exon12 20772 861 111 222 

chr4_90650344_90650428_SNCA;NM_000345.3;exon5 292 25 3 6.5 

chr4_90749293_90749335_SNCA;NM_000345.3;exon3 571 50 6 13 

chr4_90756697_90756843_SNCA;NM_000345.3;exon2 701 68 9 18 

chr4_90743396_90743539_SNCA;NM_000345.3;exon4 1086 82 11 21 

chr4_90645249_90647811_SNCA;NM_000345.3;exon6 6496 429 55 111 

chr21_33031934_33032154_SOD1;NM_000454.4;exon1 295 37 5 9.5 

chr21_33039570_33039688_SOD1;NM_000454.4;exon4 540 43 6 11 

chr21_33038761_33038831_SOD1;NM_000454.4;exon3 555 43 6 11 

chr21_33036102_33036199_SOD1;NM_000454.4;exon2 590 47 6 12 

chr21_33040783_33041243_SOD1;NM_000454.4;exon5 1901 104 13 27 

chr11_121430227_121430366_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon21 228 19 3 5 

chr11_121477553_121477666_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon36 242 25 3 6.5 

chr11_121489482_121489602_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon42 283 26 3 6.7 

chr11_121322911_121323325_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon1 289 35 4 8.9 

chr11_121391365_121391558_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon9 298 28 4 7.2 

chr11_121456930_121457038_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon27 319 33 4 8.6 

chr11_121384860_121385030_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon8 335 32 4 8.3 

chr11_121477894_121477999_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon37 354 33 4 8.5 

chr11_121383711_121383813_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon7 359 29 4 7.5 

chr11_121437648_121437822_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon22 362 37 5 9.4 

chr11_121492870_121492977_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon45 363 32 4 8.1 
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chr11_121403172_121403261_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon12 368 33 4 8.5 

chr11_121483444_121483541_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon40 390 33 4 8.5 

chr11_121447989_121448109_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon25 431 41 5 11 

chr11_121340715_121340832_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon2 451 35 5 9.1 

chr11_121393624_121393698_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon11 459 33 4 8.6 

chr11_121360751_121360819_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon5 459 43 6 11 

chr11_121421293_121421379_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon16 469 38 5 9.9 

chr11_121428022_121428114_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon19 513 39 5 10 

chr11_121478812_121478885_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon38 539 39 5 10 

chr11_121490461_121490626_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon43 577 41 5 11 

chr11_121415951_121416138_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon14 591 50 6 13 

chr11_121481784_121481867_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon39 595 45 6 12 

chr11_121440865_121440979_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon23 599 40 5 10 

chr11_121458728_121458860_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon28 609 54 7 14 

chr11_121393294_121393412_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon10 660 45 6 12 

chr11_121454166_121454292_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon26 669 43 6 11 

chr11_121444949_121445072_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon24 699 52 7 14 

chr11_121498263_121498476_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon47 706 50 6 13 

chr11_121474901_121475033_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon33 822 64 8 16 

chr11_121495793_121495986_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon46 841 53 7 14 

chr11_121348826_121348952_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon3 862 66 9 17 

chr11_121358740_121358902_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon4 876 57 7 15 

chr11_121414256_121414435_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon13 891 56 7 14 

chr11_121425895_121426027_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon18 908 53 7 14 

chr11_121485579_121485764_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon41 957 76 10 20 

chr11_121476110_121476280_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon35 986 48 6 12 

chr11_121420668_121420797_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon15 1011 60 8 16 

chr11_121461709_121461865_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon31 1052 70 9 18 

chr11_121424645_121424818_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon17 1069 55 7 14 
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chr11_121475821_121475948_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon34 1125 79 10 20 

chr11_121491772_121491947_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon44 1156 75 10 19 

chr11_121460748_121460883_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon30 1243 79 10 21 

chr11_121466331_121466481_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon32 1282 76 10 20 

chr11_121367577_121367758_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon6 1313 81 10 21 

chr11_121429299_121429546_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon20 1438 84 11 22 

chr11_121459967_121460099_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon29 1508 94 12 24 

chr11_121500204_121504471_SORL1;NM_003105.5;exon48 15149 656 85 169 

chr20_62680511_62680979_SOX18;NM_018419.2;exon1 379 47 6 12 

chr20_62679078_62680315_SOX18;NM_018419.2;exon2 1311 83 11 21 

chr15_44861595_44861703_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon33 177 20 3 5.2 

chr15_44881449_44881612_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon28 231 22 3 5.6 

chr15_44884528_44884636_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon27 268 34 4 8.7 

chr15_44890462_44890571_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon23 288 26 3 6.7 

chr15_44955588_44955876_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon1 296 34 4 8.7 

chr15_44914925_44914997_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon12 365 36 5 9.3 

chr15_44858414_44858503_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon35 412 33 4 8.4 

chr15_44858051_44858207_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon36 430 34 4 8.9 

chr15_44951276_44951501_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon3 514 50 6 13 

chr15_44898222_44898289_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon20 529 38 5 9.8 

chr15_44918528_44918705_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon11 549 41 5 11 

chr15_44859621_44859790_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon34 572 43 6 11 

chr15_44887456_44887657_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon26 594 38 5 9.8 

chr15_44862722_44862856_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon32 622 48 6 12 

chr15_44944326_44944464_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon5 633 48 6 12 

chr15_44888981_44889141_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon24 641 43 6 11 

chr15_44920866_44921042_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon10 642 50 6 13 

chr15_44877833_44878048_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon29 696 63 8 16 

chr15_44864880_44865018_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon31 710 40 5 10 
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chr15_44905627_44905734_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon17 715 45 6 12 

chr15_44913956_44914132_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon14 743 49 6 13 

chr15_44921430_44921586_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon9 773 53 7 14 

chr15_44914417_44914545_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon13 777 59 8 15 

chr15_44907560_44907764_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon16 787 46 6 12 

chr15_44856744_44856896_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon37 788 61 8 16 

chr15_44912387_44912601_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon15 803 59 8 15 

chr15_44949292_44949494_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon4 863 49 6 13 

chr15_44888280_44888553_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon25 886 56 7 14 

chr15_44903037_44903183_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon18 902 62 8 16 

chr15_44890828_44891034_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon22 946 60 8 15 

chr15_44941063_44941209_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon7 955 61 8 16 

chr15_44900641_44900803_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon19 1016 63 8 16 

chr15_44892664_44892830_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon21 1034 70 9 18 

chr15_44925702_44925835_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon8 1270 100 13 26 

chr15_44952629_44952814_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon2 1559 85 11 22 

chr15_44943688_44944137_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon6 1729 117 15 30 

chr15_44854893_44855499_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon38 1884 102 13 26 

chr15_44876011_44876756_SPG11;NM_001160227.1;exon30 3440 139 18 36 

chr13_36886281_36886372_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon8 262 22 3 5.6 

chr13_36900711_36900835_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon5 783 59 8 15 

chr13_36905535_36905733_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon3 871 58 8 15 

chr13_36886455_36886614_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon7 880 52 7 13 

chr13_36903498_36903654_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon4 957 69 9 18 

chr13_36888363_36888558_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon6 1133 78 10 20 

chr13_36909157_36909969_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon2 2200 130 17 34 

chr13_36875774_36878769_SPG20;NM_001142294.1;exon9 7933 547 71 141 

chr1_11073772_11074022_TARDBP;NM_007375.3;exon2 736 56 7 14 

chr1_11076900_11077064_TARDBP;NM_007375.3;exon3 861 64 8 17 
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chr1_11080485_11080656_TARDBP;NM_007375.3;exon5 887 54 7 14 

chr1_11078789_11078930_TARDBP;NM_007375.3;exon4 1024 58 7 15 

chr1_11082180_11085549_TARDBP;NM_007375.3;exon6 13157 480 62 124 

chr9_27217685_27217756_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon19 261 26 3 6.8 

chr9_27209118_27209229_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon16 272 29 4 7.4 

chr9_27218774_27218815_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon20 306 30 4 7.7 

chr9_27228203_27228303_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon22 334 33 4 8.5 

chr9_27192486_27192621_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon11 343 35 4 8.9 

chr9_27168492_27168603_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon3 389 36 5 9.2 

chr9_27220046_27220143_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon21 414 37 5 9.6 

chr9_27173219_27173360_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon6 467 37 5 9.5 

chr9_27204908_27205063_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon14 517 42 5 11 

chr9_27169474_27169627_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon4 524 43 6 11 

chr9_27212704_27212895_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon17 632 46 6 12 

chr9_27213481_27213595_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon18 715 45 6 12 

chr9_27190526_27190688_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon10 915 72 9 19 

chr9_27206579_27206790_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon15 944 54 7 14 

chr9_27185482_27185627_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon9 995 46 6 12 

chr9_27183456_27183608_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon8 1037 67 9 17 

chr9_27172613_27172745_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon5 1109 74 10 19 

chr9_27180237_27180366_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon7 1164 66 9 17 

chr9_27197312_27197597_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon12 1363 72 9 19 

chr9_27202817_27203117_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon13 1401 86 11 22 

chr9_27157828_27158140_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon2 2077 109 14 28 

chr9_27109146_27109640_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon1 2264 106 14 27 

chr9_27229155_27230172_TEK;NM_000459.4;exon23 2693 135 17 35 

chr11_2188664_2188715_TH;NM_000360.3;exon6 12 5 1 1.3 

chr11_2189720_2189895_TH;NM_000360.3;exon3 32 9 1 2.3 

chr11_2187709_2187779_TH;NM_000360.3;exon9 105 20 3 5.2 
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chr11_2190879_2191101_TH;NM_000360.3;exon2 319 36 5 9.2 

chr11_2188116_2188262_TH;NM_000360.3;exon7 330 39 5 10 

chr11_2187862_2187998_TH;NM_000360.3;exon8 355 41 5 11 

chr11_2189095_2189163_TH;NM_000360.3;exon5 439 43 6 11 

chr11_2186897_2186993_TH;NM_000360.3;exon11 441 34 4 8.8 

chr11_2189320_2189409_TH;NM_000360.3;exon4 509 47 6 12 

chr11_2187231_2187288_TH;NM_000360.3;exon10 586 54 7 14 

chr11_2192926_2193035_TH;NM_000360.3;exon1 608 60 8 15 

chr11_2186461_2186595_TH;NM_000360.3;exon12 619 45 6 12 

chr11_2185158_2185622_TH;NM_000360.3;exon13 1539 103 13 26 

chr6_41127529_41127620_TREM2;NM_018965.3;exon3 632 49 6 13 

chr6_41129000_41129351_TREM2;NM_018965.3;exon2 946 66 9 17 

chr6_41130780_41130924_TREM2;NM_018965.3;exon1 986 62 8 16 

chr6_41126610_41126804_TREM2;NM_018965.3;exon4 1018 62 8 16 

chr6_41126243_41126518_TREM2;NM_018965.3;exon5 1297 69 9 18 

chr18_29171729_29171934_TTR;NM_000371.3;exon1 922 51 7 13 

chr18_29175082_29175218_TTR;NM_000371.3;exon3 1166 66 8 17 

chr18_29172858_29172989_TTR;NM_000371.3;exon2 1229 79 10 20 

chr18_29178530_29178986_TTR;NM_000371.3;exon4 1995 102 13 26 

chrX_56590025_56593443_UBQLN2;NM_013444.3;exon1 8038 2508 324 648 

chr4_41259625_41259754_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon3 239 37 5 9.6 

chr4_41263892_41263940_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon6 434 38 5 9.7 

chr4_41265241_41265308_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon7 514 41 5 11 

chr4_41259131_41259143_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon2 569 51 7 13 

chr4_41266119_41266178_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon8 600 46 6 12 

chr4_41263731_41263817_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon5 629 52 7 13 

chr4_41262663_41262814_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon4 946 53 7 14 

chr4_41258897_41259026_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon1 1064 70 9 18 

chr4_41270003_41270446_UCHL1;NM_004181.4;exon9 1732 90 12 23 
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chr20_57009657_57009761_VAPB;NM_004738.4;exon3 365 31 4 8 

chr20_56993266_56993419_VAPB;NM_004738.4;exon2 399 35 5 9 

chr20_57014000_57014081_VAPB;NM_004738.4;exon4 467 34 4 8.8 

chr20_56964174_56964573_VAPB;NM_004738.4;exon1 501 58 7 15 

chr20_57015962_57016139_VAPB;NM_004738.4;exon5 892 59 8 15 

chr20_57019132_57026156_VAPB;NM_004738.4;exon6 26946 754 97 195 

chr9_35061573_35061686_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon10 365 48 6 12 

chr9_35068247_35068359_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon2 510 38 5 9.9 

chr9_35066671_35066814_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon4 633 46 6 12 

chr9_35062974_35063077_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon7 653 49 6 13 

chr9_35057372_35057527_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon16 659 53 7 14 

chr9_35061011_35061176_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon11 665 53 7 14 

chr9_35062213_35062347_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon8 807 47 6 12 

chr9_35061999_35062135_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon9 867 67 9 17 

chr9_35064150_35064282_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon6 994 64 8 17 

chr9_35059060_35059216_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon15 1008 67 9 17 

chr9_35067887_35068060_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon3 1024 74 10 19 

chr9_35065247_35065378_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon5 1036 73 9 19 

chr9_35072333_35072739_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon1 1107 133 17 34 

chr9_35060309_35060522_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon13 1130 71 9 18 

chr9_35060797_35060920_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon12 1244 85 11 22 

chr9_35059489_35059798_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon14 1624 80 10 21 

chr9_35056064_35057219_VCP;NM_007126.3;exon17 4247 196 25 51 

chr9_79973272_79973354_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon57 20 6 1 1.5 

chr9_79980375_79980489_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon60 189 24 3 6.1 

chr9_79792360_79792720_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon1 196 20 3 5.2 

chr9_79842306_79842401_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon16 227 28 4 7.1 

chr9_79898270_79898387_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon30 227 27 3 6.9 

chr9_79974248_79974318_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon58 260 26 3 6.7 
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chr9_79896782_79896842_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon28 264 29 4 7.5 

chr9_79955093_79955198_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon49 271 27 4 7 

chr9_79828149_79828230_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon9 276 27 4 7.1 

chr9_79975451_79975557_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon59 279 31 4 8 

chr9_79814860_79814904_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon2 289 29 4 7.6 

chr9_79835192_79835299_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon12 303 30 4 7.8 

chr9_79853187_79853302_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon19 305 32 4 8.2 

chr9_79867150_79867268_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon22 309 35 5 9.1 

chr9_79820228_79820324_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon4 310 30 4 7.8 

chr9_79816280_79816323_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon3 312 27 4 7.1 

chr9_79982970_79983052_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon62 323 27 4 7.1 

chr9_79932521_79932614_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon40 338 32 4 8.2 

chr9_79996891_79997003_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon68 340 36 5 9.3 

chr9_79984214_79984328_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon63 342 40 5 10 

chr9_79827884_79827944_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon8 355 29 4 7.4 

chr9_79946925_79947029_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon46 357 36 5 9.3 

chr9_79888195_79888280_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon24 361 32 4 8.1 

chr9_79895074_79895154_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon27 365 35 4 9 

chr9_79898462_79898566_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon31 385 32 4 8.3 

chr9_79840841_79840904_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon14 411 40 5 10 

chr9_79820893_79820995_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon5 437 58 8 15 

chr9_79843037_79843180_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon17 450 42 5 11 

chr9_79908256_79908424_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon32 452 36 5 9.2 

chr9_79936084_79936243_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon43 478 48 6 12 

chr9_79875001_79875140_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon23 533 44 6 11 

chr9_79825531_79825591_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon7 542 49 6 13 

chr9_79922860_79923014_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon35 553 45 6 12 

chr9_79862174_79862311_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon20 555 47 6 12 

chr9_79829244_79829302_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon10 561 41 5 11 
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chr9_79959068_79959197_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon51 578 43 6 11 

chr9_79824338_79824448_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon6 591 57 7 15 

chr9_79934487_79934589_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon42 592 52 7 13 

chr9_79959924_79960058_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon52 606 55 7 14 

chr9_79928907_79929035_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon36 612 50 6 13 

chr9_79897036_79897190_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon29 636 54 7 14 

chr9_79968324_79968557_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon54 652 53 7 14 

chr9_79937982_79938143_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon45 701 63 8 16 

chr9_79972607_79972754_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon56 706 57 7 15 

chr9_79985172_79985248_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon64 719 50 6 13 

chr9_79971629_79971783_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon55 724 53 7 14 

chr9_79929410_79929580_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon37 733 54 7 14 

chr9_79890413_79890568_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon25 749 50 6 13 

chr9_79955319_79955466_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon50 754 47 6 12 

chr9_79985805_79985851_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon66 762 61 8 16 

chr9_79966232_79966362_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon53 775 48 6 12 

chr9_79852917_79853107_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon18 806 72 9 19 

chr9_79865012_79865145_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon21 813 70 9 18 

chr9_79841381_79841514_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon15 842 54 7 14 

chr9_79936406_79936662_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon44 902 71 9 18 

chr9_79910457_79910762_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon33 971 60 8 15 

chr9_79834869_79834997_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon11 997 69 9 18 

chr9_79981642_79981788_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon61 1000 73 9 19 

chr9_79836100_79836272_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon13 1031 62 8 16 

chr9_79933150_79933507_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon41 1077 73 9 19 

chr9_79890980_79891137_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon26 1084 93 12 24 

chr9_79930168_79930386_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon38 1086 67 9 17 

chr9_79917830_79917978_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon34 1104 69 9 18 

chr9_79931089_79931322_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon39 1116 66 9 17 
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chr9_79952170_79952453_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon47 1121 78 10 20 

chr9_79985941_79986065_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon67 1212 81 10 21 

chr9_79985330_79985494_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon65 1241 86 11 22 

chr9_79954431_79954827_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon48 1606 109 14 28 

chr9_79999500_80000106_VPS13A;NM_015186.3;exon69 1806 115 15 30 

chr16_46723042_46723144_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon1 20 7 1 1.7 

chr16_46715990_46716087_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon3 208 26 3 6.7 

chr16_46706176_46706384_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon11 247 26 3 6.7 

chr16_46711226_46711310_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon7 358 35 5 9.1 

chr16_46708475_46708572_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon9 393 37 5 9.6 

chr16_46717419_46717518_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon2 498 38 5 9.9 

chr16_46714582_46714765_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon5 504 44 6 11 

chr16_46710494_46710604_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon8 530 38 5 9.8 

chr16_46708225_46708374_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon10 681 49 6 13 

chr16_46705616_46705772_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon12 807 53 7 14 

chr16_46702841_46702964_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon13 851 51 7 13 

chr16_46715288_46715412_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon4 913 55 7 14 

chr16_46696154_46696394_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon15 938 60 8 15 

chr16_46695629_46695773_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon16 1128 57 7 15 

chr16_46712854_46713068_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon6 1168 98 13 25 

chr16_46696894_46697074_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon14 1266 70 9 18 

chr16_46693588_46694563_VPS35;NM_018206.4;exon17 3796 206 27 53 

chrX_37545132_37545459_XK;NM_021083.2;exon1 743 213 27 55 

chrX_37553538_37553801_XK;NM_021083.2;exon2 1143 357 46 92 

chrX_37586888_37591383_XK;NM_021083.2;exon3 10560 3267 422 844 

 

Key: sd = standard deviation, se = standard error, ci = 95% confidence interval 
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Supplementary Table 3: Observed vs expected variant frequencies across 167 variants (2 

samples) 

Sample Gene Variant 
Observed variant 

frequency (%) 

Expected 

variant 

frequency (%) 

NA19127 VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.1593_1595+1delAAAG 33 50 

NA19127 VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.8016G>C 39 50 

NA19127 TH NM_199292.2:c.334G>A 39 50 

NA19127 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.2742A>G 39 50 

NA19127 ENG NM_001114753.1:c.1029C>T 40 50 

NA19127 VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.9069A>G 41 50 

NA19127 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.5526T>C 42 50 

NA19127 TEK NM_000459.3:c.1962A>G 42 50 

NA19127 ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2495A>G 42 50 

NA19127 VPS35 NM_018206.4:c.1398G>A 43 50 

NA19127 A2M NM_000014.4:c.1311G>A 43 50 

NA19127 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3738C>T 45 50 

NA19127 SPG11 NM_025137.3:c.4687A>G 45 50 

NA19127 ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.1102G>A 45 50 

NA19127 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3058G>C 46 50 

NA19127 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.807T>C 46 50 

NA19127 ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.2790G>A 46 50 

NA19127 TEK NM_000459.3:c.3123G>A 46 50 

NA19127 SPG11 NM_025137.3:c.4578A>G 46 50 

NA19127 APOE NM_000041.2:c.388T>C 46 50 

NA19127 FLT4 NM_182925.4:c.2670C>G 46 50 

NA19127 ARSA NM_001085426.2:c.1055A>G 46 50 

NA19127 PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.1086C>T 46 50 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.457T>C 47 50 

NA19127 PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.185G>A 47 50 
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NA19127 VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.3108T>C 47 50 

NA19127 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3547G>A 47 50 

NA19127 MAPT NM_001123066.3:c.50C>T 47 50 

NA19127 GLMN NM_053274.2:c.899T>C 48 50 

NA19127 MAPT NM_001123066.3:c.953C>T 48 50 

NA19127 VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.2718A>G 48 50 

NA19127 PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.458C>G 49 50 

NA19127 A2M NM_000014.4:c.2998A>G 49 50 

NA19127 ENG NM_001114753.1:c.1794T>C 49 50 

NA19127 SPG11 NM_025137.3:c.7256A>G 49 50 

NA19127 PINK1 NM_032409.2:c.1562A>C 49 50 

NA19127 SOX18 NM_018419.2:c.243C>T 50 50 

NA19127 PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.111G>A 50 50 

NA19127 TEK NM_000459.3:c.1172C>T 50 50 

NA19127 ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2855G>A 50 50 

NA19127 SETX NM_015046.5:c.1077T>C 50 50 

NA19127 SETX NM_015046.5:c.1979C>G 51 50 

NA19127 TEK NM_000459.3:c.234G>A 51 50 

NA19127 TEK NM_000459.3:c.2976T>C 52 50 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.6324G>A 52 50 

NA19127 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.4752T>A 52 50 

NA19127 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.303C>T 52 50 

NA19127 PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.87G>A 52 50 

NA19127 ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.3419T>C 53 50 

NA19127 SETX NM_015046.5:c.3576T>G 54 50 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.7190T>C 54 50 

NA19127 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3561T>G 54 50 

NA19127 PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.957G>A 55 50 

NA19127 CCM2 NM_001029835.2:c.978G>A 66 50 
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NA19128 FLT4 NM_182925.4:c.2670C>G 38 50 

NA19128 FA2H NM_024306.4:c.888A>G 40 50 

NA19128 ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.3516G>A 42 50 

NA19128 ENG NM_001114753.1:c.14C>T 42 50 

NA19128 CCM2 NM_001029835.2:c.978G>A 42 50 

NA19128 PANK2 NM_153638.2:c.332T>A 42 50 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.4156A>G 43 50 

NA19128 ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.1102G>A 43 50 

NA19128 GJC2 NM_020435.3:c.108C>T 43 50 

NA19128 APOE NM_000041.2:c.487C>T 43 50 

NA19128 ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.1815C>T 43 50 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.3182C>T 43 50 

NA19128 PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.915G>A 43 50 

NA19128 ENG NM_001114753.1:c.1794T>C 43 50 

NA19128 PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.957G>A 44 50 

NA19128 PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.720G>A 44 50 

NA19128 SPG11 NM_025137.3:c.1388T>C 44 50 

NA19128 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.149G>A 44 50 

NA19128 GLMN NM_053274.2:c.1159A>G 44 50 

NA19128 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.7190T>C 45 50 

NA19128 ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.2637C>T 45 50 

NA19128 ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2855G>A 46 50 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.5563A>G 47 50 

NA19128 TEK NM_000459.3:c.1962A>G 47 50 

NA19128 ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.3144C>G 47 50 

NA19128 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3738C>T 47 50 

NA19128 CLU NM_001831.3:c.84C>T 47 50 

NA19128 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.807T>C 48 50 

NA19128 ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2495A>G 48 50 
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NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.7759A>G 48 50 

NA19128 FLT4 NM_182925.4:c.3198C>T 48 50 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.5811T>C 48 50 

NA19128 PINK1 NM_032409.2:c.1562A>C 48 50 

NA19128 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.5457T>C 49 50 

NA19128 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.1653C>G 49 50 

NA19128 CLU NM_001831.3:c.949A>C 49 50 

NA19128 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.2019C>T 49 50 

NA19128 FA2H NM_024306.4:c.933T>C 49 50 

NA19128 PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.87G>A 49 50 

NA19128 ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.2970G>A 49 50 

NA19128 TEK NM_000459.3:c.2976T>C 50 50 

NA19128 PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.1086C>T 50 50 

NA19128 ARSA NM_001085426.2:c.1055A>G 50 50 

NA19128 CHMP2B NM_014043.3:c.312T>C 50 50 

NA19128 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4911A>G 51 50 

NA19128 PRNP NM_000311.3:c.512A>G 51 50 

NA19128 PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.783A>G 52 50 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.3754G>A 52 50 

NA19128 PRNP NM_000311.3:c.385A>G 52 50 

NA19128 PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.69T>C 52 50 

NA19128 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.4176C>T 53 50 

NA19128 CLU NM_001831.3:c.789T>C 53 50 

NA19128 ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.3192C>T 53 50 

NA19128 PARK7 NM_007262.4:c.-22C>T 55 50 

NA19128 SPG20 NM_001142295.1:c.1629A>G 57 50 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.7834A>G 57 50 

NA19128 ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.3419T>C 58 50 

NA19128 FA2H NM_024306.4:c.879C>T 62 50 
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NA19128 ACVRL1 NM_000020.2:c.330G>A 65 50 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4911A>G 97 100 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4939T>A 98 100 

NA19127 SETX NM_015046.5:c.7759A>G 98 100 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4872C>A 99 100 

NA19127 FA2H NM_024306.4:c.229C>T 99 100 

NA19127 SETX NM_015046.5:c.5811T>C 99 100 

NA19127 SETX NM_015046.5:c.5563A>G 99 100 

NA19127 FTL NM_000146.3:c.163T>C 99 100 

NA19127 CLU NM_001831.3:c.84C>T 99 100 

NA19127 FIG4 NM_014845.5:c.1961T>C 99 100 

NA19127 TEK NM_000459.3:c.1037A>C 100 100 

NA19127 PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.69T>C 100 100 

NA19127 CLU NM_001831.3:c.949A>C 100 100 

NA19127 VPS35 NM_018206.4:c.1938C>T 100 100 

NA19127 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.1653T>C 100 100 

NA19127 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.606A>G 100 100 

NA19127 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.4563A>G 100 100 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.5457T>C 100 100 

NA19127 FA2H NM_024306.4:c.879C>T 100 100 

NA19127 CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.150A>G 100 100 

NA19127 ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.4015C>T 100 100 

NA19127 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.149G>A 100 100 

NA19127 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.5899G>A 100 100 

NA19127 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3220C>G 100 100 

NA19127 PANK2 NM_153638.2:c.377G>C 100 100 

NA19127 OPTN NM_001008211.1:c.964A>G 100 100 

NA19127 NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.1926G>C 100 100 

NA19127 CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.257T>C 100 100 
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NA19127 A2M NM_000014.4:c.1915A>G 100 100 

NA19128 PANK2 NM_153638.2:c.377G>C 94 100 

NA19128 NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.1926G>C 98 100 

NA19128 NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.2572A>G 98 100 

NA19128 CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.257T>C 99 100 

NA19128 A2M NM_000014.4:c.2998A>G 99 100 

NA19128 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.5526T>C 99 100 

NA19128 FA2H NM_024306.4:c.229C>T 99 100 

NA19128 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3547G>A 99 100 

NA19128 CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.150A>G 99 100 

NA19128 FIG4 NM_014845.5:c.1961T>C 99 100 

NA19128 NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.2793C>T 100 100 

NA19128 LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4872C>A 100 100 

NA19128 VPS35 NM_018206.4:c.1938C>T 100 100 

NA19128 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.1653T>C 100 100 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.1077T>C 100 100 

NA19128 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.606A>G 100 100 

NA19128 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.4563A>G 100 100 

NA19128 ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.4015C>T 100 100 

NA19128 TEK NM_000459.3:c.1037A>C 100 100 

NA19128 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.5899G>A 100 100 

NA19128 SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3220C>G 100 100 

NA19128 SETX NM_015046.5:c.3576T>G 100 100 

NA19128 OPTN NM_001008211.1:c.964A>G 100 100 

NA19128 NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3058G>C 100 100 

NA19128 A2M NM_000014.4:c.1915A>G 100 100 
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Supplementary Table 4: Observed vs. expected variant frequencies across 106 variants, mixed 

sample 

Gene Variant 
Observed variant 

frequency (%) 

Expected variant 

frequency (%) 

GJC2 NM_020435.3:c.108C>T 20 25 

GLMN NM_053274.2:c.1159A>G 21 25 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.6324G>A 21 25 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.2019C>T 21 25 

PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.185G>A 21 25 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.2637C>T 22 25 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.4156A>G 22 25 

CLU NM_001831.3:c.789T>C 22 25 

VPS35 NM_018206.4:c.1398G>A 22 25 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.1172C>T 22 25 

A2M NM_000014.4:c.1311G>A 22 25 

MAPT NM_001123066.3:c.50C>T 23 25 

CHMP2B NM_014043.3:c.312T>C 23 25 

PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.458C>G 23 25 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.4176C>T 23 25 

PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.111G>A 23 25 

ENG NM_001114753.1:c.1029C>T 23 25 

SPG11 NM_025137.3:c.7256A>G 23 25 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.3182C>T 23 25 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.1653C>G 24 25 

APOE NM_000041.2:c.388T>C 24 25 

PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.720G>A 24 25 

PRNP NM_000311.3:c.512A>G 24 25 

SOX18 NM_018419.2:c.243C>T 24 25 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.3144C>G 24 25 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.457T>C 24 25 
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PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.783A>G 25 25 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.234G>A 25 25 

SPG20 NM_001142295.1:c.1629A>G 25 25 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.4752T>A 25 25 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.3192C>T 25 25 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.1979C>G 25 25 

FA2H NM_024306.4:c.933T>C 25 25 

FLT4 NM_182925.4:c.3198C>T 26 25 

ENG NM_001114753.1:c.14C>T 26 25 

VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.2718A>G 26 25 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.2970G>A 27 25 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.1815C>T 28 25 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.3754G>A 28 25 

PRNP NM_000311.3:c.385A>G 28 25 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3561T>G 29 25 

VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.3108T>C 29 25 

SPG11 NM_025137.3:c.4687A>G 30 25 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.303C>T 30 25 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.7834A>G 30 25 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.2742A>G 30 25 

VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.9069A>G 30 25 

GLMN NM_053274.2:c.899T>C 30 25 

FA2H NM_024306.4:c.888A>G 31 25 

MAPT NM_001123066.3:c.953C>T 33 25 

PANK2 NM_153638.2:c.332T>A 33 25 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.3123G>A 35 25 

ARSA NM_001085426.2:c.1055A>G 30 50 

NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.2572A>G 40 50 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.807T>C 43 50 
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TEK NM_000459.3:c.1962A>G 43 50 

CCM2 NM_001029835.2:c.978G>A 43 50 

ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2495A>G 43 50 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3738C>T 44 50 

PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.87G>A 46 50 

ENG NM_001114753.1:c.1794T>C 46 50 

ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.1102G>A 47 50 

PINK1 NM_032409.2:c.1562A>C 47 50 

NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.2793C>T 48 50 

PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.957G>A 48 50 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.2976T>C 49 50 

FTL NM_000146.3:c.163T>C 49 50 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.7190T>C 49 50 

ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.3419T>C 51 50 

ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2855G>A 53 50 

FLT4 NM_182925.4:c.2670C>G 55 50 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4939T>A 55 50 

PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.1086C>T 57 50 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.5526T>C 67 75 

FA2H NM_024306.4:c.879C>T 68 75 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3058G>C 72 75 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.1077T>C 73 75 

CLU NM_001831.3:c.84C>T 73 75 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4911A>G 74 75 

A2M NM_000014.4:c.2998A>G 74 75 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3547G>A 75 75 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.3576T>G 75 75 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.149G>A 75 75 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.5811T>C 76 75 
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SETX NM_015046.5:c.7759A>G 76 75 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.5457T>C 76 75 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.5563A>G 77 75 

CLU NM_001831.3:c.949A>C 79 75 

PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.69T>C 79 75 

PANK2 NM_153638.2:c.377G>C 96 100 

FA2H NM_024306.4:c.229C>T 99 100 

NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.1926G>C 99 100 

FIG4 NM_014845.5:c.1961T>C 100 100 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4872C>A 100 100 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.1037A>C 100 100 

VPS35 NM_018206.4:c.1938C>T 100 100 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.1653T>C 100 100 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.606A>G 100 100 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.4563A>G 100 100 

CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.150A>G 100 100 

ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.4015C>T 100 100 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.5899G>A 100 100 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3220C>G 100 100 

OPTN NM_001008211.1:c.964A>G 100 100 

CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.257T>C 100 100 

A2M NM_000014.4:c.1915A>G 100 100 
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Supplementary Table 5: Reproducibility of variant frequency – 3 samples, 3 replicates by 3 

experimenters 

SNV Expected 
Replicate  

1 

Replicate 

2 

Replicate 

3 

VPS35 VPS35 NM_018206.4:c.1398G>A 25 22 24 22 

VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.9069A>G 25 30 24 20 

VPS13A NM_033305.2:c.2718A>G 25 26 27 27 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.3123G>A 25 35 21 25 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.234G>A 25 25 23 23 

SPG20 NM_001142295.1:c.1629A>G 25 25 25 26 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.4752T>A 25 25 22 22 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.4176C>T 25 23 23 20 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3561T>G 25 29 25 28 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.2019C>T 25 21 26 24 

PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.111G>A 25 23 23 27 

PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.720G>A 25 24 22 26 

PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.783A>G 25 25 28 21 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.303C>T 25 30 21 28 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.2742A>G 25 30 27 27 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.6324G>A 25 21 25 26 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.457T>C 25 24 25 25 

FLT4 NM_182925.4:c.3198C>T 25 26 22 22 

FA2H NM_024306.4:c.933T>C 25 25 22 25 

ENG NM_001114753.1:c.1029C>T 25 23 22 26 

CLU NM_001831.3:c.789T>C 25 22 27 21 

CHMP2B NM_014043.3:c.312T>C 25 23 21 29 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.2637C>T 25 22 22 29 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.2970G>A 25 27 29 28 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.3144C>G 25 24 21 26 

ATP13A2 NM_022089.2:c.3192C>T 25 25 26 24 
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A2M NM_000014.4:c.1311G>A 25 22 22 23 

SPG11 NM_025137.3:c.4687A>G 25 30 24 21 

SPG11, EIF3J NM_025137.3:c.7256A>G 25 23 23 25 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.1979C>G 25 25 26 23 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.3754G>A 25 28 28 25 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.4156A>G 25 22 30 24 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.7834A>G 25 30 30 30 

PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.185G>A 25 21 25 21 

PRNP NM_000311.3:c.512A>G 25 24 28 27 

PRNP NM_000311.3:c.385A>G 25 28 27 27 

PARK2 NM_004562.2:c.458C>G 25 23 21 23 

PANK2 NM_153638.2:c.332T>A 25 33 29 38 

MAPT NM_001123066.3:c.953C>T 25 33 23 22 

MAPT NM_001123066.3:c.50C>T 25 23 20 24 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.1653C>G 25 24 22 22 

GLMN NM_053274.2:c.899T>C 25 30 22 24 

ENG NM_001114753.1:c.14C>T 25 26 23 25 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.2976T>C 50 49 47 45 

TEK NM_000459.3:c.1962A>G 50 43 39 49 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3738C>T 50 44 44 54 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.807T>C 50 43 45 41 

PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.87G>A 50 46 46 46 

PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.957G>A 50 48 47 45 

PLA2G6 NM_003560.2:c.1086C>T 50 57 49 49 

GYS1, BAX, FTL NM_000146.3:c.163T>C 50 49 47 47 

ENG, FPGS NM_001114753.1:c.1794T>C 50 46 52 46 

NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.2793C>T 50 48 49 56 

CCM2 NM_001029835.2:c.978G>A 50 43 59 39 

PINK1, DDOST NM_032409.2:c.1562A>C 50 47 48 50 
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NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.2572A>G 50 40 51 49 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.7190T>C 50 49 47 54 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4939T>A 50 55 49 44 

FLT4 NM_182925.4:c.2670C>G 50 55 47 46 

ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2495A>G 50 43 48 44 

ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.2855G>A 50 53 44 49 

ATP7B NM_000053.3:c.3419T>C 50 51 46 60 

ARSA NM_001085426.2:c.1055A>G 50 30 52 47 

ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.1102G>A 50 47 46 47 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.1077T>C 75 73 78 70 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.5811T>C 75 76 71 66 

PSEN2 NM_000447.2:c.69T>C 75 79 72 80 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.5526T>C 75 67 78 76 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.5457T>C 75 76 79 76 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4911A>G 75 74 78 72 

FA2H NM_024306.4:c.879C>T 75 68 83 75 

CLU NM_001831.3:c.84C>T 75 73 76 80 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.149G>A 75 75 71 71 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.3576T>G 75 75 70 76 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.5563A>G 75 77 74 75 

SETX NM_015046.5:c.7759A>G 75 76 76 78 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3058G>C 75 72 70 76 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.3547G>A 75 75 78 81 

CLU NM_001831.3:c.949A>C 75 79 77 76 

VPS35 NM_018206.4:c.1938C>T 100 100 100 100 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.1653T>C 100 100 100 100 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.606A>G 100 100 100 99 

NOTCH3 NM_000435.2:c.4563A>G 100 100 100 100 

LRRK2 NM_198578.3:c.4872C>A 100 100 100 100 
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FA2H NM_024306.4:c.229C>T 100 99 99 100 

CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.150A>G 100 100 100 100 

ALS2 NM_020919.3:c.4015C>T 100 100 100 100 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.5899G>A 100 100 100 100 

SORL1 NM_003105.5:c.3220C>G 100 100 99 100 

PANK2 NM_153638.2:c.377G>C 100 96 100 98 

OPTN NM_001008211.1:c.964A>G 100 100 100 100 

NPC1 NM_000271.4:c.1926G>C 100 99 100 100 

FIG4 NM_014845.5:c.1961T>C 100 100 100 100 

CALHM1 NM_001001412.3:c.257T>C 100 100 100 99 

A2M NM_000014.4:c.1915A>G 100 100 100 100 
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CHAPTER NINE 

 

Molecular analysis of a case of thanatophoric dysplasia reveals two de novo FGFR3 missense 

mutations located in cis 

 

This chapter, and the following one, take a focused view of gene-based sequencing to reveal novel 

mutations, and targeted mutation analysis. The latter uses the tetra-primer amplification mutation system. 

 

This work was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Aftimos S, Love DR. Molecular Analysis of a Case of Thanatophoric Dysplasia 

Reveals Two de novo FGFR3 Missense Mutations located in cis. Sultan Qaboos Univ Med J. 2013 

Feb;13(1):80-7. 

 

Introduction 

Thanatophoric dysplasia (TD) is the most common form of lethal short- limb skeletal dysplasia with a 

prevalence of approximately 2/100,000 births.1 It was first described as thanatophoric dwarfism by 

Maroteaux and Lamy in 1967, undergoing a name change in 1977 as a result of a decision reached at the 

2nd International Conference on the Nomenclature of Skeletal Dysplasias.2 It is characterised by a range 

of phenotypic features, foremost among which are macrocephaly, a narrow thorax, short ribs, 

brachydactyly, and micromelia.3 There are two forms of TD, designated TD type I and TD type II, which 

can be differentiated principally by the presence of bowed, rather than straight, femurs in TD type I and of 

a moderate to severe clover-leaf deformity of the skull in TD type II.3 A clover-leaf skull deformity may 

also occur in TD type I but is infrequent and less severe than in TD type II.3 Both subtypes of TD are 

considered lethal with most affected infants dying as a result of respiratory insufficiency within the first few 

hours of life; however, there are reports of a small number of affected individuals who have survived into 

childhood by virtue of aggressive ventilatory support.4  

 

As with the other severe skeletal dysplasias, TD is frequently diagnosed following a routine antenatal 

ultrasound screening in the first or second trimester. The earliest radiological signs are increased nuchal 

thickness and short limbs, but these signs are non- specific.5,6 A molecular diagnosis may be made 

prenatally if genetic testing for TD is requested on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) extracted from a chorionic 

villus or amniocentesis sample, but is more commonly made following a post-mortem examination carried 

out to clarify the nature of the lethal skeletal dysplasia in question.5,6 

 

TD is primarily an autosomal dominant disorder, resulting from heterozygous mutations in the FGFR3 

gene that lead to ligand-independent activation of the receptor and disruption of cartilage function during 

linear bone growth.7 Mutations in the FGFR3 gene cause a spectrum of skeletal dysplasias ranging from 
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the relatively mild hypochrondroplasia through to achondroplasia, severe achondroplasia with 

developmental delay and acanthosis nigricans (SADDAN), and thanatophoric dysplasia.7 As expected 

from the severity of the disorder, the majority of TD-related mutations in the FGFR3 gene are de novo 

and the recurrence risk for parents with a previously affected pregnancy is very low, particularly if both 

parents are phenotypically normal. A single case of somatic and germline mosaicism for the TD type 1 

mutation Arg248Cys has been described.8 The mosaic individual in this instance was affected by a 

disproportionate asymmetric rhizomelic shortening of the limbs. Her only pregnancy was complicated by 

severe pre-eclampsia and resulted in the stillbirth of an infant with a phenotype consistent with TD.8  

 

We present here a case in which TD was diagnosed prenatally by ultrasound scanning and describe the 

results of subsequent molecular analysis, which revealed a double de novo mutational event. 

 

Methods 

Informed consent was provided by the parents of the proband reported here; the proband was studied at 

the genetic level to confirm a clinical diagnosis of TD. The New Zealand multi-region ethics committee 

has ruled that cases of patient management do not require formal ethics committee approval. 

 

A skin biopsy from the affected fetus was taken at autopsy and the tissue was cultured according to 

conventional cytogenetic techniques. Genomic DNA (gDNA) was isolated from the cultured cells by 

phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. In the case of peripheral blood in 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), gDNA was isolated using the Gentra Puregene DNA Extraction 

kit (Qiagen). 

 

The messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) sequence of transcript 1 of the FGFR3 gene was identified 

using the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser (genome assembly 

GRCH37/hg19).9 This website provides a direct link to ExonPrimer for the design of primers flanking 

coding exons. The first coding exon of transcript 1 of the FGFR3 gene is exon 2, so primers were not 

designed against exon 1. ExonPrimer is a Perl script that uses a combination of Primer3 and Blat to 

design intronic primers against a complementary DNA (cDNA) of interest. Default parameters were used. 

The coverage (entire coding exon and at least 20 bp of flanking intronic sequence to allow interrogation of 

splice sites) and specificity of the primers were confirmed using the in-silico polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) tool also available on the UCSC genome browser. All primers were checked for single nucleotide 

polymorphisms using the software tool available from the National Genetic Reference Laboratory, 

Manchester, UK.10 The primers were tailed with M13 sequences for ease of subsequent sequence 

analysis, and were synthesised by Invitrogen Ltd. (see Table 1). 
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We used the freely accessible online tetra-primer amplification refractory mutation system (ARMS)-PCR 

primer design programme11 to design allele-specific PCR primers to target the DNA variants of interest.12 

Specificity is ensured by not only using allele-specific primers with differing 3' terminal bases but also 

including an additional mismatched base at position -2 from the 3' end. Two pairs of primers were 

designed. Each pair contained one allele-specific primer that would result in amplification of only the wild-

type allele of each of the two variants in question. The other primer in each pair was positioned such that 

the second variant was also included within the amplicon, thereby allowing the phase of the variants to be 

determined. These two additional primer pairs were likewise tailed with M13 sequences and were 

synthesised by Invitrogen Ltd.  

 

Conventional and allele-specific PCR were performed using 1U Faststart Taq DNA polymerase 

(Invitrogen), 50 ng gDNA, 2 mM MgCl2, and 0.8 μM forward and reverse primers with the following cycle 

conditions: 95° C for 4 minutes, 35 cycles of 94° C for 45 seconds, 60° C for 30 seconds, 72° C for 30 

seconds, and a final extension at 72° C for 10 minutes. All amplicons amplified efficiently under these 

conditions. Five µL of each PCR was cleaned with ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix) prior to bidirectional DNA 

sequencing using M13 forward and reverse primers and Big-Dye Terminator, Version 3.0 (Applied 

Biosystems Ltd). Twenty µL of sequenced product was purified using an automated Agencourt CleanSEQ 

procedure with the aid of an epMOTION 5075 liquid handling robot (Eppendorf). Fifteen µL of purified 

product was then subjected to capillary electrophoresis using an Applied Biosystems model 3130xl 

genetic analyser.  

 

The analysis of sequence traces was performed using Variant Reporter, Version 1.0 (Applied 

Biosystems). Genebank NM_000142.4 was used as the reference sequence, with cDNA number +1 

corresponding to the A of the translation initiation codon. Amino acid numbering began at the first amino 

acid in RefSeq accession number NP_000133.1. Exons were numbered sequentially, with exon 2 being 

the first exon analysed (exon 1 is non-coding). Variant Reporter uses advanced algorithms and quality 

metrics to automate the detection of variants and to streamline the analysis process. Traces produced 

from the sequencing of allele-specific PCR amplicons were analysed manually. 

 

Table 1: Primers for the amplification of all coding exons of the FGRF3 gene  

(Refseq accession number NM_000142.4) 

Exon Forward primer Reverse Primer 
Amplicon 

size (bp) 

2 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAGCTG

CCTTC CTCCTCC 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCGGGGC

GTCA CTCACAC 

380 

3 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCTGTG

TCTGT AAACGGTGC 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGACCCA

CGCA GGGACTC 

441 
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4 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTCTCTC

TGGTC ATTGGTGGA 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGCCCCT

CCTG TATCCTGAG 

394 

5 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTCCTAC

ACAGG ACGGGAAAC 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGGATGCT

GCCA AACTTGTTC 

507 

6 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCATCT

CCTGG CTGAAGAAC 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTGCGTCA

CTGT ACACCTTGC 

500 

7 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGGAC

GTGCT GGGTGAG 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCAACCCC

TAGA CCCAAATCC 

433 

8 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGTGGA

CTCTG TGCGGTG 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCTTTGG

CGTG TCCCGAG 

316 

9 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCTCCC

AGTGG TGCCTGC 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGAGAGG

GCTC ACACAGCC 

422 

10 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCTTCAT

TCAAT GCTGGTGGA 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCACAGAAC

CCCA GCCACAC 

436 

11 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAGCA

TGGAG GGCTTCCT 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTTTCCCG

ATCA TCTTCATCA 

436 

12 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCCAAG

CCTGT CACCGTAG 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCACACCAG

GTCC TTGAAGGTG 

487 

13-14 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGGTAG

GTGCG GTAGCGG 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCAGGC

GTCC TACTGGC 

594 

15-16 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGGGGT

CATGC CAGTAGG 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTATTCGG

GAAC AGCCTGAAG 

619 

17-18 TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCAGGCT

GTTCC CGAATAAGG 

CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCACCAG

CAGC AGGGTGG 

589 

 

Blue and red coloured bases represent M13 sequences that tail the forward and reverse primers 

 

Results 

The fetus was the third child to non-consanguineous parents. The first antenatal ultrasound scan at 13 

weeks gestation demonstrated a nuchal thickness of 2.0 mm. The second ultrasound at 19 weeks was 

technically very difficult because of fetal lie and maternal habitus. However, it demonstrated the presence 

of a grossly enlarged skull with an abnormal shape (biparietal diameter [BPD] 59 mm, head 

circumference [HC] 207 mm). The fetal chest was subjectively small and the limbs were short with both 

femoral length (FL) and humeral length (HL) well below the fifth centile (FL 22 mm; HL 19 mm). These 

findings were indicative of a lethal skeletal dysplasia. The parents were counselled accordingly and 

decided to proceed with a termination which was performed at 19 weeks and 5 days’ gestation. 

 

Skeletal radiographs (Figure 1) showed a narrow thorax in both anteroposterior and lateral views. The 

skull was large in relation to the facial bones and abnormally shaped but without a clover-leaf 
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appearance. The vertebral bodies were flat with an H-shaped appearance but no notching of the central 

portions of the upper and lower plates. There was narrowing of the lumbar interpediculate distances from 

L1–L3. The long bones were short and relatively broad with mild bowing of the femora. The metaphyseal 

regions were cupped and flared. The pelvic bones were short and broad with horizontal inferior margins 

of the iliac bones. Overall, the radiologic findings were consistent with TD, but with an overlap between 

TD type I and TD type II. The vertebral abnormalities were more consistent with TD type II, while the mild 

femoral angulation was not characteristic of TD type II, but was not as severe as would be expected in TD 

type I.  

 

Figure 1: Fetal phenotype: skeletal radiographs of anteroposterior (A), lateral (B) and pelvic (C) 

views. 

 

 

 

 

Conventional PCR and bidirectional sequence analysis of all coding exons of the FGFR3 gene in the 

affected fetus detected compound heterozygosity for the mutations c.1620C>A (p.Asn540Lys) and 

c.1663G>A (p.Val555Met) in exons 12 and 13, respectively, of the FGFR3 gene (Figure 2). In order to 

determine the phase of these mutations, subsequent allele-specific PCR was performed (Figure 3). 

Sequencing of the amplicons produced by allele-specific PCR demonstrated that the variants were 

present in cis (Figure 4). 

 

DNA extracted from the peripheral blood of both parents was analysed for the presence of each of these 

variants. Neither variant was present in the parents, indicating that they were most probably de novo in 

the fetus (gonadal mosaicism in one of the parents has not been excluded).  
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Figure Two: Fetal genotype: sequence electropherograms showing the c.1620C>A, p.Asn540Lys 

(A), and c.1663G>A, p.Val555Met (B), variants in exons 12 and 13, respectively, of the FGFR3 gene 

in the affected fetus 
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Figure 3: Sequences and primers used for allele-specific PCR to determine the phase of the 

FGFR3 gene mutations detected in the affected fetus 

 

Mutation 1: 

c.1620C>A    p.Asn540Lys   exon 12 

Primer pair used to amplify wild-type allele only (c.1620C) 

 
 

Amplicon produced   chr4:1807343+1807528  186bp  

c.1620 highlighted and bold; c.1633 bold 

 

TGATCGGGAAACACAAAAACATCATCAACctgctgggcgcctgcacgcagggcggtaggtgcggtagcggcggtggtgccgg

ctgggcggccctcctgggcctggcagcccgtctgaggagcccgtgtccccagggcccctgtacgtgctggtggagtACGCGGCCAAGGG

TAACCTGCGGGAGTT 

 

Mutation 2: 

c.1663G>A    p.Val555Met   exon 13 

Primer pair used to amplify wild-type allele only (c.1663G) 

 

Amplicon produced   chr4:1807272+1807523  252bp  

c.1663 highlighted and bold; c.1620 bold 

CGCTCCGTGCACAGACGATGCCACTGACaaggacctgtcggacctggtgtctgagatggagatgatgaagatgatcgggaaa

cacaaaaacatcatcaacctgctgggcgcctgcacgcagggcggtaggtgcggtagcggcggtggtgccggctgggcggccctcctgggcctg

gcagcccgtctgaggagcccgtgtccccagggcccctgtacgtgctgGTGGAGTACGCGGCCAAGGGTAACCTGCGG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FGFR3N540IPF TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTGATCGGGAAACACAAAAACATCATCGAC 

FGFR312_13OPR CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAACTCCCGCAGGTTACCCTTGGCCGCGT 

FGFR312_13OPF TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCGCTCCGTGCACAGACGATGCCACTGAC 

FGFR3V555IPR CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCGCAGGTTACCCTTGGCCGCGTACTCAAC 
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Figure 4: Sequence electropherograms of allele-specific PCR 

 

 

A) Amplicon produced by primers specific for wild- type allele at c.1663. The red arrow indicates position  

c.1620 - note the apparent homozygosity for wild-type c.1620C 

 

 

 

B) Amplicon produced by primers specific for wild-type allele at c.1620. The red arrow indicates position 

c.1663 - note the apparent homozygosity for wild-type c.1663G 

 

Discussion 

The case we present here exhibits the classic phenotypic features of TD with overlapping features of type 

I and type II. Molecular genetic testing for TD type I involves either full sequence analysis of all coding 

exons of the FGFR3 gene (as was the approach taken in this case), or more targeted initial analysis of 

exons 7, 10, 15, and 19, which are the exons containing the mutations responsible for 99% of cases of 

TD type I reported to date. This is followed by full analysis if no mutation is identified.3  

 

The mutations themselves can be placed into two classes. The first includes the two most common TD 

type I mutations, Arg248Cys and Tyr373Cys, and involves the creation of new unpaired cysteine 

residues.3 The second class of pathogenic TD type I mutations result in obliteration of the native stop 
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codon and addition of a hydrophobic alpha helix-containing domain to the carboxyl terminus of the 

protein.3 The single mutation known to cause TD type II, p.Lys650Gly, destabilises the activation loop of 

the second portion of the split tyrosine kinase domain resulting in ligand-independent activation.11  

Neither of the mutations detected in the fetus described above fall into these categories. The first variant, 

c.1620C>A (p.Asn540Lys), is present in the heterozygote state in approximately 70% of individuals with 

classic hypochondroplasia.14 The second variant, c.1663G>A (p.Val555Met), is not listed in the online 

Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) and does not appear to be reported in the literature. 

Bioinformatic analysis using the online prediction tools Polyphen-215 and SIFT16 suggests that it is highly 

likely to be of pathogenic significance. In addition, valine at position 555 is conserved across species. 

 

Compound heterozygosity in trans for the Asn540Lys mutation and the Gly380Arg mutation that is 

responsible for 98% of cases of achondroplasia17 has been reported.18–21 Individuals who are compound 

heterozygotes for these two variants typically display a more severe skeletal phenotype than seen in 

classical achondroplasia, but the condition is still compatible with survival, unlike the lethal form of 

achondroplasia that results from homozygosity for the Gly380Arg mutation. It has been shown that the 

level of ligand-independent tyrosine kinase activity is directly related to the skeletal phenotype, so it is to 

be expected that the combination of the less-activating mutation Asn540Lys and Gly380Arg will result in a 

less severe phenotype than that caused by homozygosity for Gly380Arg alone.13 

 

In contrast, a case of apparent TD type I in association with compound heterozygosity for Asn540Lys and 

a second previously unreported mutation, Gln485Arg, has also been described.22 In this instance, as in 

our case, the two FGFR3 mutations identified were de novo in the affected fetus and in cis. Analysis of 

the deduced X-ray crystallographic structure of FGFR3 led the authors to postulate that the presence of 

two mutations in cis alters the receptor structure to such an extent that it is held in a fully activated state, 

with each mutation attenuating the effect of the other, leading to the lethal form of skeletal dysplasia 

characteristic of TD.22 

 

Each of the mutations identified in our fetus is located within the first portion of the split intra-cellular 

tyrosine kinase domain.23 It has been recognised that the activation of FGFR3 caused by substitutions 

within the tyrosine kinase domain is due to a mechanism that mirrors the conformational changes that are 

normally a result of ligand-mediated FGFR3 dimerisation and autophosphorylation.23,24  

 

Double mutation alleles have been reported in association with a range of disorders, often complicating 

genotype-phenotype correlations.25,26 It is probable that the basis of the severe phenotype seen in our 

case, in contrast to the phenotype that results from the Asn540Lys mutation alone or in combination with 

Gly380Arg, is related to the ‘double-hit’ effect of two mutations both acting in this critical region of the 
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protein. It is the combination of the location of the mutations and the attenuating effect they have upon 

each other that is significant. 

 

A recent review of the current understanding of FGFR3 signalling in the skeletal dysplasias concludes 

that, although progress is being made, there are still a large number of questions to be answered 

regarding almost every aspect of the action of FGFR3, particularly when it comes to cartilage.23 The rate 

of de novo double mutations occurring in the same gene in cis is predicted to be very low, therefore it is 

unlikely to be a common mechanism in the pathogenesis of TD.27 

 

Conclusion 

The case we describe is the second report in which the mutations differ from those classically implicated 

in the development of TD. Findings such as this may be usefully incorporated into the design of functional 

studies in the future, and suggest that the range of genotypes potentially responsible for the characteristic 

TD phenotype is likely to be broader than previously recognised. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

 

Citrullinemia type I: molecular screening of the ASS1 gene by exonic sequencing and targeted 

mutation analysis 

 

This work was originally published as  

Marquis-Nicholson R, Glamuzina E, Prosser D, Wilson C, Love DR. Citrullinemia type I: molecular 

screening of the ASS1 gene by exonic sequencing and targeted mutation analysis. Genet Mol Res. 2010 Aug 

3;9(3):1483-9. 

 

Introduction 

Citrullinemia type I is a rare urea-cycle disorder caused by a deficiency of argininosuccinate synthetase.1 

This cytosolic enzyme catalyses the conversion of citrulline and aspartate to argininosuccinate, primarily 

in periportal hepatocytes, but also in other body tissues involved in the synthesis of arginine1,2 The 

disorder is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner, and is due to a heterogeneous group of 

mutations in the ASS1 gene on chromosome 9.2-4 

 

In classical citrullinemia type I, failure of the urea cycle leads to the accumulation of citrulline, glutamine 

and ammonia in the serum and increased excretion of orotic acid in the urine.1-3 Individuals with classical 

citrullinemia type I often present early in the neonatal period with metabolic coma due to 

hyperammonemia, which if untreated proves to be fatal,1,4 but with treatment instead leads to 

developmental delay of varying degrees of severity.3 Late onset forms of citrullinemia can also occur,1 

with metabolic decompensation triggered by increased catabolic stress, as in illness or the post-partum 

period.5 Mild or asymptomatic forms of the disease, in which there is elevated serum citrulline but no 

hyperammonemia, have also been described.1,3,4 Treatment, when required, consists of dietary protein 

restriction, substitution of arginine and other essential amino acids, and the use of medication to allow the 

alternative detoxification of surplus nitrogen.2 The frequency with which mild cases of citrullinemia type I 

are diagnosed has increased dramatically over the last 5-10 years as more countries offer extended 

newborn metabolic screening programs (E-NBS).1 

 

The clinical course and prognosis of citrullinemia type I are difficult to predict by biochemical means 

alone. The level of citrulline in the serum cannot be used to determine the severity of the disease, 

although an E-NBS cut-off of 1000 µM has been proposed, as classical citrullinemia type I is almost 

always associated with levels higher than this.2 Since the discovery of the pivotal role of the ASS1 gene 

and the elucidation of its structure, it has been possible to perform molecular genetic analysis of affected 

individuals to determine the specific mutations underlying the disease.1,2 There are now a total of 87 
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mutations in the ASS1 gene that are known to cause type I citrullinemia, and this number continues to 

rise as sequence analysis is carried out on an increasing number of patients. 

 

A predictable problem with E-NBS, however, is the identification of biochemical abnormalities in an 

otherwise well baby.6 These abnormalities are often less extreme than those found in individuals with the 

classical form of the particular metabolic disorder. As a consequence, predicting the character of a 

patient’s long-term clinical course and determining whether to initiate treatment remain a challenge.1,4-6 In 

the context of citrullinemia type I, it is important to weigh the necessity of commencing appropriate 

treatment early against the need to avoid unnecessary treatment in the case of clinically insignificant 

citrulline elevation. 

 

As a means of supporting E-NBS, and to help guide the clinical management of babies with mildly 

elevated citrulline, the decision was made to develop a mutation screening protocol for the ASS1 gene. 

The study presented here describes this protocol, together with the development of a mutation-targeted 

approach that can be applied to either blood or Guthrie cards. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Primer design and optimisation 

Primers were designed to flank each of the 14 coding exons (3-16) of the ASS1 gene, including 50 bp of 

the flanking intronic regions. The mRNA sequence of interest was identified through the public UCSC 

genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu). This website provides a direct link to ExonPrimer for the 

design of primers flanking coding exons. All primers were checked for single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

using the software tool available from the National Genetic Reference Laboratory, Manchester 

(http://ngrl.man.ac.uk/ SNPCheck/SNPCheck.html). The primers were tailed with M13 sequences (Table 

1) and were synthesized by Invitrogen Ltd. For comparative analysis, an alternative set of primers 

published by Häberle et al.3 was also used to amplify the coding exons of the ASS1 gene. 

 

Table 1: PCR primers for the amplification of coding exons of the ASS1 gene 

Exon Primer Sequence 

3 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGGCACTGGCTGTCTCAGG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGACAGGACAGGTTGCAGGAC 

4 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTATGGTGTGAACTCAGGGCTC 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAGGAGCATCCACCACTGC 

5 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGGGCTCTGTATGCCAGATG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCGAGGGGTGCTCATCTCCTTC 
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6 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTTGTCCTCACGTCCTCCC 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCCTCCTCCCCATCAGG 

7 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCAGCTCTGCAGCTTACAGG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCATCACATGGGGTCAGTC 

8 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCTGGGACGGACCTCAC 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCGTCCTTTGGAATGAGCC 

9 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTACAATGGGGTGTGTGTGTTG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTGGAGCTGCTACCACCAAAG 

10 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGGGGAAATGGACAGAGGAG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCCTAGGTTCCCAGGCAGG 

11 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTAGACTCCTCCGCTGAGCC 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCACAACCATTAGCTGCAACG 

12 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGTGGGTGACTCTGAGCCTTG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCTCAGGGATCTCTGGGTTTG 

13 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTCATTTGCTGACAGTTTGGG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCACTTTGGGATCCCTTGTGAG 

14 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCCTGTGTCCTCGCGGTG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCCAGGCACAGATGTCTTGAGG 

15* Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCTAGGGCTCTCCAACCTTTGGGTG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTTACACCTGGGGGCTCTCAA 

16 Forward TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAACCCAGTGTGTGTTGTTATTG 

 Reverse CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCAATTAGCGCCTGTACTTGGG 

 

Primers for all exons were designed using ExonPrimer (accessed through UCSC, http://genome.ucsc.edu<http://genome. 

ucsc.edu/>), with the exception of exon 15 (indicated by asterisk), which was designed using the software program FastPCR 

(http://www.biocenter.helsinki.fi/bi/Programs/fastpcr.htm). The sequences shown in blue and red correspond to 18-mer M13 

bacteriophage sequences that were added to the 5’ end of all forward and reverse primers, respectively. 

 

PCR amplification and DNA sequencing 

DNA was extracted from peripheral blood-EDTA samples using the Gentra Puregene DNA Extraction kit 

(Qiagen). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed using 1 U Faststart Taq DNA polymerase 

(Invitrogen Ltd.), 50 ng genomic DNA, 2 mM MgCl, 0.8 µM forward and reverse primers, with the following 
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cycle conditions: 95°C for 4 min, 35 cycles of 94°C for 45 s, 60°C for 30 s, 72°C for 30 s, and then a final 

extension at 72°C for 10 min. In the case of exon 15, the ExonPrimer-designed and previously designed 

primers3 failed to produce amplicons. As a consequence, an alternative primer design program (FastPCR; 

http:// www.biocenter.helsinki.fi/bi/Programs/fastpcr.htm) was used to design a number of primer pairs 

flanking this exon, one of which was used routinely for the amplification of exon 15. 

 

Each PCR mixture (5 µL) was treated with ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix) prior to bidirectional DNA sequencing 

using M13 forward and reverse primers and Big-Dye Terminator v3.0 (Applied Biosystems Ltd.). A volume 

of 20 µL of sequenced product was purified using an automated Clean-Seq (Agencourt) procedure with 

the aid of an epMOTION 5075 liquid handling robot (Eppendorf). Fifteen µL of purified product was then 

subjected to capillary electrophoresis using an Applied Biosystems model 3130xls Genetic Analyser. 

 

The analysis of trace sequences was performed using Variant Reporter v1.0 (Applied Biosystems). 

Genebank NM_000050.4 was used as the reference sequence, with cDNA number +1 corresponding to 

the A of the translation initiation codon (codon 1). The quality control values for the sequence traces 

obtained using the ExonPrimer/FastPCR primers were consistently higher than previously designed 

primers.3 As a result, the ExonPrimer/Fast PCR primers were preferentially selected for the final set of 

primers. 

 

Tetra-primer ARMS-PCR 

Tetra-primer ARMS (amplification refractory mutation system)-PCR has been reported to be a simple and 

economical point mutation detection method.7,8 This approach uses two primer pairs (inner and outer) to 

amplify two different potential alleles in a single PCR. We used the freely accessible online primer design 

program (available at http://cedar.genetics.soton.ac.uk) to design primers suitable for applying the 

technique to the target DNA sequence in Exon 12 of the ASS1 gene. Genomic DNA was extracted from 

peripheral blood-EDTA samples using the Gentra Puregene DNA Extraction kit (Qiagen) or the QIAmp 

DNA Miniblood kit (Qiagen) in the case of Guthrie cards. DNA was amplified using the conditions 

described above but with 0.4 µM of each of the four primers. Gel electrophoresis of the PCR products 

was performed and the genotype determined. 

 

Results 

Our initial attempts at the amplification of all coding exons of the ASS1 gene using previously designed 

primers3 were not generally successful. We, therefore, developed a streamlined pre-analytical process for 

primer design that we applied to the ASS1 gene, which has since been translated to all other genes that 

we sequence in a small diagnostic laboratory (Doherty E, Love J, Marquis-Nicholson R, Prosser D and 

Love DR, unpublished results). All coding sequence exons of the ASS1 gene were successfully amplified 

using a single PCR condition, and the double-stranded sequence quality was consistently high as 
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determined using the quality metrics of the Variant Reporter Software (Applied Biosystems Ltd.). We 

undertook the analysis of three patients who had elevated citrulline levels compatible with a clinical 

diagnosis of citrullinemia. Interestingly, all three patients were homozygous for the same mutation in exon 

12 of the ASS1 gene: c.787G>A, p.Val263Met (Figure 1), which has previously been reported in patients 

of predominantly Turkish origin.1,2,4 

 

 

Figure 1: Electropherograms showing partial exon 12 sequence encompassing the c.787G>A 

(p.V263M) mutation 

 

 

Electropherograms begin at the first nucleotide of exon 12 (G). The c.787G>A mutation is highlighted in yellow.  

 

 

Given the success of the above sequence approach, we decided to develop a targeted mutation detection 

approach. We used the online tetra-primer ARMS-PCR software package to design primers to detect the 

c.787G>A (p.Val263Met) mutation (Figure 2). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A) Negative control (homozygous G; 

wild-type sequence) 

 

 

B) Patient 1 (homozygous A) 
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Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of the tetra-primer ARMS-PCR method 

 

Four primers are designed: two outer primers and two inner allele-specific primers that are targeted to the c.787G>A mutation 

(p.V263M; highlighted in bold red in exonic sequence) in the ASS1 gene. Allele-specific primers are shown in blue (forward) and 

yellow (reverse), with mismatched bases at position -2 from the 3’ terminal bases highlighted in bold. PCR was performed under a 

range of conditions during the optimisation process, and the appropriate inner:outer primer ratio and reaction conditions were 

determined. Tetra-primer ARMS-PCR was able to detect the mutation using DNA extracted from either blood or from Guthrie cards 

(Figure Three). 

 

Figure 3: Agarose gel electrophoresis of tetra-primer ARMS-PCR amplification 

 

Lanes 1 and 8 = 100-bp ladder (Invitrogen Ltd.); lane 2 = negative control (homozygous G); lane 3 = heterozygote (mixture of DNAs 

from negative control and patient 1); lanes 4-6 = patients 1-3; lane 7 = no DNA control. 
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Discussion 

There are 10 to 14 homologous copies of the ASS gene spread throughout the human genome, but the 

functionally relevant copy, ASS1, is located in the long arm of chromosome 9.2 A wide range of mutations 

have been implicated in citrullinemia type I.2,3 This heterogeneous group involves all exons, except exons 

1 and 2, which encode the 5’ untranslated region of the gene transcript, and exon 16.2 As yet there is no 

definite genotype-phenotype correlation,5 but increasing use of molecular analysis has led to the 

establishment of firmer links between specific mutations and particular clinical courses - e.g., mild or 

severe, requiring treatment or not requiring treatment. This correlation is complicated, however, by 

compound heterozygosity. Of the twenty mutations detected in mild disease to date, only four have been 

seen in a homozygous state.2 One of these is the c.787G>A (p.Val263Met) mutation found in the patients 

in this study. 

 

The study reported here is of relevance as it describes a sequence-based approach that is robust and 

provides high-quality data for mutation screening. In addition, the targeted mutation approach using the 

tetra-primer ARMS-PCR strategy is simple to implement, offers a fast turnaround time, and can be 

applied to very small sample volumes and sample types. It is our view that the use of molecular 

approaches can assist in the confirmation of an apparently benign clinical course, and that the entire 

coding sequence of the ASS1 gene can be captured, or more targeted strategies can be used to identify 

mutations that may be more common in defined population groups. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Over the course of working on this thesis, the landscape of genetic diagnostics has changed markedly. 

The various publications that I have included reflect that change, and to a small extent illustrate the pace 

of the advances made. Change is particularly marked on two fronts. 

 

First, chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA), including both array CGH and SNP platforms, is now well 

and truly established as the first line diagnostic test for individuals with developmental delay / intellectual 

disability, multiple congenital anomalies, or autism.1 CNVs are now known to account for 10-20% of 

intellectual disability.2 It has been shown that recurrent rearrangements between segmentally duplicated 

regions are associated with a number of syndromic disorders.3 Significant advances in copy number 

detection have broadened the mutation spectrum for many clinical genetic disorders. 37 human diseases 

have been identified that are either caused by CNVs or for which the relative risk is substantially 

increased by CNVs.4 

 

CMA has been proven to have a number of important benefits.1 CMA assays are flexible in design, and 

can be customised to the particular regions of interest. CMA allows the analysis of a wide range of 

tissues, including archival tissue or tissue that can not be cultured. It enables higher resolution, better 

differentiation, and more complete characterisation of abnormalities than G-banded techniques, including 

the detection of copy neutral loss of heterozygosity (SNP arrays). In addition, the data produced lends 

itself to more objective analysis than is possible with the visual inspection of conventional G-banded 

karyotypes. Over the last five years the interface between CMA analysis software, genome browsers, and 

large databases has also become increasingly seamless. CMA has been shown to have a 15-20% higher 

yield than karyotyping in the postnatal context, and data suggest that this significantly increased yield 

holds true in a prenatal context.5 A large study of 2497 fetuses detected an additional 8.2% of 

abnormalities, and determined that CMA was of particular benefit in cases with apparently balanced 

translocations on karyotype.6 

 

Ideally, clinical microarrays include exon level resolution in addition to a genomic backbone that includes 

intergenic regions.1 The process of interpretation of CNVs continues to be refined as publically available 

CNV databases expand, allowing for more confident interpretation of changes within a clinical context. In 

addition, an increasing amount of data is being gathered about genomic architecture and molecular 

characteristics. For example, when it comes to predicting the effect of a deletion that has not been seen 

before and does not include well-characterised genes, it may be helpful to consider that 

haploinsufficiency genes are typically longer and have more conserved coding sequences and promoters 

than non-haploinsufficient genes.2 Haploinsufficient genes also have higher levels of expression during 

early development, greater tissue specificity, more interaction partners, and greater network proximity to 
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other known haploinsufficient genes.2 In the future it is likely that there will be computational tools 

available for predicting the effects of CNVs – in silico prediction tools for CNVs that are analogous to 

Polyphen2 or SIFT for SNVs.2   

 

Disease genes can be conceptualised as being on a spectrum of gene ‘essentiality’ that ranges from truly 

essential genes on the one hand (absolutely required for survival, contribute to fitness and robust 

competitive growth) to almost dispensable genes on the other. Disease genes cannot be essential genes, 

as mutation in essential genes is lethal in utero. The concept of disease essentiality is also bound up in 

copy number – copy number variation can ‘rescue’ the full or partial loss of a gene in some 

circumstances: there are more than 1000 putative nonsense single nucleotide polymorphisms found in 

the homozygous state in control populations, demonstrating the likely functional redundancy of these 

genes.4 

 

The second major upheaval in the diagnostic genetic landscape has been the recent translation of next 

generation sequencing (NGS; also known as massively parallel sequencing, MPS) from the research 

arena into clinical practice. The most frequent use of NGS at this stage is in the form of multi-gene panels 

of varying size. NGS has been particularly useful to elucidate the aetiology of unknown phenotypes, as 

well as those with significant genetic heterogeneity (e.g. cardiomyopathies, neuromuscular disorders, and 

congenital hearing loss).7-12 Although multi-gene panels have been the first type of assay move into 

diagnostics, some laboratories are now also starting to offer whole exome (WES) and whole genome 

(WGS) sequencing.  

 

While it depends somewhat on the assay and platform, WES usually interrogates approximately 90-95% 

of the exome – the 1.5% of the genome where the most highly penetrant disease causing variants are 

found.7,11 It is currently used to detect SNVs and small insertions or deletions; at this stage it is not 

routinely used to screen for larger copy number changes or structural variants. The ability to analyse both 

copy number and SNVs in a single assay would lead to fewer diagnostic assays being required to reach a 

final diagnosis (shortening the diagnostic odyssey for some individuals) and would provide insight into the 

combined effects of SNVs and structural variation. Therefore, this is an active area of development. It is 

possible to determine copy number from WES data by using read depth (the number of fragments 

mapping within a particular genomic region), or coverage, as a proxy for the amount of DNA present at 

that location.13 The coverage for each target region is normalised against the sample’s overall exome 

coverage depth, and that normalised coverage is compared to the baseline distribution of normalised per 

target scores of previously sequenced samples.3 Early data is promising, and it appears that WES copy 

number analysis may be comparable to the CNV detection resolution of some diagnostic arrays currently 

used in clinical practice (medium resolution, rather than high resolution arrays).13 However, read depth is 

influenced by a number of things in addition to the absolute copy number of the region, including GC 
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content and low copy repeats. These affect the efficacy of capture, as well as the accuracy of mapping 

and alignment to the reference genome. There is a higher error rate for events smaller than three exons; 

this error rate is more pronounced for duplications than deletions. It seems that error rates can be 

decreased by using a large number of control samples to normalise against. Retterer et al3 found 500 

samples to be the optimum number, giving a good balance between noise reduction and computation 

time. Resolution also improves with increasing depth of coverage. It is unlikely that small or medium sized 

diagnostic laboratories would have the facilities or sample throughput to gather a series of 500 control 

samples to use in analysis, so this is obviously an area that needs to be addressed further to allow a 

more practical solution. It is known that using homozygosity data from SNVs improves the accuracy of 

copy number calls, as does using an assay that includes a whole genome backbone. Effort is also going 

into the development of more sophisticated normalisation methods. Copy number detection in clinical 

genetics will eventually occur using NGS data as first pass, with complementary or confirmatory use of 

CMA or other methods.3 

 

It is an exciting time to be in diagnostic testing, as NGS, WES and WGS technology are starting to create 

new possibilities for the seamless, integrated identification of all genomic variation in a single experiment. 

However, clinical interpretation of the data generated by NGS assays remains a considerable challenge. 

In order to facilitate interpretation, there needs to be standardisation of genotypic and phenotypic 

information, data sharing between clinical centres, and ongoing deposition of data from both population 

studies and clinical settings in well-controlled and curated databases.2  An initial focus on WES, rather 

than WGS, is justified by cost effectiveness, as the coding sequences and canonical exon-intron splice 

junctions are currently the most informative regions of the genome for clinical application.11  

 

As I touched on in the Introduction, a key concept here is that of clinical utility. There is no benefit in 

rushing to translate WES or WGS widely into clinical use if there is no way to interpret the results within 

the clinical context, or no benefit to having the additional information that is provided. As the scope of a 

test widens the question of the clinical relevance (and sometimes the clinical ‘actionability’) of a variant 

becomes more important.14,15 This is particularly the case for large multi-gene panels, WES, and WGS 

because they yield so many variants that it is simply not possible or useful to list them all in a clinical 

report. The more targeted the approach, the lower the possibility of variants of unknown significance and 

incidental findings. It becomes essential to annotate variants with additional information, then filter them 

to a smaller set for full interpretation based on the results of this annotation. Data generated by large 

public endeavours, both from big population studies (1000 Genomes,16 NHLBI Exome sequencing 

project,17 ClinSeq project18) and large disease databases (ClinVar,19 HGMD,20 locus-specific 

databases21), is essential in this process, and can be remotely accessed by bioinformatic analysis 

software in an automated manner. One of the difficulties in diagnostics is that functional evidence is 

difficult to access unless it is made publically available in a database, and few diagnostic laboratories 
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have the resources to design and carry out their own functional analyses.22 The only alternative is in silico 

models, which tend to have higher specificity than sensitivity - they are better at predicting true negatives 

than true positives.7 The ability to evaluate a given variant is fundamentally reliant on the evidence 

available, as gathered at the time, and implicit in the analysis is a need to re-evaluate results in the 

future.7  

 

It must be also be acknowledged that at present the base call error rate for NGS is higher than that of 

Sanger sequencing, regardless of the platform used. This will improve over time, but in the interim it is 

imperative that the variants included in a clinical report are technically accurate; especially if they occur in 

genes that aren’t part of a pre-defined list of high-clinical-suspicion genes.22 Depending on the assay 

used, the results of validation experiments, and the quality metrics of the base calls generated, 

confirmation of clinically important variants using an alternative technique (such as Sanger sequencing) 

may be necessary.  

 

The most appropriate test to choose in a given clinical situation depends on: 7,23  

 the suspected type of variation (SNV or chromosomal) 

 the complexity of the phenotype - if the presentation is classic for a specific disorder then a 

targeted disease-specific test is most appropriate, but if there is genetic heterogeneity, 

overlapping phenotypes, or poor genotype-phenotype correlations then using a NGS panel to 

replace a tiered testing approach is appropriate.  

 if the affected individual has already undergone a broad battery of tests for the usual suspects 

 if the necessary timeframe is tight 

 if the alternative tiered approach is more complex than a single NGS panel 

 

A simpler test may be more appropriate, even if there is no change in the diagnostic yield, because it is 

easier, quicker, or more cost-effective than the older technique. If an NGS assay with a broad scope is 

used, it is always possible to reduce the possibility of variants of unknown significance and remove the 

risk of incidental findings by filtering output to a specific gene set based on phenotype. Xue et al23 have 

suggested a relatively simple algorithm to guide assay choice (figure taken directly from reference): 
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As discussed in the Introduction, designing a multi-gene panel is best executed as a partnership between 

clinicians and laboratory geneticists.7,23,24 Partly this is to confirm that the contents of a panel are 

appropriate or, rather, that they make sense clinically. As technology progresses, there is a widening gap 

between novel genomic information and our ability to apply this new knowledge to patient care. An 

integrated approach will ensure that the development of a new test occurs in tandem with the 

development (and ongoing evaluation) of referral guidelines, standard operating procedures, and 

documentation of treatment decision making and health outcomes over time to determine the impact in a 

clinical setting.24,25 It is also imperative that the genetic component of clinical specialty training is 

augmented to address the use of genetic tests to guide therapeutic decision making.7,24 Educational tools 

for clinicians and patients must be developed.26 It is easy to be enthusiastic about the introduction of new 

technology and the potential to make more genetic diagnoses, particularly in the context of cancer where 

there is the most immediate chance of genetic characterisation guiding choice of therapy, and for new 

discoveries to lead to new therapies. This enthusiasm must be tempered, however, by the need to 

determine the robustness of the evidence supporting benefit, the costs, and the presence of the 

infrastructure and staffing levels to support clinical uptake of a test and any additional treatment within the 

health system.25,26  

 

Genomic medicine is defined as the use of information from genomes and their derivatives (RNA, 

proteins, metabolites) to guide medical decision making. The completion of the reference genome 

facilitated the discovery and cataloguing of variation among different individuals, with and without 

disease, from many different populations. Genome-wide association studies have identified genetic risk 

factors for several common chronic conditions (including diabetes, heart disease, and common cancers). 
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It remains to be seen whether and how these new genetic risk factors will contribute to the clinical 

evaluation of individuals with these diseases.27 

 

Genomics includes information about the complex interplay between markers contained not only in genes 

but also in intergenic regions, in addition to epigenetic and environmental variables.28 Although the 

mutation detection rate for most well-characterised inherited single gene disorders approaches 90% 

(using a combination of sequencing and copy number analysis techniques), it is important to note that 

current screening practices may miss potentially important secondary mutations located in cis to a 

putative primary lesion.4 Some of these are likely to be deep intronic mutations that may affect splicing – 

principally shown to result in inclusion of a pseudoexon as a consequence of cryptic splice site activation. 

Mutations may also be located within proximal gene regulatory regions. The apparent relative rarity of 

such mutations may be due in part to the fact that not all regulatory elements occur immediately 5` to the 

genes that they regulate and not all have therefore been correctly identified or assigned to the right gene. 

Knowledge of transcriptional regulatory elements is still fairly rudimentary, particularly knowledge of 

remote regulatory elements. It may be that at present the number of regulatory sequences associated 

with human genes is seriously underestimated. Both cis and trans elements may serve to modify gene 

expression and the functional effects of protein coding variants. Mutations in the 5` regulatory regions 

account for ~1.7% of known disease causing mutations at present. Recently, mutations in 3` untranslated 

regions have also been recognised. These mutations occur in microRNA target sites and are associated 

with an increased risk of inherited disease.4 The recognition of this has led to the concept of the mutome – 

the different types of mutations that may or may not have higher significance in disease.29  

 

On this note, it is increasingly important to consider not just the protein coding portion of a gene, but how 

it fits within the wider genomic context. It is now evident that the process of mutation is not random, but is 

highly sequence specific, dependent on base composition, sequence repetitiveness, epigenetic 

modification, and characteristic secondary structures. Hypervariable sequences tend to be susceptible to 

CpG deamination, and slipped strand mispairing at the DNA replication fork.30  

 

Pesole et al31 proposed the following definition of a gene: ‘a discrete genomic region whose transcription 

is regulated by one or more promoters and distal regulatory elements and which contains the information 

for the synthesis of functional proteins or noncoding RNAs, related by the sharing of a portion of genetic 

information at the level of the ultimate products (proteins or RNAs).’ An extension of this is the concept of 

the functionome:4 the universe of biologically functional nucleotide sequences in the human genome. The 

functionome is comprised of the 1-2% of protein-coding regions, the intra-genic intronic regions, 

pseudogenes, transcripts of unknown function, non-coding RNA genes, transposable elements, 

untranslated regions and a portion of as yet uncharacterised ‘dark matter’.4,32 As whole genome assays 

are increasingly employed, many more variants throughout the functionome will be identified. If we are 
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going to be able to make valid calls regarding pathogenicity then it is essential to develop new 

bioinformatic techniques to deal with volume of data, and to aid in interpretation.4 

 

It may be apparent that there is a pattern emerging here: genetics has been largely subsumed into 

genomics, which includes analysis of the functionome in order to elucidate the mutome. It truly is the age 

of the ‘omes’ – in 2010, more than 200 omic types were annotated in Medline, including the 

environome/exposome, methylome/epigenome, transcriptome, proteome, metabolome, autoantibodyome, 

microbiome, regulome, and editome.33 Although this phenomenon is in a sense merely illustrative of one 

of the current memes in medicine, it does help to reframe thinking in a useful way. RNA-Seq or whole 

transcriptome sequencing, for example, captures complex aspects of the transcriptome, such as splicing 

isoforms and editing events, and may therefore be seen as more reflective of actual gene activity and 

more indicative of phenotype than whole genome sequencing.34 

 

It is precisely integrated analysis of this type that has led to some of the early success with targeted drugs 

and companion diagnostic tests within the field of oncology. Ongoing international efforts to catalogue 

mutations in the genome, transcriptome, and methylomes for many different types of cancer, involving 

groups such as the International Cancer Genome Consortium, have led to the development of predictive 

and prognostic biomarkers, diagnostic, prognostic and pharmacogenetic genetic tests, and novel 

molecular analysis methods.35 Companion diagnostic tests may be used to select the optimal drug 

targets, to determine the appropriate drug dose, to predict which individuals will respond to specific drugs 

and who will be likely to suffer the most severe adverse effects, to select and monitor patients for shorter 

and less expensive clinical trials, to reduce the overall cost of drug development, and to provide more 

effective healthcare for patients.35 While most of these tests are currently used in the research arena, 

researchers are accelerating the pace of discovery of new biomarkers that will have an impact on clinical 

care in the future.26 Part of what has so far made this successful is the large collaborative projects that 

involve free data sharing – the willingness to share data and best practice between different centres is 

essential for efficient and effective testing and for the development of treatment strategies that make good 

use of novel techniques.26 

 

Another way of viewing the recent developments in genomic medicine is through the lens of personalised 

medicine, or ‘choosing the right treatment for the right person at the right time.’27 Personalised medicine is 

a broad and rapidly advancing field of health care that is informed by each individual’s unique clinical, 

genomic, and environmental information. The overarching goal of personalised medicine is to optimise 

medical care and outcomes for each individual. This includes treatment, medication types and dosages, 

and prevention strategies that may differ from person to person.27 This is clearly an ambitious goal, and 

requires the consideration not only of the changes that will be required in technical and diagnostic 

capabilities, but also how any new tests will be integrated with existing clinician behaviour and norms, 
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whether these will be cost effective enough to be sustainable in the long term, and how changes in health 

outcomes will be monitored, measured and assessed. 

 

An extension of personalised medicine, with even loftier goals, is the concept of P4 medicine - predictive, 

preventative, personalised, participatory medical practice.35,36 Genomic medicine is central to achieving 

this. The rapid advances in technology and an improved understanding of the genome means that we are 

on the way to being able to employ a systems-biology-powered approach to personalised medicine. The 

conventional approach relies on late or terminal symptoms and neglects pre-clinical pathophenotypes.34 If 

the predictive and preventative aspects are ever to be achieved, the models that have initially been built 

around single gene and chromosomal gene disorders in the diagnostic setting need to be extended to 

complex disorders, and will involve integrated analysis of the various omes. 

 

To return to the Matryoshka analogy, then. The term Matryoshka is also used in a metaphorical sense to 

refer to the design concept of an ‘object-within-a-similar-object’ – the Matryoshka principle. An offshoot of 

this idea underlies the Matroska Multimedia Container (.mkv) file format that is designed to store common 

multimedia content (such as television shows or movies), in a single file. Each separate component of the 

media in question – video, audio, image, subtitles – is coded as a separate track, but the tracks are 

combined and stored within one universally formatted file. Over the course of the thesis it has become 

clear to me that perhaps my starting point, with the concept of the nesting dolls and the analogous 

nesting assays may be extended into something less literal and more interesting. Perhaps the more apt 

comparison to make is with the overarching goal of personalised medicine - to integrate the individual 

snapshots, along with many other aspects, into a broader, more cohesive picture that can be ‘read’ as a 

single, universal file. This universal file, comprised of nested components, will ultimately be the guidebook 

that we can use to attain the goal of P4 medicine. 
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APPENDIX – PERMISSION TO USE THIRD PARTY COPYRIGHT MATERIAL 

No permission required for Chapters 1-5, or Chapters 7-10 (unpublished work, or open-source journal 

with full access – permission requirements checked online with each journal in question). Full licenses are 

available on request. Licenses included here are truncated for the sake of brevity. 

 

License applicable to Chapter 6 
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